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ABSTRACT

Differential, overcurrent and ground fault relays are used for protecting
transformers in electric. power systems. Several algorithms, that perform
these functions and are suitable for implementation on microprocessors, have.
been proposed in the past.

This thesis describes and evaluates an improved technique for modelling
inverse-time overcurrent relay characteristics. This technique, which is used
in a digital overcurrent relaying algorithm, is simple and requires a modest
amount of computer memory. The proposed algorithm performs most com

putations in an off-line mode and, therefore, requires few on-line computa
tions. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated using computer simula
tions. Some test results are reported in the thesis.

Digital algorithms that can detect winding faults in power transformers
are described in the thesis. The algorithms use non-linear models of a trans

former to determine its health. The algorithms take the non-linearity and
hysteresis of the transformer core into account, however, these do not ex

plicitly become part of the algorithms. They are suitable for protecting
transformers whose winding currents can not be measured at the terminals.
The performance of the algorithms is studied for a variety of operating con

ditions simulated on a digital computer using the Electro-Magnetic Transient
.

Program (EMTP). Some results of the simulation studies are reported in
the thesis.
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The proposed algorithms for ov.ercurrent relaying and transformer wind
ing protection are implemented in a microprocessor-based system. The

design; implementation and, testing of the system are presented in the thesis.
The system includes a man-machine interface for changing relay settings and

relay software, and for uploading the relay signals for further analysis. The

performance of the system was checked in the laboratory. The testing proce
dure and some test results are also presented.
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1� INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

A power system generates, transmits and distributes electrical energy.

The system includes facilities, such as, generating stations, switching stations, .

transmission lines and distrfbution networks. These elements occasionally ex

perience faults resulting from insulation failures. These failures are either

due to aging of insulation, or due to over voltages caused by atmospheric

.

disturbances and switching surges. Occurrence of a fault. can cause damage
to equipment, .eevere drop in voltage, loss of synchronism and substantial loss

.. of revenue due to interruption of service. A system element should, there-.

fore, be protected from damage due to faults and abnormal operating con

ditions.

1.2. Proteetion of Power Systems

Electrical equipment, such as generators, transformers and transmission

lines are protected by relays. Their function is to detect the presence of

faults, determine their locations and initiate opening of circuit breakers to

isolate the faulted section from the system. Generally, a power. system is

divided into protection zones; each zone is protected by a set of relays [1].
In the event of a fault. in a zone, protective relays of that zone open circuit

breakers which disconnect the zone from the remaining system. This

prevents further damage and consequent shut down of the power system.

A protection zone normally consists of a generator, a transformer, a

transmission line, a distribution line or a load. Several different type of

protective relays are used for generator protection. These include differential,
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rotor earth fault, negative sequence current, overvoltage, overcurrent,· loss of

excitation and reverse power relays. A transmission line is protected by

overcurrent, pilot, distance or differential relays or by a combination of these

relays. In •.case of transformers, differential, earth fault, overcurrent and

Bucholz relays are used. Distribution lines are protected by fuses and over

current, directional overcurrent and distance relays.

In early developments of power systems, fuses were used to protect

generators, transformers and lines. A significant improvement in system

protection Was achieved with the development of electromechanical relays
which could .initiate tripping of a circuit breaker or circuit breakers [2]. Sen

sitive, selective and high' speed relays were developed as the, complexity of
power systeIns increased. The development of solid state electronic relays
started in the 1950's. These relays were not generally accepted by the users

because of the high faiiure rates of electronic components, and inadequacy of

their designs. Later developments used newer semiconductor technology and

improved deisigns. Today, several kinds of solid state. relays are being used

in power systems [3].

Rapid •advances in digital processor technology have prompted· the ap

plication of .microprocessors in protective relays [4, 5]. The use of real-time

computations for system protection was proposed in 1966 by Last and

Stalewsky [61. .!n a pioneering paper, Rockefeller [7] proposed an overall

philosophy for using a digital computer to protect the entire equipment in a

substation. .• The concept of using a single computer alongwith its back up

for protection of a. substation has been.discarded in favour of using individual

microprocessors for each major relaying task. Many researchers are of the

view that the long range economic trend favours the use of digital. processors
for protection.

Transformer protection and monitoring is a challenging area of power
.

system protection using microprocessors. This· area has, therefore, received
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attention from many researchers [4, 5]. In 1969, Rockefeller [71' proI>osed a
•

method for differential protection of transformers. Since then several schemes

have been reported in the literature.

1.3. Transformer Protection and Monitoring Using
Microprocessors

A major emphasis of research in the area of microprocessor-based

protection of transformers has been the development of suitable algorithms.
These algorithms perform differential, earth fault and overcurrent protection
tasks. Initial designs of algorithms for digital differential protection were

conceptually .. similar to the designs of conventional relays [8, 9, 10, 11, 12].
They used second harmonic components of the difference currents to restrain

relay operation during. a magnetizing inrush condition. During Internal

faults; they: calculated the fundamental frequency phasors representing

through and: difference currents and compared them. Digital filtering and

correlation techniques were used to calculate the phasors. The operating vol

tages of power systems and lengths of transmission. lines have. increased sub

stantially
.

during the last twenty years. This has increased the possibilities
of the differential currents during internal transformer faults containing large
amounts of :harmonic components. This condition, if it occurs,' can .. cause a

relay to restrain even during an internal fault. The security of differential

relays using the harmonic restraint principle is, therefore, a matter of con

cern. Recently,. some algorithms have been reported in the literature that do

not rely on the harmonic components for restraining relays during magnetiz-'
ing inrush conditions �3, 14, 15, 16]. These algorithms use currents in

transformer. windings and transformer parameters' for. making appropriate
decisions. Terminals of delta connected windings are not usually brought out

of a transformers tank. The winding currents are, therefore, not available

for use' in protective relays.

Three . digital algorithms for overcurrent relays have been suggested in

the past [17, 18, 19]. These algorithms are conceptually similar to each
'.
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other except that they use different techniques for modelling relay charac

teristics and for computing of the relay currents. Also, they require con

siderable amount of real-time computations;

On-line monitoring of transformers using microprocessors is still in early

stages of development. Microprocessor-based systems that can monitor

parameters of a transformer have been reported in the literature [20, 21].
However, a microprocessor-based system that monitors transformer parameters

and performs analysis to determine the. health of' a transformer has recently
been reported by Poyer [22, 23]. Design and testing of three prototype

microprocessor-based relays for transformer protection have been reported by
researchers [12, 17, 24]. These relays provide differential, earth faults and

overcurrent protection.

It seems that the existing digital algorithms for transformer protection
have limitations and, therefore, improved digital algorithms are needed.:

Research reported in this thesis was aimed at developing appropriate digital

algorithms and implementing them in a microprocessor-based system.

1.4. Objectives or the Thesis

The major objectives of the work reported in this thesis were to

1. develop digital algorithms for detecting· winding faults in single
phase and three-phase transformers,

2. develop a technique for modelling time-current characteristics- of
overcurrent relays, and then use the technique for developing a

digital algorithm for overcurrent relays, and

3. design, implement and test a microprocessor-based system for

protection and monitoring of power transformers.
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1.S. Outline or the Thesis

The thesis is organized in nine chapters and seven appendices. The

first chapter introduces the subject of the thesis and describes its organiza
tion. Chapter 2 reviews the faults which affect power transformers and the

relays which are used to detect those faults. The phenomenon of magnetizing
inrush experienced by transformers is explained. This illustrates the sig
nificance of including a feature to restrain relays during magnetizing inrush

conditions. Chapter 2 also describes the instruments that are used for

measuring and monitoring transformer parameters.

Chapter 3 reviews the previously proposed algorithms for differential,

ground fault and overcurrent protection of transformers. Limitations of· these

algorithms are identified. Three microprocessor-based relays for transformer

protection, reported in the literature, are briefly described. A recent develop
ment in the application of microprocessors for monitoring transformer

parameters is also presented.

A technique for modelling time-current characteristics of overcurrent

relays is proposed in Chapter 4. This technique is then used to develop a

digital algorithm for overcurrent protection. The algorithm requires only a

few on-line computations because most of the calculations are done in. the

off-line mode. The performance of the algorithm was checked using digital

computer simulations. Some results obtained. from the simulation studies are

included.

Chapter 5 proposes digital algorithms that can detect winding faults in

single-phase and three-phase transformers. The algorithms are based on. a

non-linear model of a transformer instead of using harmonic. components of

the differential currents. The algorithms can protect three-phase delta-wye
transformers even if currents in the delta winding· can not be measured.

The non-linearity and hysteresis of the transformer core are taken into ac

count but they do not become part of the algorithms. The algorithms were
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tested on a digital computer by using. data generated by the Electro

Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP). Some results are also included in

Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 describes Version-II of the algorithms for digital protection of

transformer windings. These algorithms are conceptually similar to those.

proposed in Chapter 5 except that the winding resistances are neglected. and

the rectangular. rule is used for numerical integration. These algorithms were

tested using the same data as was used to test Version-I of the algorithms.
Some test results are included in Chapter 6. The performance of Version-I

and Version-II of the algorithms was compared and the results of the com

parisons are also included.

Chapter 7 describes the design, implementation and testing of a

microprocessor-based system for protection and monitoring of transformers.

The system uses algorithms of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to protect a transformer

during external faults and winding faults. The system also has facilities for

monitoring transformer parameters. The design requirements of the proposed
system are identified. Hardware and software that meet the specified re

quirements are described. The proposed system was implemented and its

performance was checked in the laboratory. The implementation and testing

procedures are described.· Test results demonstrating the performance of the

system are included.

Chapter 8 includes a summary and conclusions drawn from. the work

reported in this thesis. A list of references is given in Chapter 9.

This thesis contains seven appendices. Appendix A describes a proce

dure for calculating the coefficients of a polynomial for modelling time

current characteristics of overcurrent relays. Appendix B presents a tech

nique that estimates the rms value of a fundamental frequency component

from its real and imaginary components. Appendix C lists the parameters of
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a transformer used to model internal and external faults. on the EMTP. . The

procedure for simulating faults and operating conditions is also described. A

procedure to transform the transfer function of a fourth...order Bessel-type

low-pass analog filter to. its equivalent digital mter is described in Appendix
D. Appendix E provides the design and interface details of an I/O board

designed for use in the microprocessor-based system. Appendix F describes a
.

procedure to determine the resistance and inductance of the windings. of the
.

transformer used to test the microprocessor-based system. Appendix G

presents several cases which illustrate the performance of the winding· protec
tion scheme of the microprocessor-based system.

The specific contributions made by this project include the following:

1. An improved technique formodelling overcurrent relay characteristics

has been developed. The technique is described in Chapter 4.
.

. .

2. A digital overcurrent. relaying algorithm that uses the proposed
modelling technique is also reported in Chapter 4.

3. Two versions of a new digital relaying algorithm for detecting winding faults
in single-phase and three-phase transformers have been developed Version-I
is described in Chapter St and Version-IT is presented in Chapter 6.

4. A microprocessor-based systetri forprotecting single-phase and three-phase
transformers has been designed; implemented. and tested. The details are

reported in Chapter 7.
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2. TRANSFORMER PROTECTION
AND MONITORING

Power system protection and developments in protection and monitoring
of power transformers are briefly presented in Chapter 1. Power trans

formers
.

experience a variety of faults and abnormal operating conditions

which are briefly discussed in this chapter. Relays for detecting faults in

transformers and isolating the affected transformer from the remaining system

are briefly reviewed. Slowly developing electrical faults in oil-filled trans

formers can be detected by using gas analysis and .this aspect is discussed in

this chapter. Economic considerations in applying protection to power trans

formers are then outlined. Instruments generally used for monitoring the

health of power transformers are also described in. this chapter.

2.1. Faults in a Power Transformer

Faults affecting a power transformer can be divided into two categories,
faults outside. the protection zone of the transformer classified as through.
faults and faults in the protection zone of the transformer classified as inter

nal faults:

Some external faults. are short circuits which are limited practically by
the transformer reactance only. The fault currents are very high because the

reactance of a transformer is usually small. If these fault currents are al

lowed to persist, they can· extensively damage the transformer. In such

cases, the transformer must be disconnected to avoid damage. It is not es

sential to disconnect a transformer from the system if the fault currents flow

ing in a transformer are riot excessive or do not persist fot a long time.
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Intemal faults can be divided into two categories; incipient faults and

short' circuits, such as, phase to phase, phase to ground and inter-tum faults.

Phase to phase faults on the terminals or in the transformer are rare.

However, a transformer equipped with a tap changer usually experiences

single phase to ground faults in the tap changer which sometimes develop
into phase to phase faults. Single-phase to ground winding. faults are mainly
due to bushing failures and flash over in the transformer tank. Bushing
failures generally occur due to flashover· caused by surges, ageing, contamina

tion, cracking, moisture, low oil level and extemal short circuits caused by
birds. The severity of these faults depends on the system parameters, the

method of grounding the system neutral and the transformer design.

Most internal faults involving transformer windings are inter-tum faults.

These faults are caused by -Iocalised buming of conductors and breakdown of

the. inter-tum insulation of a coil. Initially, tum-to-tum insulation failure

does not involve a large enough part of the winding to draw sufficient cur

rent from the system. Therefore, it is difficult to detect an inter-turn fault

until it extends to involve a large section of the winding.

Majority of incipient faults which are also internal faults include core

failure due to insulation breakdown or shorted laminations. Other incipient
faults include deterioration of the transformer oil, oil leakage and auxiliary

system failures. Most incipient faults do' not pose immediate danger to a.

transformer. However, if they are left undetected, they can develop into

major faults.

2.2 .. Transformer Proteetfon

Different approaches are used to protect a transformer. Even identical

transformers, applied differently in a power system, are protected using dif

ferent philosophies. The philosophy of protection used is influenced by the

size and importance of the transformer. Small transformers are usually'
protected by fuses and, overcurrent and instantaneous earth fault' relays. Dif-
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ferential, and gas accumulator and oil surge detection relays are used for

protecting large power transformers [2].

2.2.1. Fuses

Fuses are commonly used to protect transformers of upto 5 MVA

capacity. Fuses protect transformers from internal and in some cases from

external faults. Fuses are economical, require little maintenance and do not

need a de. power supply. Blowing of one fuse on a three phase transformer

does not isolate it from the remaining two phases. This operating mode is

. detrimental to the connected loads. Therefore, special protection must be

added to avoid single-phasing. Protection from internal faults provided by
fuses is, however, limited. Sensitive devices for protecting from internal

faults are, therefore, provided.

.

2.2.2. Overcurrent protection

An external fault can damage. a transformer if it is allowed to persist.
The resulting overload can cause overheating of the winding and, ultimately,
insulation failure. Overcurrent relays are often used to disconnect a trans

former from the faulted system before it is damaged. These relays can also

protect small transformers from internal faults. Inverse-time overcurrent

(o/c) relays are generally used for this purpose. The pick-up current of an

oj« relay is selected to take advantage of the overload capabilities of the

transformer. Fast' relay operation is, therefore, not necessary. Because the

inverse-time overeurrent relays provide limited protection from internal faults,
instanteous overcurrent units are used for clearing maier internal faults.

These units are set to pick-up at currents higher than the maximum through
fault current.
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2.2.3. Differential protection

Current differential relays are commonly used for protecting 10 MVA

and larger power transformers. These relays are connected to current trans

formers in such a manner that net operating currents in the relay are the

differences between the currents entering and leaving the protection zone, all

currents referred to a common base. Differential' relays' compare the outputs

of the 'current transformers installed on the primary and secondary sides of a

transformer. Figure 2.1 shows a typical differential protection arrangement

for a two-winding, delta-wye three-phase transformer. In this case," the
primary and secondary line currents are not in phase, they are displaced by
30 electrical degrees. To eliminate the phase shift, the primary ct's are con

nected in wye and secondary ct's are connected in delta.

The transformer primary and secondary currents are in phase and are

equal in magnitude during normal operating conditions and external faults.

Therefore, the operating coil of the differential relay does not,carry any cur-'

rent. An internal faul� upsets this balance, and causes currents to flow in

the operating windings of the relay.

An internal transformer fault is not the only cause for the presence of .

differential currents. ' Non-linear phenomena are experienced which result in

operating currents in the differential relay even when the, transformer is not

faulted. These are; magnetizing inrush, differences in the characteristics of

ct's used on the primary and secondary sides of the transformer and' the

ratio mismatch of the ct's used. These phenomena are briefly described in

this section. The objective is to illustrate the significance of including a

restraint feature to avoid tripping when these phenomena occur.

Magnetizing inrush

Consider a single-phase transformer whose magnetizing characteristics

are shown in Figure 2.2. When this transformer is switched off, the mag-
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Figure 2.1: Circuit diagram of a ditTerential protection relay for a

delta-wye transformer.

netizing current follows. the hystersis loop to zero when the flux density is

+Br as shown in Figure 2.2. The magnetizing current, i2 and the flux den

sity, B2 at the instant of switching-off, t1, are shown in Figure 2.3 .. At this

instant, the current passes through zero when the flux density is +Br. If

the transformer was not switched otT,. the current and flux density waveforms

would have followed the dotted curves.

Assume that the transformer is re-energised at instant, t2, when the

flux density would' normally be - Bmaz: Since the magnetic flux can not be

instantly created or destroyed, the flux density starts at the end of curve B2
with the residual value B; and traces curve Bs instead of starting with its

normal value (-Bmaz
in this case). This curve is a sinusoid .riding a de of

fset. As a result, the transformer core saturates. The magnetizing current

required to produce the flux is drawn from the power system. The current,
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B

H

Figure 2.2: Magnetizing characteristics of a typical single-phase power
traDBfOrEBer.

.

corresponding to the flux density waveform Bs' is also shown as . is in Figure
2.3. This current is substantially greater than

.

the normal magnetizing cur

rent, iI' also shown in Figure 2.3.

The magnetizing inrush current in a transformer can have peak values

several times the rated full load current. The peak inrush current depends
on the transformer core characteristics, residual flux and instant at which the .

voltage is applied.
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Figure 2.3: Magnetizing inrush phenomenon in a power transformer.
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Magnetizing inrush is a complicated phenomenon in three phase trans

formers [25]. It is difficult to switch on all three phases at an instant when

no inrush would result. Inrush currents are, therefore, experienced in at

least two phases. Also, the levels of inrush currents in different phases are

different; they depend on the connections of the windings and the magnetic

coupling between the windings.

The waveshape of an inrush current is not. sinusoidal; it is distorted

due to the saturation of the transformer core. Since inrush currents flow' in

either the primary or the secondary windings of a transformer, a' differential

relay sees them as operating currents.

Differences in ct characteristics

Matching of the characteristics of the primary and secondary side ct's

is difficult because of the. differences in the designs of ct's used at different

voltage levels. The lengths of the leads connecting the primary and secon

dary ct's to the relay are usually not equal.' The VA burdens of the

primary and secondary ct's are, therefore, not equal. The differences cause

the ct's to operate at different ratio errors which, in tum, results � currents

in the operating elements of the differential relay.

Ratio mismatch

Another phenomenon that causes currents to flow in. the e".operating coils

of a differential relay is the mismatch of the ratios of the ct '8 and the power

transformer. Most power transformers are equipped with automatic on-load'

tap changers. The operation of a tap. changer changes the turns ratio be

tween the primary and secondary windings of the transformer. The ct ratios

are usually selected to match for operation at the nominal tap setting. The

outputs. of the primary and secondary d's, therefore, do not balance when

the transformer operates at an off-nominal tap setting.
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To avoid relay operation during magnetizing inrush, either voltages or'

harmonic components of the differential currents are used to restrain the'

relay. However, to avoid trippings due to ratio mismatch and/or differences

in the ct characteristics, differential relays are provided with a percentage

bias feature.

2.2.3.1. Voltage restraint

.
A voltage-restraint differential relay uses in each phase one undervoltage

relay with' time-delay pick-Up and reset to block' operation during magnetiz

ing inrush. The contacts of the undervoltage relays, connected in series with

a low resistance, shunt the operating coil of the differential relay. This is

shown schematically in Figure 2.4. The undervoltage relays are energised
from the potential transformers that measure the secondary voltages of the

power transformer. When the transformer is de-energised, the undervoltage
relay resets and short circuits the operating coil of the. differential relay.
When the transformer is energised, the undervoltage relay does not pick up

r

for a short time because of the designed time delay. This desensitizes the

differential relay during the magnetizing inrush period. However, after the

set time delay, the undervoltage relays reset -opening their contacts and in

serting the operating coil of the differential relay in the circuit. An obvious

disadvantage of using undervoltage relays with time delay pick-up is that

they can delay trippings when internal faults occur during magnetizing in

rush.

An improved arrangement consists of using three. high-speed. voltage

relays to control the tripping of a differential relay. These relays are con

nected between phases or between individual phases and the neutral. All

three voltage relays pick up during magnetizing inrush indicating that either

the transformer is in good health or the fault currents are very low. These

relays start a timer that disables the' tripping circuit of the differential relay
for a designed time.' This avoids the tripping on magnetizing inrush.

However, an internal fault reduces at least one system voltage. As a result

the timer does not start and tripping occurs' immediately.
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RESTRAINING COILS

OPERATING COIL

VOLTAGE RELAY

Figure 2.4: Circuit diagram showing the arrangement of the
ing . and operating coils in a voltage-restrained
tial relay.

restrain
differen-

2.2.3.2. Harmonie. restraint

Harmonic restraint is incorporated in differential relays to avoid un

desired trippings due to magnetizing inrush currents. These currents contain

. components of second and higher harmonic frequencies. Analyses of typical
inrush currents indicate that the second harmonic component predominates

[26]. This component is extracted from the differential currents using fre-·

quency selective circuits and is used to restrain the operation of the relay.
Some designs use other harmonics, in addition to the second harmonic, to

restrain .the relay. The basic objective of these designs is to restrain the

relay operation for all levels of magnetizing inrush but permit operation for

internal faults.
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2.2.3.3. Percentage bias

To avoid trippings due to ratio mismatch and differences in et charac

teristics, a percentage bias is used in ditTerential relays. This is. achieved by
.

requiring that the differential current to operate the relay be a prespecified

percentage (or more) of the through current. This ratio is referred to as the

percentage slope. of the relay characteristics. The restraint can be fixed, ad

justable or variable.

Percentage-biased differential relays permit increased speed and security
with reasonable sensitivity at low fault currents. This is because the operat-

.

ing currents far exceed the restraining currents when the fault is. internal.

2.2.4. Ground fault protection

A transformer differential relay has only a limited ability to operate in

the event of a ground fault [27]. The presence of a resistor in the grounding
circuit reduces ground fault currents. These currents are approximately

proportional to the distance of the fault from the neutral end of the winding.

Large portions. of the windings are, therefore, not protected from ground
faults. This necessitates the use of ground fault relays for protecting major
transformer installations.

A typical ground fault relay.·applied to a delta-wye transformer is

shown in Figure 2.5. This relay can detect a ground fault on any of the

wye connected windings of the transformer. In this relay, the three line cur

rents are balanced against the current in the transformer neutral. For a line

to ground fault, outside the zone of the ground fault relay, the neutral cur

rent is sum of the currents at the transformer terminals. Current in the

operating coil of the ground fault relay is, therefore, zero. However, in case

of a phase to ground fault in the protected zone, the neutral current is not

equal to the sum of currents at the transformer terminals. A current, there

fore, flows in the operating coil of the relay which consequently operates.
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This relay does not. respond to two phase and three phase faults in the

protected zone.

Ground faults in the delta windings are detected by a relay which is

connected to three line d's connected in parallel. This scheme responds to

earth faults in the delta connected windings but does not operate for earth

faults on the wye side of the transformer.

-

Figure 2.5: Circuit diagram for a ground fault relay for delta-wye
transformers.

2.2.5. Other relays

Other relays used for transformer protection are

• gas accumulator rel.ay,

• gas-pressure relay and
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• oil-pressure, surge relay.

A gas accumulator relay also known as Buchholz relay can' be applied
to a transformer that is equipped with a conservator' tank. The relay is

placed in the pipe connecting the conservator tank to the main tranSformer

tank. It traps gases, produced due to a fault in the transformer over a

period of, time and, thus, operates for low level faults also. Because a gas

accumulator relay can detect a small volume of gas, it can detect arcs of low

energy. This relay is usually applied to. supplement the differential protec

tion of a transformer.

A gas-pressure relay can be applied to a gas-cushioned oil immersed

transformer. It is mounted at' the. top end of the transformer. It monitors

the rate of rise of the gas pressure in the transformer and operates when the

pressure increases rapidly. It does not operate if the gas pressure changes

slowly due, to changes in loading and ambient temperature. High energy

arcs produce large quantities of gases which cause the relay to operate in a

short time.'

An oil-pressure surge relay can be applied to an oil immersed trans

former. It is mounted on the transformer tank below the oil level. This

relay monitors the rate of rise of the' oil pressure in the transformer' tank

and operates for internal faults that produce rapid changes in oil pressure.

It, however does not operate on slow changes, in oil pressure.

2.3. Instrumentation and Alarms

In addition to the protective relays' discussed in the previous sections of

this chapter, power transformers are equipped with several instruments [28].
These instruments measure transformer parameters, issue alarms in the event

of an abnormal operating condition and, in some cases, issue trip, commands.

These instruments include
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• level gauges,

• . pressure gauges,

• Oil, water and gas temperature measuring devices,

• hot spot estimator and

• combustible limit relay.

A fluid level gauge indicates the level of oil in an oil-filled transformer.

It is equipped with low-level and/or high-level alarm' contacts. Low level

alarm signals a condition that can result from a failure to fill the trans

former initially or from excessive leakage of the oil during operation. The

alarm is set to operate before it becomes unsafe to operate the transformer.

A; vacuum pressure gauge monitors the gas pressure in a transformer

with sealed tank construction. 'I'he pressure fluctuates between a .. lower

(vacuum) and an upper limit (positive pressure) during major load cycles .. It

is equipped with limit alarms that provide. warnings in the event of excess

vacuum or positive pressure that could cause deformation or rupture of the

transformer tank.

Oil-filled transformers are equipped with devices which are appropriately

.

located to monitor the hottest part of the oil. These temperature measuring
devices are often equipped with contacts which close at selected temperatures

to start fan motors and ultimately to issue an alarm. A gas temperature

thermometer performs a similar function in a sealed gas-filled transformer.

However, the temperature range extends' to about 200°C to accommodate the

higher operating temperatures of sealed gas-filled transformers. Transformer

oil and gas have much longer thermal time constants than the windings and,

therefore, these temperature monitoring devices are more sluggish than

changes in the winding temperature due to load changes.·

Hot spot temperature estimation reflects the thermal condition of a
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transformer. A common method of measuring the hot spot temperature is to

measure ·the temperature of oil at the top of the tank and supplement it

with the heating effect of the winding currents. A thermostat element is im

mersed 41 the transformer oil.. This element is also heated by an electric

heating element which is supplied with a current proportional to the winding
current. The thermostatic element, therefore, measures the temperature

which the hot spot of the winding attains. This arrangement often indicates

higher temperature for a heavy overload that exists QIl1y for a short .time and,·
therefore, is not suitable for detecting deterioration of the transformer insula

tion. A thermal overload relay is used for this purpose. This relay· intro

duces a time lag in its temperature registration thus accounting for the fact

that insulation deterioration is a function of the duration of high temperature.
Otherwise, the relay design is similar to that of the thermostatic element ar

rangement described earlier in this paragraph.

Combustible limit relay is used in oil-filled transformers that use con

trolled inert gas method for keeping the oil from deterioration. Combustible

gases are produced as the oil breaks down or the insulating material decom

poses due to a fault in the transformer. The· relay· indicates, records or even

transmits the composition of the combustible gases on an hourly, daily or

weekly intervals. It can also actuate an alarm if the content of the combus

tible gases reaches a predetermined level.

2.4. OfT-line Gas Analysis

Electrical faults in oil-filled transformers usually generate combustible

gases. Many transformer faults, in their early stages, are incipient in nature

and the deterioration is gradual. However, sufficient quantities of combus

tible gases are usually formed to permit detection at a very· early stage. A

sample of the gas fr.om a transformer is usually analysed periodically. The
.

interval between consecutive tests depends on the size, importance and load

ing of the transformer. The results of the analysis are evaluated.. Evalua

tion procedures vary from utility to utility and are influenced by their pre-
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vious operating experience, the transformer location and its importance.

However, a general classification of the gas analysis readings is suggested in

Reference [29].

2.5. Eeonomie Considerations

Different approaches are used for transformer protection. Even identical

transformers, applied at different locations in a power system, are protected
with different devices. Individual engineering analysis determines the most

.

cost effective scheme.
.

There are usually many alternatives· that are tech

nically feasible; each alternative offers different degrees of sensitivity, speed
and selectivity. The selected scheme balances these factors against overall

economics. The following factors are generally considered for this purpose.

• Cost of repairing damage.

• Cost of lost production.

• Adverse effects of .1osin_g the transformer on the power system.

• Spreading the damage to the nearby equipment.·

2.6. Summary

A brief description of faults in power transformers has been presented
in this chapter. Concepts of protecting power transformers using fuses, over

current relays, differential relays; ground fault relays and gas relays have

been discussed. It haa been emphasized that the design of a differential

relay must include a restraint feature to avoid tripping during magnetizing
inrush. The schemes used by conventional relays to avoid tripping due to

magnetizing inrush are then discussed.

Instruments that measure operating parameters of a power transformer,
actuate alarms and issue trip commands have been described in this chapter.

Application of off-line gas analysis for detecting slowly developing faults in a
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power transformer have been outlined. Finally, the importance of economics

in applying protection to power transformers has been emphasized.
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3. DIGITAL PROTECTION AND
MONITORING OF TRANSFORMERS

Faults affecting power transformers and systems used for their detection

have been described in Chapter 2. Instruments for monitoring transformer

parameters have also been briefly discussed. Protection and monitoring of

power transformers using microprocessors has been an area of active research

for the last fifteen years. Emphasis has been on the development of digital

algorithms for transformer protection. Algorithms suggested in the past are

for differential, ground-fault and overeurrent protection of power transformers .

.
These algorithms are reviewed and discussed in this chapter. Three

microprocessor-based relays for power transformer protection, reported in the

literature, are also described briefly. Lastly, a recent development in

microprocessor-based monitoring of power transformers is. presented.

3.1. Digital Algorithms for Differential Protection

An important. requirement of a digital algorithm for differential protec

tion of power transformers is that it should correctly identify magnetizing in-

rush, overexcitation and, internal and external faults.

reported in the literature claim to fulfil this requirement.

Several algorithms
These algorithms

can be classified into four
.

categories based on their underlying principles
which are

• waveshape indentification,

• harmonic restraint,
..

• flux restraint and

• transformer models.

Major features of these algorithms are briefly describes this section.
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3.1.1. Waveshape identification technique

As discussed in Chapter 2, substantial differential current 'flows in a

relay circuit when a fault occurs in the protected zone. However, magnetis-
.

ing inrush, ratio mismatch and unequal levels of current transformer satura

tion· during. external faults also manifest as differential currents. The

presence of differential current tinder these circumstances is not due to a

fault in the protected zone. Rockefeller [1] suggested that successive peaks of

a magnetizing inrush current Occur at intervals of either 4 or 16 ms. but the

successive peaks of a fundamental frequency fault: current occur 1.5 to 10 ms

apart. Also, the peak value of the fault current is within 15% to 125% of

its previous peak value and two successive peaks are of opposite signs.

Rockefeller, therefore, suggested that the magnetizing inrush phenomenon can

be identified by examining the pattern of the waveforms of the currents.

3.1.2. Harmonic restraint algorithms

These algorithms use harmonic components of the ditTerential currents

to restrain a differential relay during magnetizing inrush. Magnetizing inrush

currents contain large amounts of harmonic components whereas fault cur

rents do not contain these components. This fact is used in developing har

monic restraint algorithms. Digital ditTerential relays sample the currents at

regular intervals of time and calculate the peak values of their fundamental

frequency and harmonic components. If the harmonic components in the dif

ferential currents exceed a pre-specified percentage of the fundamental fre

quency. components, it is concluded that· magnetizing inrush. is being ex-
/.

perienced. Some algorithms use the second harmonic components whereas

others use a combination of several harmonies in the differential currents.

The algorithms utilize different digital filtering techniques to estimate the

magnitudes of the fundamental and harmonic frequency components of the

primary and secondary side currents. Some of the filtering techniques are

briefly described in the paragraphs that follow.
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3.1.2.1. Fourier algorithms

These algorithms assume that the ·waveform of a current, i(t), has a

fmite energy in the interval (0,71 and can be expressed as

i(t) = Ao + v2A18in(211't/7j + v2A2c08(211't/T) +

v2As8in(411't/7j + v2A4c08(411't/7j. + . ..
. (3.1)

In this equation, A' 8 are the Fourier . coefficients and T is the time period of

the fundamental frequency component. The .peak values of the fundamental

and second harmonic components of i(t) can be computed from Fourier coef-'

ficients as

.

(3.2)

(3.3)

where,

is the peak value of the fundamental frequency component.
and

is the peak value of the second harmonic component.

Researchers proposed different approaches for obtaining the Fourier coef

ficients. Malik et a1. [8] suggested that the Fourier coefficients be estimated

by correlating i(t) with sine and cosine waveforms of unit peak value.

Thorp and' Phadke [11] employed non-recursive 'Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) to extract fundamental, second harmonic and fifth harmonic frequency

components of the differential current. '. They developed ail algorithm for

protection of three-phase three-winding transformers. The algorithm uses five .

signals, one trip signal and four restraining signals. The trip signal is the

magnitude of the fundamental frequency component of the differential cur

rent. The first restraint signal is' the through current to prevent tripping

during heavy external faults.. The second restraint is to prevent tripping the
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transformer .when it is operating with the primary circuit breaker open. The

third and fourth restraint signals are the second and fifth harmonic com

ponents of the differential currents. They prevent tripping during magnetiz

ing inrush and overexcitatlon respectively.

3.1.2.2. Least error squares technique

Luckett et a1. [30] proposed the use of the least squares approach for

computing amplitudes and phase angles of voltages and currents. Brooks

[31] also used the least squares approach and assumed that a current is
.

composed of a de component and a fundamental frequency component.

Sachdev and Baribeau [32] reported further developments in this approach.

They demonstrated a procedure for modelling the decaying de component for

including in the design process. They also demonstrated that
'

most of the

computations can be done off-line. Later, Sachdev and Shah [10] applied
this technique for differential protection of transformers. They assumed that

a differential current contains a decaying de component and eomponents of

the fundamental frequency and the second and third harmonics. Therefore,

they expressed a current as

S

i(t) - Ioe-t/r + L Imsin (mwot + 'm)
m=l

(3.4)

where,

is the magnitude of the decaying de component at t=O,

r is the time constant of the de component,

is the magnitude of the m-th harmonic component,

is the phase angle of the m-th harmonic component.

Approximating the exponential by the first two terms of its Taylor series ex

pansion and replacing sin (mwot+'m) by cosIJmBin(mwot) + Bin'mCOB(mwot),
the following equation was obtained.
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i(t) = 10 - (IO/T)t +
3

L (ImcosIJm)Bin(mwot) + (1mBin'm)COB(mwot)
m=l

(3.5)

.At time t = tt' the current was, therefore, represented as

i(tl) = 10 - (10/T)t1 +

(11cOB't)Bin(wot1) + (ItBin'l)coB(Wot1) + (12cos(J2)Bin(2wot1) +

(12Bin'2)coB(2wott) + (lscoB's)Bin(3wott) + (I3Bin's)coB(3wotl)�' (3.6)

This equation. was rewritten in a linear' form as

(3.7)

where.,

Because the current i(t) is sampled every t::.T seconds, the next sample was

expressed as
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(3.8)

For a preselected time reference and sampling rate, the values of the 'a'

coefficients are known. For p samples taken at /:iT second intervals, the

process was expressed in the form of p equations in eight unknowns [10].

[A] [x] = [i]
px8 8x1 pxl

. (3.9)

For p greater than eight, the vector of unknowns, [x], was determined by

using

[x] = [A]+ [iI,
8x1 8xp px1

(3.10)

where,

. is the left pseudo-inverse of [A] defined by

[A]+
8xp

_ [[A]T[A]]-l[A]T
8xp px8 8xp

(3.11)

The authors of Reference [10] determined the elements of [Al+ in the off-line

mode. Equation 3.10 suggests that the values of the real and imaginary

parts of the fundamental and second harmonic frequency components of a

current can be computed using its sampled values and the elements of third,

fourth, fifth and sixth rows of the left-pseudo inverse of [A]. The peak
values of the fundamental and second. harmonic components can then be.

determined by using

(3.12)

e·
(3.13)
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The authors of Reference [10] designed othrogonal fundamental and second

harmonic frequency filters using a twelve sample window and time reference

coinciding with the centre of the data window. They used a sampling rate

of 720 Hz. Using this procedure, Reference [10] compared the second har

monic components of the . differential currents with their fundamental fre

quency components. If a second harmonic component was more than 33% of

the fundamental frequency component, the. algorithm classified
.

the situation

as magnetizing inrush.

3.1.2.3. Finite impulse response technique

Schweitzer et al. [9] used. Finite Impulse Response (Fffi) digital filters

for differential protection of transformers. They used four Fffi filters; two·

each for the fundamental frequency and second harmonic components. The

weighting functions of these filters were selected to be +1 or -1 which

reduced the computations to additions and subtractions of the sampled in

puts. The sampling rate used in this work was 480 Hz and the criterion for

discriminating the magnetizing inrush from internal faults was based on e
. defined as

(3.14)

where,

are the outputs of the fundamental frequency digital filters
that have 'odd' and 'even' weighting functions. respectively
and

are the outputs of the second harmonic digital filters that

have 'odd' an-d 'even' weighting functions respectively.

The theoretical limits of the value of e were investigated and were found to

be between 0 and 0.146 for internal faults and between 0.334 and 0.586 for

magnetizing inrush.
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3.1.2.4 .• A recursive filtering approach

Sykes and Morrison [33] used recursive filters for transformer differential

protection. These filters incorporate feedback by using previous outputs as a .

part of the inputs. The authors sampled a differential current, processed it

to estimate its fundamental frequency and second harmonic components. If

the magnitude of the second harmonic component exceeded a pre-specified

percentage of the fundamental frequency component, they concluded that the

transformer was experiencing magnetizing inrush.

The outputs of recursive filters used in Reference [33] are not suitable

for comparison of the instantaneous outputs because of the phase displacement
between them. The values of the outputs were, therefore, rectified and

smoothed before comparison. The authors tested the proposed technique by
off-line simulation of faults and magnetizing inrush in a single phase trans

former. The test results revealed that the procedure can identify inrush con

ditions from internal faults. However, the frequency response of the filters

indicate that they do not suppress the decaying de completely.

Another recursive filter. used for transformer protection is the Kalman

filter. Its output depends on the present inputs and the previous outputs.
Sachdev, Wood and Johnson [34] explained the Kalman filtering technique in

power system terminology and demonstrated its application for estimating

phasors representing voltages and currents. They also demonstrated the pro

cedure for designing Kalman filters that can estimate the fundamental fre

quency and selected harmonics in a signal. Reference [34] reported an eleven

state Kalman filter which can handle a decaying de and sinusiods of the first

to fifth harmonics. Murty and Smolinski [35] applied the Kalman filtering

technique for transformer protection. They designed Kalman filters using a

five state model which assumes that the transformer currents contain decay-
.

ing de and fundamental and second harmonic frequency components only.

Later, they used aneleven state model [12] reported in Reference [34]. Refer

ence [12] computed the fundamental frequency, second, fourth and rlfth· har-·
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monies in each differential current, and the fundamental frequency component

in each through current. The -second and fourth harmonic components 'of

the differential currents were used to form the restraint signal to inhibit trip

ping during magnetizing inrush. The fifth harmonic components of the dif

ferential
.

currents were used to inhibit tripping during overexcitation.

3.1.2.5. Other teehnique

Degens and Langedijk [17] used frequency sampling method to design
non-recursive digital filters for differential protection of transformers. This

consists of sampling a specified frequency response characteristic at equi

spaced frequencies and equating the responses with the discrete Fourier trans

forms of the digital filter coefficients. This procedure provides simultaneous .

equations from which the filter coefficients are determined using inverse dis

crete Fourier transform. The authors of Reference [17] designed. filters which.

estimate the fundamental and the second and fifth harmonic frequency com

ponents of differential currents. A ratio of the second harmonic and fun-
.

damental frequency' components greater than. 0.16 was interpreted as mag

neti�ing inrush. A ratio of fifth harmonic and fundamental frequency com

ponents greater than 0.08 was considered to indicate overexcitation.

3.1.3. Flux-restraint algorithm

The algorithms described in Section 3.1.2 rely on the presence of har

monies in' the differential currents to prevent tripping during magnetizing in

rush and overexcitation. . Phadke and Thorp [13] suggested a differential

protection algorithm that uses 'the flux-current relationship of the transformer

to decide if the relay be restrained. The proposed technique expresses the

following relationship between a phase voltage at the terminals of a. trans

former winding, v(t), the current in the transformer winding, i(t), the mutual

flux linkage, ..\ (t), and the leakage inductance of the winding, I.

v(t) - I(di/dt) = d..\(t)/dt (3.15)

This equation assumes that the resistance of the transformer winding is

neglegible. Integrating Equation 3.15 from time tl to t2 yields
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•

(3.16)

Applying the trapezoidal rule of integration, the following equation is ob

tained.

(3.17)

If the voltage and current are sampled at ke:..T and (k-l)e:..T s, Equation
3.17 can be written as

e:..T
'\(ke:..71 = '\[(k-l)e:..Tj + T{ v(ke:..71 - v[(k-l)e:..7U

.

- l{i(ka71 - i[(k-l)a7U. (3.18)

'this equation suggests that the flux linkage of a transformer can be

comp1ted using the voltage and current samples. As the differential current

of a transformer is equal to the magnetizing current, the samples of the dif
i

ferential current and the flux linkages lie on the open circuit magnetization
!

curve !for normal operating conditions, magnetizing inrush and overexcitation.
! .

However, this criterion can not be used because the remanance flux is not
i

kn0'1. The authors of Reference [13] suggested that this. problem can be

overcome by considering d,\/di rather than'\. The value of d,\/di computed
by re*ranging Equation 3.18 is given by

dr/di = {'\(ka71 - '\[(k-l)aTj}/{i(ka71 - i[(k-l)aTj}

� �T({ .(k.6oT) + .((k-l).607l}/{ i(k.6oT) + i((k-l).6071H - I. (3.19)
i

It wa.$ suggested that samples of d,\/di and i can be used to identify inter-
I .

nal f�ults from other operating conditions. The [(d,\/di), i] plane can be

divid� into two regions; one representing the normal operation a transformer
!

. ..

and tJie other representing internal faults. During an internal fault, the cur-
I

rent �amples and d,\/di samples remain continuously in the fault region.
.

I

However, during magnetizing inrush, they alternate between the fault and
I
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normal operation regions. A� index 'was, therefore,. defined which is incre

mented each time [(dA/di), i] sample lies in the fault region and is decre

mented if it liesjn the no-fault region. This index grows monotonically. for
faults but does not reach a specified threshold value for magnetizing inrush.

It is suggested in Reference [13] that the threshold should. be determined ex

perimentally.

The algorithm was tested off-line to study its performance. . The data.

used for testing the algorithm was obtained by sampling at 720 Hz voltages
and currents of a model transformer. Results of 21 cases reported in Refer

ence [13] reveal that the algorithm correctly identifies 'magnetizing inrush and

overexcitation conditions as normal operations. Average tripping time for in

ternal faults is reported to be approximately 11 ms.

3.1.4. Algorithms using transformer models

Another class of algorithms that do not use harmonic components of

differential currents to discriminate magnetizing inrush from internal faults

have been proposed in the past. They are based on transformer models;
three algorithms of this category are described in this section.

Sykes [14] used the saturation of the transformer core to identify mag

netizing inrush. He used the following model of the saturated transformer.

til = R1il + Lu(dil/dt) + L12(di2/dt)

"2 = R2i2 + L2l(dil/dt) + + L22(di2/dt)

(3.20)

(3.21)

where:

til and tl2 are the voltages of the primary and secondary . windings
respectively,

'1 and '2 are the currents in the primary and secondary windings
respectively,
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are the resistances of the primary and secondary windings
respectively,

are the self and mutual inductances of the primary winding
respectively and

are the self and mutual inductances of the secondary wind

ing respectively.

Assuming that. the self and mutual inductances and resistances
.
of the

primary and secondary windings are known, the primary and secondary vol

tages can be computed using sampled values of the winding currents and the

right ··hand sides of Equations 3.20 and 3.21. It was suggested that mag

netizing inrush· can be distinguished from internal faults by comparing the

computed values of the voltages with their measured values. The calculated

and measured values of the terminal voltages are close during magnetizing
inrush but are substantially different during internal faults.

Jin and Sachdev [15] presented an algorithm that uses the electrical

magnetic interrelation of a transformer considering non-linear magnetization
characteristics. They developed an algorithm that can be used to protect a

single-phase two-winding transformer using the model shoWIi�� Figure 3.l.

In this figure, the resistances, Rp� and R, and the leakage inductances, Lp
and L, are parameters of the primary and secondary windings. The shunt

.

branch, Ri and
.

Lm are equivalent· resistance and inductance respectively
which represent hysteresis and magnetizing characteristics of the transformer

core. The values of L
m

are functions of the instanteous values of flux and

magnetizing current and are derived from the B-H characteristics of the core.

Using the transformer model of Figure 3.1, the primary voltage, VI can be

expressed as

(3.22)

where,
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is the current in primary winding and
•

.

is the magnetizing current.

Since the current in the shunt branch Ri is small, the magnetizing current

can be expressed as

(3.23)

where,

is the current is the secondary winding.

For external faults, normal operating conditions and magnetizing inrush, the

differential current (i1- i2) is approximately equal to the magnetizing current,

am. A substitution of the magnetizing current by the differential current, .

therefore, satisfies Equation 3.22. But, for internal faults, the Equation 3.23

is not valid and, therefore, Equation 3.22 is not satisfied. This fact was

used in the algorithm to distinguish internal faults from external faults, mag

netizing inrush and overexcitation conditions. Simulation results showed that
. .

the algorithm performs well for the' protection. of a single phase transformer.

Multi-circuit transformers can be' represented by a universal equivalent
circuit composed of admittances [36].

.

An n-winding transformer can be

represented by an equivalent circuit containing n(n+l)/2 admittances. This

approach was used by Inagaki et al. [16] to represent a single-phase three

winding transformer by the equivalent. circuit shown in Figure 3.2.. They
called flu, flu and fl2S in Figure 3.2 as transfer inverse inductances and fllO'

fl20 and flso as shunt inverse inductances. Reference [16] showed that the

form of the equivalent circuit does not change as the operating conditions

change. The values of transfer inverse inductances remain constant for all

operating conditions but, the values of the shunt inverse inductances change
as the operating parameters change. The values of the shunt inverse induc

tances for internal faults are different from
.

their values during normal
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L, L, R,

i __'i1 ..-i2 Iii+ +im
"1 R· "2• Lm

Figure 3.1: Equivalent tee circuit of a single phase two winding
transformer.

operating and magnetizing inrush conditions. This fact was used in Refer

ence [16] to distinguish internal faults from other operating conditions. The

authors suggested that the shunt inverse inductances can be computed from

voltages and currents of the transformer windings. The transfer inverse in

ductances were calculated. using the equations

•

fl20 = {i2 - [(fl21f v1dt + fl2!fv!dt)/f v2dt]} + fl21 + fl2! and (3.25)

flso = {is - [(flS1f "ldt + flS2f v2dt)/fvsdt]} + flu + fl32· (3.26)

where,

are the voltages of windings 1, 2, and 3 respectively and

'\
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•

__'is
I

""_'2 "1

tIS iIISO
1110 "2.

Figure 1.2: Equivalent pi circuit of a single-phase three-winding trans

former.

are the currents in windings 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

In. a digital algorithm, the values of the shunt inverse inductances can be

computed by sampling and digitizing winding voltages and currents at a pre

specified rate and using numerical methods for integrating Equations 3.24',
3.25 and 3.26. The values of the transfer inverse inductances can be cal

culated off-line from short-circuit test data of the transformer [361.

The algorithm was tested using data from digital simulations for a

power. transformer and experimental data from a single-phase, 2.1 kVA trans

former. The results show that the algorithm can recognize an internal fault

in about 8 ms after its inception.
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3.2. Discussion ot the Algorithms tor Differential Relays

Algorithms used in differential relays have been reviewed in Section 3.1.

This section discusses relative merits and weaknesses of these algorithms.

The harmonic restraint algorithms use harmonic components of differen

tial currents to restrain differential relays during magnetizing Inrush con

ditions. The operating voltages of power systems and lengths of transmission

lines have increased substantially during the last thirty years. Because" of"

these factors, differential currents during internal transformer faults can con

tain large harmonic components. "Harmonic components can also be present

during internal faults due to arcing and saturation of ct's, especially, during
heavy faults. These algorithms can, therefore, restrain a differential relay

during internal faults. Also, if a faulted transformer is energized, magnetiz

ing inrush currents and fault currents are experienced . simultaneously. The

harmonics in the inrush currents can prevent the algorithms from issuing a

trip command until" the inrush currents have decayed substantially.

The flux-restraint algorithm uses currents in the transformer windings
to make appropriate decisions. Terminals of delta connected windings are

not usually brought out of the transformer tank •. The winding currents are,

therefore, not available for use in making relaying decisions. This limits" the

application of the flux algorithm to single-phase and three-phase wye-wye

transformers.

Algorithms based on transformer models also use winding currents to
."

"

make decisions. All winding currents are not available in three-phase delta

wye transformers. Their application is, therefore, limited to single-phase
and three-phase wye-wye transformers.

The algorithm of Reference [14] is based on a linear model of a two

winding single-phase transformer, but the flux-current relationship of the

transformer core is non-linear. Therefore, the algorithm experiences large er-
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rors during magnetizing inrush. To avoid trippings during magnetizing in

rush, the sensitivity of the relay is decreased. Consequently, the algorithm is

able to issue trip commands for heavy internal faulte only.

Reference [15) uses a tee model consisting of two leakage inductances

and a magnetizing inductance.. The magnetizing inductance can be calculated

from the B-H characteristics of the transformer core. This information is not

generally available and, therefore, must be determined experimentally. Also,
the extension of this algorithm for protecting three-phase transformers will

require further developmental work.

The algorithm suggested by Inagaki et al. (16) achieves the protection
of a three-windings single-phase transformer by using an equivalent pi model.

An equivalent pi circuit of a single-phase three-winding transformer has six

elements. In general, an equivalent pi circuit for n-winding transformer con

sists of n(n+l)/2 elements. For example, the equivalent pi models of three

phase two-winding and three-phase three-windings transformers will have 21

and 45 elements respectively. The algorithms based on these models are

complex and require considerable computations. Also, some elements of the

equivalent pi circuits of single-phase and three-phase transformers are non

linear; their values depend on the operating conditions of the transformer.

This increases the complexity of the algorithm because determining the

values of non-linear elements for an entire range of operation is a major

problem.

3.3. Ground Fault Algorithms

Digital algorithms for ground fault relaying of transformers are concep

tually similar to conventional ground fault relays. Three algorithms have

been reported in the literature. The first algorithm published by Sachdev

and Shah [10] determines the sampled values of the relay current, ir, by .

using the following equations.
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(3.27)

(3.28)

where:

are the sampled values of currents in phases a, b, and e

respectively and

is the sampled value of current .in the transformer neutral.

Equation 3.27 is' used for the protection of wye connected neutral-grounded
windings. For delta-connected and ungrounded wye connected windings,

Equation 3.28 'is used. The algorithm uses sampled values of the currents,

calculates i
r
and then uses least squares digital filters to compute the fun

damental frequency component of the relay current. This component is com

pared with a threshold for relaying purposes. If the relay current exceeds

the threshold, a trip, counter is incremented. A trip signal is issued once' the

,trip counter exceeds a prespecified value. However, if the relay current is

less than the threshold, another counter called decrement counter, is incre-

mented. Both trip and decrement counters are reset if the decrement

counter reaches a pre-specified value.

Recently, Murty and Smolinski [12] used an approach similar to the

technique of Reference [10] for ground fault protection. However,' they used

a Kalman filter instead of a least error squares filter to compute the fun

damental frequency component of the relay current. A similar procedure for

ground fault protection of transformers is reported by Degens and Langedijk

[17]. It differs from the algorithm of References [10] and [12]; it uses the

instantaneous values of the relay current for comparison, with, a threshold in

stead of computing the fundamental frequency component of the relay cur

rent.
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3.4:. Overeurrent Relay Algorithms

As discussed in Chapter 2, overcurrent relays are used to protect trans

formers from external faults. The relays also act as backup relays for

protecting major transformers.: There has been a considerable interest in

developing digital algorithms for overcurrent relays. Development of a digital
overcurrent relay algorithm consists of three parts; the first

.

part is the

modelling of current-time characteristics of the relay. The second part is the

development of a technique for calculating the fundamental frequency current

from sampled values. The third part is the development of a logic. for incor

porating specified time delays if the current is in excess of. a set value. The
. time delay should correctly emulate the specified time-current: characteristics

of the relay. This section discusses the previously suggested techniques for

representing the relay characteristics. Previously reported microprocessor
based algorithms for overcurrent relays are also described.

3.4.1. Modelling time-current characteristics

Time-current characteristics of inverse-time overcurrent relays are

represented by a family of curves which depict contact closing times versus

the relay currents. Traditionally, a time dial setting allows to achieve a

desired contact closing time for a specified operating current. Time dial set

tings are continuous and it is, therefore, possible to have an infinite number

of characteristic curves. However, the characteristics are usually published as

a family of curves for time dial settings of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ·8, 9, 10,

and 11 [37]. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the time-current- characteristics .. of the

Westinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 overcurrent relays.

Mathematical equations representing time-current characteristics of over

current relays have been suggested by a number of researchers in the past.
A.R. van C. Warrington [27) proposed the following generalised hyperbolic
equation for representing the relay contact closing time.
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a1TDS
t = a + -------

.

r 0
(I _ 10)R - [Io]m

(3.29)

where:

is. the trip contact closing time,

TDS is the time dial setting,

I is the relay current in multiples of tap setting,

is multiple of tap setting at which pick-up occurs and

ao' aI' nand m are constants .

.

It is suggested in the lEe Standard 255.4 [38] that the characteristic curves

for inverse-time overcurrent relays correspond to the following formula.

Kl
t = ----
r

(1)Q - 1
(3.30)

.

where:

is a constant characterising the relay,

is an index characterising the algebraic function.

Radke (391 expressed the relay operating times as· polynomials. of the

logarithm of the relay current; the suggested equation is reproduced here as

Equation 3.3l. Albrecht et a1. [40] also expressed the operating characteris

tics of an overcurrent relay as a polynomial reported as Equation 3.32.

Log(tr - DC) = 60 + 61Log(l) + b2[Log(1)]2 +

bs[Log(1)]S + b4[Log(1)J4 (3.31)
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M N

t, = [LL cilTDS)i(l)i],8
i=0i=O

(3.32)

where,

DC is a constant used to improve the model,

are constants,

M and N are integers and

are constants.

Sachdev, Singh and Fleming [41] examined five polynomials for

representing characteristics of inverse-time overcurrent relays. One of those

polynomials is

d1 d2
t, = do +

1 - 1
+
(I _ 1)2

+

where,

(3.33)

are constants .

. In another paper [18], they described the relay characteristics in the form of

Equations 3.34 and 3.35 which are two special cases of Equation 3.29.

Degens and .Langedijk [17] expressed the contact closing time of an overcur

rent relay in the form of Equation 3.36.

(3.34)

t, = To + --

(1)R - 1

K4
t = -----

, (1)2 - (Ko)2

(3.35)

(3.36)

where:
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are constants,

are constants and

is a constant which accounts for the effects of friction and

hysteresis in the magnetic circuits.

Schweitzer and Aliaga [19] proposed that the time-current characteristics for

a particular time-dial setting can be modelled as a series of piece-wise con-·
.

tinuous segments. They suggested that the relay operating time given by
each segment can be expressed as

Ks
t = . (3.37)r ell - e2

In Equation 3.37, Ks' el and e2 are the constants. el and e2 have unique
values for each segment. Reference [19] also suggests that by varying the

value of Ks' the contact closing times at different time dial settings can be

achieved.

Equations 3.29 to 3.37 are capable of accurately representing time

current characteristics of inverse-time overcurrent relays. However, the use of

these equations for developing mieroproeessor-based overcurrent relays either

require large storage or their implementation is not easy because of their

mathematical complexity. The use of Equation 3.30 is limited because the

characteristics of overcurrent relays manufactured by North American

manufacturers do not correspond to this equation.

3.4.2. Previously' proposed algorithms

A digital algorithm for inverse-time overcurrent relays was proposed by

Singh et a1. [18]. They used Fourier analysis approach to estimate the fun

damental frequency component of the current from' its samples taken at 240

Hz. -The operating time of the relay was computed using either Equation
3.34 or ,3.35 depending on the relay characteristics being implemented. Since

the current during a fault changes, they suggested that the following criterion

be used to determine the instant when a trip command should be issued.
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/ y(t)dt > K (3.38)

where,

y(t) = 0 when the current is less than or equal to the pick-up value
and

K
y(t) =

t,(t)
when the current is greater than the pick up value.

In this equation, K is a threshold and t,(t) is the. operating: tiine of the

relay corresponding to the current observed at time t. This time was com

puted using the mathematical equation representing the. relay characteristics.

The integration suggested in Equation 3.38 starts when the relay current ex

ceeds the pick up value. Reference [18] used two variations for resetting the

relay. In one version, the summation provided by Equation 3.38 is reset to

zero as soon as the relay current falls below the pick-up value whereas, in.

the second version, the summation is reduced at a rate selected by the .user.

Another algorithm for digital inverse-time overcurrent relays reported by

Degens and Langed:ijk [171 used the criterion described by Equation 3;38 for

determining when a command to trip the circuit breaker be issued. The

relay eharacteristics were modelled using Equation 3.36. . A digital filter

designed using the frequency sampling approach was used to estimate the

rms value of the fundamantal frequency component of the relay current. A

sampling rate of 600 Hz was used.

Yet, another algorithm is described by Schweitzer and Aliaga [19].
They also used the criterion of Equation 3.38 for determining when a com

mand to trip the circuit breaker be issued. The authors of Reference

[19] used Equation 3.37· to model the relay characteristics and employed
Fm digital filters to estimate the rms value of the fundamental frequency

component of the relay current from its samples. A sampling rate of 480 Hz

was 'used in the application.
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3.S. Microprocessor-Based Relays for Transformer

Protection

Researchers used the previously described algorithms to design and im

plement relays for transformer protection. Three prototype relays reported in

the literature are described. A relay designed by Larson et a1. [24], provides
differential . protection for single phase transformers. Other relays

[12, 17] includes differential, ground fault and overcurrent protection for

three phase transformers.
.

These relays use harmonic restraint to inhibit

tripping during magnetizing inrush. The hardware used includes a data ac

quisition system and a microcomputer; brief details are given in this section.

The r11'st relay [24]

This relay provides differential protection of single phase transformers.

The hardware of this relay can be divided into three blocks, analog signal

conditioning, analog to digital conversion and microcomputer blocks. The

analog signal conditioning block consists of two isolation amplifiers, two low

pass filters, two sample-and-hold amplifiers, a multiplexer and a clock. The

second block includes a 12-bit analog to digital converter (A/D) that has a

O-lOV analog input range. The third block consists of' a. microcomputer
built around a Motorola MC6800 microprocessor.. The microcomputer con

tains five modules; a CPU, RAM, ROM, communications, and I/O modules.

The CPU module contains the microprocessor, the system clock and buffers.

The RAM module provides 2 Kbytes of static RAM for storing the relay
software. The ROM module contains a program that was used' for develop

ing and debugging the software. The communications module provides an

interface between the user and the computer. The I/O module facilitates ex

change of data between the computer and the peripherals.

The relay uses variable percentage-bias characteristics to avoid tripping
due to ratio mismatch and differences between the ct characteristics. Trip

ping during magnetizing inrush is restrained using the second harmonic com-
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ponent of the ditTerential current. The algorithm described in Section 3.1.2.3

of this chapter is used for this purpose.

The relay was tested in the laboratory ·using a single phase transformer.

Magnetizing inrush, intemal faults, simultaneous �gnetizing inrush and in-:

ternal faults, and external faults were applied. The reported results show

that the magnetizing inrush conditions were correctly identified. The min

imum and maximum relay operating times for internal faults were 12.6 and

19.1 IDS respectively.' . However, for simultaneous internal faults and mag

netizing inrush, the maximum operating time was 99 IDS. During,these tests,

the transformer was ,supplying power at UDii)' 'power factor. It

is also reported that the relay did not operate during external faults.

The second relay [17]

This relay protects a two-winding three-phase transformer and provides.
ditTerential, earth fault and inverse-time overcurrent protection. The relay
hardware can be divided in four blocks, an analog signal conditioning block,
an AID converter block, a microcomputer and a digital to analog converters

(D/A) block. The analog signal conditioning block consists of seven butters,
seven sample-and-hold amplifiers, and a multiplexer. A 12-bit AID converter

constitutes the second block. The third block is a microcomputer that uses

a MOTOROLA MC68000 microprocessor, RAM, ROM and a clock. The

clock is used to sample signals at 600 Hz. The fourth block of the relay in

cludes D/A converters which convert digital signals to equivalent analog, sig
nals for verifying the operation of the relay.

The relay software, stored in ROM, implements the algorithms of Sec

tions 3.1.2.5, 3.3 and 3.4.2 for differential, earth fault and overcurrent protec-
.

tion respectively. . The proposed relay was tested in the laboratory using a

10 kVA, 220/220V, delta-wye connected three-phase transformer.. Reference

1171 reports that the, relay detected earth faults in about· 3.4 IDS. However,
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for inter-turn 'faults, the trip time range from 20 to 30 ms. The errors be

tween the relay trip time and the theoretical trip time for inverse-time over

current protection ranged from 0 to 1.3%. The results for simultaneous in

ternal faults and magnetizing inrush are not reported.

The third relay [12]

This relay uses a data acquisition system, a TMS32010 DSP chip, a

digital output port and a power supply. The data acquisition system con

sists of analog scaling circuits, sample and hold amplifiers, an analog' mul

tiplexer, a 12-bit A/D converter and a programmable clock. The relay
software is stored in the on-chip ROM of the TMS32010 processor. The

software includes programs for controlling data acquisition and implementing'
algorithms for differential and earth fault protection of transformers. Al

gorithms described in Sections 3.1.2.4 and 3.3 are used in this relay.

The proposed relay was tested in the laboratory using a 1.5 kVA,

240/240V, delta-wye connected three-phase transformer. Some results show

ing the performance of the relay are reported in Reference [12]. The relay
did not issue any trip commands during magnetizing inrush and overexcita

tion conditions. However, for heavy internal faults, a trip command was

issued in about one-half cycle.. Reference [12] does not report the trip times

for internal faults accompanied by magnetizing inrush.

3.6. Microprocessor-Based Monitoring

Instruments presently used to measure, display and record the operating

parameters of a transformer are described in Chapter 2. They either actuate

an alarm or initiate tripping if a parameter exceeds a prespecified value.

However, a microprocessor can perform monitoring functions that
.
conven

tional instruments normally perform. Additionally, they can monitor the

health of the transformer by analysing the observed parameters. This can

enhance. the availability' and utilization of a transformer by continuously
.

.
.

monitoring and analyzing its operating parameters [22] ..
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A survey of the presently available literature revealed that only one

microprocessor-based monitoring and analysis system has been reported [23].
This system uses a single board microcomputer based on an 8-bit NSC800

microprocessor manufactured by the National Semiconductor Corporation.
The microcomputer has 16 Kbytes of read/write memory, 32 Kbytes of

programmable ROM, an RS-232C interface for communication with the host.

computer and a digital display. The reported system includes sensors for

measuring

• winding currents,

• relative corona,

• top oil temperature and

• gas-in-oil.

The monitoring system has a capability of monitoring 32 status inputs ..

Facilities for conditioning sensor outputs and converting them to equivalent

digital numbers for storage in the microcomputer memory· are also provided.

The reported system measures and checks the inputs every ten seeonds

and issues a trip command if 8.J). input is outside its prespecified limit, The

parameters and status-input readings are stored in the read/write memory in

the form of a circular table. Every 24 hours, the observed data are trans

ferred to a host computer via an RS-232C communication port. The host

computer uses diagnostic algorithms for analyzing the data. to determine

trends and deciding if the transformer is slowly developing a. problem, or

problems.
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3.7. Summary

Developments in the area of digital protection and monitoring of trans

formers are reported in this chapter. Digital algorithms for differential,

ground fault and overcurrent protection of transformers are described. The

presently used differential protection algorithms have some limitations. The

harmonic-restraint differential algorithms can block tripping even during in

ternal faults. Also, the issuing of a trip command can be delayed when the

transformer is switched on with an internal fault. The application of al-·

gorithms using flux-restraint and transformer models is limited to single

phase and three-phase wye-wye transformers.

The modelling equations used for computer representation of overcurrent

relay characteristics are reviewed. Their use in developing digital overcurrent

relays either require large amounts of memory to store their coefficients or

they are not easy to implement. The previously proposed microprocessor
based relays for transformer protection and a microprocessor-based monitoring

system for power transformers are also described in this chapter.
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4. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR.
A DIGITAL OVERCURRENT RELAY

4.1. Introduction

Previously proposed techniques for modelling characteristics of inverse

time overcurrent relays have been described in Chapter 3. Three algorithms
used in digital overcurrent relays are also described. in . that chapter. The

modelling techniques either require large amounts of memory for storing coef

ficients of equations or the equations are mathematically complex. Also, the

algorithms used in overcurrent relays described in Chapter 3 require that a

considerable amount of computations be performed in real-time .

This chapter describes and then evaluates another technique for

modelling the characteristics of inverse-time overcurrent relays [42, 43]. The

objective of this work was to develop a technique that is simple and requires

only a modest amount of computer memory. Also described is an overcur

rent digital relaying algorithm that uses the proposed modelling technique

[42, 43]. The proposed algorithm performs most of the computations in an

off-line mode and thus, reduces the on-line computations to a minimum.

The algorithm was tested using digital computer simulations.. Some. results

demonstrating the performance of the proposed algorithm are
'

presented in

this chapter.
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4.2. Modelling of the Relay Characteristics

As already described in Chapter. 3, the time-current characteristics of

an overcurrent relay are a family of curves of relay currents in multiples of

the pick-up current versus operating times. It is possible to achieve an

operating time for a specified relay current by changing the time dial setting.
The dial. settings are continuous and it is, therefore, possible· to describe an

infinite number of time-current curves for a relay. However, most North

American relay manufacturers provide curves for time dial settings of 0�5, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. Typical time current curves for the Wes

tinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 overeurrent relays are shown in Figures 3.3 and

3.4 respectively.

This
.

section describes the development of a new technique for modelling
characteristics of overcurrent relays. The objective is that the technique
should meet the following requirements.

1. The modelling equations should be simple so that their. coefficients
can be easily determined from the data taken from published

. time-current curves.

2. The operating times provided by the models should be accurate.
Previous researchers [39, 41} considered the equations acceptable if,
for a specified relay current, the calculated operating time is either
within three cycles or is within five percent of the corresponding
value taken from the published curve. However, in this study the

technique was considered accurate if, for any current, the absolute
difference between the operating time provided by the model and
the time read from the published time-current curve does not
exceed two cycles of the. fundamental frequency.

3. The technique should represent the relay characteristics at all time.
dial settings without requiring excessive memory.

4. It should be easy to use the proposed technique for developing
microprocessor-based overcurrent relays. The proposed equations
should not use special functions, such as logarithm, trigonometric
and exponential functions, because they are not included in the in
struction sets of presently available microprocessors.
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4.2.1. The technique

. The similarities in the shapes of the time-current curves for different

time dial settings suggest that, for each value of current, a relationship
might exist between the operating times at different time dial settings [44].
The proposed technique uses this premise to model them for use in a digital
overcurrent relay. Operating characteristics of the Westinghouse CO-7 relay
were used for investigating the proposed approach. . Figure 4.1 shows the

relationship between the operating time and time dial settings at 5.0 times

the pick-up current. It is plotted using the data taken from the published
time-current curves of the relay. Investigations revealed that the operating.
time can be expressed as a polynomial in the time dial settings.

tr = ao + at (TDS) + a2(TDS)2 + as(TDS)S
+ a4(TDS)4 + a5(TDS)5 (4.1)

where,

is the relay operating time,

TDS is the time dial setting and

a's are the coefficients.

The coefficients ao to as of the polynomial can be determined using data

taken from the published curves and the least squares curve fitting technique ..

The procedure is illustrated in Appendix A. Further investigations revealed .

that Equation 4.1 is also suitable for expressing the operating time of the

relay as a function of the time dial settings at other relay currents.

Time-current characteristics of the Westinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 over

current relays were modelled using the approach described in the. previous
paragraph. A FORTRAN program was written to determine the coefficients

ao' at' a2, as, a. and as at different current multiples. The program was

executed on a microVAX 3600, which is available at the University of Sas-
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Figure 4.1: Operating time vs time dial setting characteristic of the
Westinghouse . CO-7 relay at 5.0 times the pick-up cur

rent.

katchewan, for. calculating the coefficients of the polynomial for twenty four

values of current. between 1.5 and 20.0 times the pick-up value. The cal

culated values of the coefficients are listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

The least squares curve fitting technique requires that. at. least seven

data points be taken from the published curves. However, for CO-9 relay,

enough data points corresponding to the currents of 1.5 and 2.0 times the

pick-up value are not available for the CO-9 relay. In these cases, the order

of the polynomial was reduced. At 1.5 times the pick-up current, a second

order polynomial was used and, for 2.0 times the pick-up current, a fourth

order polynomial was used.



Table 4.1: Coefficients of the polynomial described by Equation 4.1
for modelling the Westinghouse CO�7 overcurrent relay at
1.5 to 20 times the nominal relay current.

Current &0 al � as a4 a5
Multiple

1.50 -0.50170549 2.67026017 -1.34973598 0.52599458 -0.09038127 0.00566988
2.00 -0.09283568 0.92948496 -0.09696809 0.01508130 -0.00079067 0.00000810
2.50 0.03632798 0.54414232 -0.00511216 0.00007560 0.00015610 -0.00000799
3.00 -0.00303191 0.51123456 -0.04312224 0.01154906 -0.00127018 ' 0.00005199
3.50 0.03096797 0.35754539 0.01873126 -0.00247928 0.00008254 0.000004'76
4.00 0.05151062 0.30294002 0.03130589 -0.00589312 0.00046445 -0.00001038
4.50 0.03456471 0.32130107 0.00468170 0.00009391 -0.00009655 . 0.00000800 CIt

co

5.00 0.03879516 0.28733138 0.01192646 -0.00174806 0.00012020 -0.00000139
5.50 -0.00464754 0.35933891 -0.03970564 0.01062333 -O.OOU5447 0.00004527
6.00 0.02048806 0.29292212 -0.00866005 0.00313799 -0.0003'1063 0.00001572
7.00 -0.01401317 0.38163779 -0.07336994 0.01772749 -0.00177572 0.00006410
8.00 ,0.02592358 0.28607476 -0.03223135 0.00923230 -0.00101396 0.00003935
9.00 0.01824297 0.29246388 -0.04939077 0.01410042 -0.00155667 0.00006018
10.00 -0.00311027 0.32124139 -0.06707830 0.01726533 -0.00179660 0.00006652
11.00 0.03205489 0.22309450 -0.01707779 . 0.00627429

.
'-0.00075179 .

0.00003068
12.00 0.01363259 0.25560288 -0.04344218 0.01295800 -0.00145995 0.00005707
13.00 .

-0.00164477 0.26909819 -0.05272161 0.01468836 -0.00159399 0.00006059
14.00 0.02461869 0.19844837 ,

-0.01782865 0.00778841 -0.00102484 0.00004398
15.00 0.00530226 0.21302900 -0.01857143 0.00616683 -0.00074087 0.00003082
16.00 -0.00633983 0.23003461 -0.02558630 , 0.00710173 -0.00080873 ' 0.00003314
17.00 -0.00825752 0.23807609 -0.03393328 0.00923281 -0.00102306 0.00004042
18.00 -0.01772032 Q.26161343 -0.05029023 0.01309325 -0.00141575 0.00005454
19.00 -0.00238724 0'.22600609 -0.02708797 0.00710583 -0.00078972 0.00003182
20.00 0.00754069 9.19118477 -0.00093408 -0.00001072 -0.00002177 0.00000319



Table 4.2: Coefficients of the polynomial described by Equation 4.1
for modelling the Westinghouse CO-9 overcurrent relay at
1.5 to 20 times the nominal relay current.

Current Bo a1 &t as a4 a5
Multiple

1.50 -0.25000000 3.00000000 0.200000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 -0.00000000
2.00 -0.50000000 2.34166667 -0.52500000 0.08333333 0.00000000 -0.00000000
2.50 -0.10436216 1.03861012 -0.15307948 0.03827397 -0.00339426 . 0.00008860
3.00 0.03504618 0.43726946 0.07227383 -0.01439470 0.00126508 -0.00003539
3.50 0.02309296 0.34508244 0.04057269 -0.00764636 0.00064285 -0.00001622
4.00 0.03452176 0.26229669 0.04412877 -0.00915841 0.00089450 -0.00002980 .�
4.50 -0.00314329 0.32167590 -0.04017232 0.01186567 -0.00126405 .0.00004741
5.00 -0.01172625 0.27473664 . -0.02825793 0.00781172 -0.00074648 0.00002484
5.50 -0.01906332 0.28960601 -0.05705902 0.01478686 -0.00146136 0.00006017
6.00 -0.01969300 0.26749127 -0.04303414 0.01069686 -0.00100880 0.00003385
7.00 0.00341260 0.18339624 -0.01424128 0.00400247 -0.00036966 0.00001141
8.00 -0.00642461 0.16470824 0.00265687 -0.00104307 ·0.00019701 -0.00000966
9.00 0.01990978 0.08471045 0.03317398 -0.00706383 0.00069044 -0.00002390
10.00 0.01612496 0.07006616 0.03489566 -0.00676172 0.00058789 -0.00001803
11.00 0.03040563 0.03790964 0.04630300 -0.00879280 0.00076288 -0.00002416
12.00 0.03108729 0;03212299 0.04820600 -0.00957980 0.00085650 -0.00002766
1�.OO 0.03317061 0.02369164 0.04912206 -0.00947461 0.00082061 -0.00002570
14.00

.

0.02488866 0.03749725 0.03�89324 -0.00728119 0.00058557 -0.00001673
15.00 0.02584635 0.03204869 0.04343524 -0.00853137 0.00074388 -0.00002339
16.00 0.03088309 0.02112052 0.04630978 -0.00870148 0.00071369 -0.00002075
17.00 0.01733698 0.05449638 0.02377806 -0.00351537 0.00021364 -0.00000362
18.00 0.02758798 0.02733680 0.04265387 -0.00868761 0.00078961 -0.00002687
19.00 0.01664379 0.05345982 0.02622895 -0.00488320 0.00041150 -0.00001244
20.00 0.01117894 0.06762264 0.01633767 -0.00247569 0.00016233 -0.00000324
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4.2.2. Evaluation of the proposed technique

The proposed technique was evaluated to verify if : it meets the

specifications listed in Section 4.1. This section presents the results showing
the accuracy of the proposed technique.

1. The proposed technique is simple because the coefficients of' the
polynomials can be easily calculated in the otT-line mode and
stored in the memory of a microprocessor.

2. Equation 4.1 can be used to compute the operating time of the

relay at a selected time dial setting and a ·specified current

multiple if the coefficients. (a's) corresponding to the current

multiple are available in the computer memory. To compute the

operating time at other time dial settings and other current mul
tiples, linear interpolation can be used -.

3. The proposed technique uses the coefficients ao to as for twenty
. four current multiples. This means that 144. coefficients are

needed to model the entire relay characteristics. Each coefficient
takes two bytes of storage space, therefore, 288 bytes of the

microprocessor memory are required to store the coefficients of one
relay .

. 4. The accuracy of the .modelling technique was verified by compar
ing the computed values of the operating times, for ditTerent
current-multiples at different

.

time dial settings, with the cor

responding values read. from the published curves.
.
The operating

times were calculated using Equation 4.1 and the coefficients listed
in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the absolute dif
ferences between the operating times computed by Equation 4.1

. and the corresponding times obtained from the published curves

for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay. The absolute differences in the

operating times for the Westinghouse CO-9 overcurrent relay are

listed in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. A review of Tables 4.3 to 4.6 in
dicates that the differences between the computed and published
operating times are less than two cycles of the fundamental fre
quency, the specified limit.

5. The relay operating time for a specified relay current and a time
dial setting can be computed using Equation 4.1 and the values of
the 'a' coefficients stored in the microprocessor memory. The cal
culations require additions' and multiplications' only. Interpola
tions, when they become necessary, also require additions, subtrac-. .

tions, multiplications and divisions only. These operations are
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available in the instruction sets of most presently available
.

microprocessors.
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Table 4.4: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the relay operating
times calculated by using Equation 4.1 and the published
operating times for the CO-7 relay.

Current Differences at time dial settings of

multiple
6;0 7.0 8.0 9.0 . 10.0 ·11.0

1.50 0.06 .

2.00 0.66 1.37 0.86 0.19
2.50 0.82 0.67 1.89 1.61 0.67 0.12
3.00 0.88 0.11 0.53 0.66 0.38 0.09

3.5,0 0.06 0.04 0.32 1.27 1.12 0.31
4.00 0.33 ·0.27 0.22 1.34 1.48 0.43
4.50 0.10 0.73 0.56 0.76 0.97 0.29
5.00 0.03 0.01 0.15 0�18 0.32 0.11
5.50 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.38 0.36 0.10
6.00 0.84 0.16 0.81 0.01 0.43 0.16
7.00 0.56 0.40 0.19 0.33 0.27 0.07
8.00 0.41 0.44 0.90 0.07 0.52 0.18
9.00 0.53 0.26 0.72 0.06 0.30 0.11
10.00 0.14 0.60 0.86 0.08 0.46 0.16
·11.00 0.88 0.33 0.73· 0.58 0.93 0.29
12.00 0.36 0.14 0.17 0.48 0.52 0.15
13.00 0.42· 0.18 0.24 0.16 0.00 0.01
14.00 0.63 0.30 0.13 1.02 0.97 0.26
15.00 1041 0.65 0.22 0.13 0.09 0.05
16.00 0.22 0.07 0.25 0.55 0.39 0.09
17.00 0.52 0.63 0.24 0.08 0.07 0.02
18.00 0.06 0.47 0.08 0.60 0.54 0.14

19.00 0.16 0.20 0.10 0.32 0.32 0.09
20.00 0.28 0.76 0.48 0.60 0.53· 0.16
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Table 4.5: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the relay operating
times calculated by using Equation 4.1 and the published

. operating times for the CO-9 relay.

Current Differences at time dial settings of

multiple
0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.00 '0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.50 0.67 1.43 0.92 0.82 1.67 0.08
3.00 0.60 1.12 0.16 1.65 1.99 0.54
3.50 0.29 0.50 0.05 0.91 1.13 0.50
4.00 0.34 0.44 0.26 0.39 0.13 0.62
4.50 0.06 0.06 0.34 0.29 1.49 1.04

--5.00 0.03 0.11 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.52
5.50 0.11 0.11 0.20 0.01 1.07 1.50
6.00 0.03 0.03 0.22 0.05 1.04 1.45

7.00 0.12 _ 0.23 0.01 0.43 0.31 0.27
8.00 0.15 0.24 0.08 0.43 0.11 0.32
9.00 0.28 0.52 0.05 0.72 0.62

.

0.20
10.00 0.18 0.31 0.04 0.08 0.28 0.24-
11.00 0.29 0.51 0.15- 0.04 0.64 0.62
12.00 0.24 0.44 0.26 0.28 0.52 0.10
13.00 0.25 0.46 0.21 0.05 0.08 0.12
14.00 0.16 0.27 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.10
15.00 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.43 0.03 0.16
16.00 0.18 0.28 0.03 0.23 0.05 0.13
17.00 0.07 0.10 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.18
18.00 0.17 0.26 0.11 0.40 0.06 0.16
19.00 0.08 0.13 0.08 0.39 0.29 0.15

20.00 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.40 0.43 0.02
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Table 4.6: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the relay operating
times calculated by using Equation 4.1 and the published
operating times for the CO-9 relay.

Current Differences at time dial settiIigs of

multiple
6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0

1.50
2.00
2.50 1.42 1.05 0.24
3.00 0.33 0.44 0.64 0.52 0.14
3.50 0.59 1.48 1.06 0.11 0.45 0.14
4.00 0.82 1.29 1.53 0.75 1.37 0.42
4.50 0.05 0.71 0.88 0.36 0.75 0.24
5.00 0.37 0.37 0.77 0.44 0.07 0.01
5.50 0.49 0.50 0.89 0.96 0.59 0.14
6.00 0.47 0.63 0.87 0.63 0.30 0.06
7.00 0.20 0.03 0.56 1.04 0.65 0.14

8.00 0.01 0.06 0.76 1.10 0.58 0.11

9.00 0.34 0.20 0.54 0.67 0.32 0.05
10.00 0.24 0.06 0.61 0.39 0.01 0.03
11.00 0.22 0.04 0.80 0.54 0.01 0.05
12.00 0.30 0.37 0.62 0.16 0.45 0.15
13.00 0.05 0.33 '

0.27 0.28 0.39 0.12
14.00 0.13 0.33 0.02 0.59 0.55 0.15
15.00 0.07 0.29 0.03 0.76 0.70 0.19
16.00 0.07 0.11 0.11 0.35 0.40 0.12 '

, 17.00 0.01 0.02 0.11' 0.05 ' 0.04 0.02
18.00 0.13 0.02 0.28 0.09 0.11 0.05

19.00 0.21 0.00 0.03 0.15 0.10 0.02

20.00 0.33 0.07 0.67 0.71 0.33 0.06
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4.3. Computing the RMS Value

An overcurrent relay must determine the rIDS value of the fundamental

frequency component of the current. A current may contain, in addition to

a fundamental frequency component, transient components, such as, exponen

tially decaying de and, harmonic and other' high frequency components. This

is especially true for currents during a fault. However, it is possible to sup

press the transient components of a current and compute the rIDS value of

the fundamental frequency component. Microprocessor-based relays achieve

this by using digital filtering techniques. In the work reported in this chap

. ter, the least squares technique was used to design digital filters which com-

pute the real and imaginary components of the current phasors (the proce

dure used is discussed in Chapter 3). The digital filters used in this work

were designed assuming that a relay current is composed of an exponentially
decaying de component and, the fundamental, second and third harmonic fre

quency components. A .data window of twenty samples . taken. at 1200 Hz

was used. The time reference (t=O) was assumed to coincide with the centre

of the data. window. The decaying de component was approximated using
the first two terms of its Taylor series expansion. Table 4.1 lists the eoef-

. ficients of the designed rllters. Using the. coefficients listed in the fll'St

column provides estimates of the real components of the phasor and using
the coefficients in the second column provides. estimates of the imaginary
components of the phasor.

The rms value of the fundamental frequency component was computed
.

from the real and imaginary components of the fundamental frequency phasor

using two methods. The fll'St method uses the following equation.

Irm• = O.101v'I! + � (4.2)

where:
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Table 4. '1: Coefficients of the least error square filters for calculating
the real and' imaginary components of the fundamental

frequency components.

Filter for calculating the

Real part Imaginary part

0.387212
0.004456
-0.183139
-0.180170
-0.089541
-0.02·7554
-0.041563
-0.091886
-0.104884
-0.046636
0.046636
0.104884
0.091886
0.041563
0.027554
0.089541
0.180170
0.183139
-0.004456
-0.387272

-0.098768
-0.089100
-0.070710
-0.045399
-0.015643
0.015643
0.045399
0.070710
0.089100
0.098768
0.098768
0.089100
0.070710
0.045399
0.015643"
-0.015643
-0.045399
-0.070710 .

·0.089100
-0.098768

is the rms value of the fundamental frequency component of
the relay current,

is the real part of the phasor representing the fundamental

frequency component of the current,

1·
I

is the imaginary part of the phasor representing the fun

damental fi.equency component of the current.

This procedure requires that a square root be taken; this can be achieved ei

ther by using special hardware capable of performing this function or by
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using a. computationally expensive subroutine written. as a part of the relay
software. The second approach is to use a piecewise linear approximation

technique to estimate the rms value of the fundamental frequency component

of the relay current [45].· The details of the technique are given in Appendix
B. The technique uses the following equation to estimate the rms value of

the fundamental frequency current.

(4.3) .

where:

a represents the larger of the two values, 11,1 and IIil,

b represents the smaller of the two values, 11,.1 and IIil,

are the coefficients for the nth region in which the fraction

b]« lies .

. In the work reported in this chapter, a two region approximation was used.

The values of the coefficients for the two regions are given in Table 4.8.

The procedure involves comparing the values of a and b to find out

the region in which the fraction b/a lies. Then, the rms value is computed

by using the coefficients for the appropriate region and Equation 4.3.

Table 4.8: Values of the the coefficients for calculating the rms value
of a phasor using the two-region approximation approach.

Region x y

o = b/a < 0.25
0.25 < b/a < 1.0

0.7036
0.6163

0.0873
0.3660
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4.4. The Algorithm

A technique for modelling overcurrent relay characteristics· has. been

described previously. This technique � suitable for .use in digital inverse

time overcurrent relays. This section develops an algorithm for digital over

current relays. Three options for resetting the relay are also described. The

functions performed by the proposed algorithm are then outlined.

4.4.1. Development of the algorithm

Major functions performed by an overcurrent relaying algorithm- include

estimating the rms value of the fundamental frequency current and deciding
if the current has exceeded a threshold value. If the current is more than

the threshold, the relay should issue a command to trip the circuit breaker

after a time delay which emulates the time-current characteristics of the

relay. Equation 4 ..1 and the stored. coeftidents ao to as can be used to

determine. the time delay corresponding to the current in the protected

equipment. Since the current during a fault changes with time, Equation 4.1

can be modified to the following form for determining the instant when a

trip command should be issued [18].

fU(t)dt > K (4.4)

where:

u(t) = 0 when the current is less than or equal to the pick-up value,

u(t) = K/tr{t) when the current is greater than the pick-up value.

In this equation, K is a target number and tr(t) is the operating time of tlie

relay for the current observed at time t. The integration defined in Equa
tion 4.4 is started ai the inception of the fault i.e. when the relay current

exceeds the pick-up value. The procedure is continued untill the value of in

tegral, f U(t)dt, exceeds the target number, K, at which time a trip com-
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mand is issued. However, if the value of the relay current, after having ex

ceeded the pick-up value, falls below the nominal value, the process to reset

the relay is started. This is done by· modifying the value of the integral,

J y(t)dt, in a manner that achieves the desired reset characteristics.

Because digital relays use values of currents sampled at AT seconds,
numerical Integration can be 'performed using the equation

N

L (X)m > K

m=l

(4.5)

where,

when the current is less than or equal to the pick-up value

and

when the current is greater than the pick-up value.

In this equation, m represents the m-th sample after the inception of a.

fault and (tr)m is the relay operating time corresponding to the current es

timated on receiving the m-th sample. Let NAT be the time to relay. con

tact closing; AT is known but N is not. It is, therefore, necessary to com

pute the value of (X)m and .eheek the criterion described in Equation 4.5

after taking each sample of the current. If the current is less than the pick
up value, the relay is reset by reducing the value of the sum, E (X)m' in a

manner that achieves the desired reset characteristics.

The computations of the values of (X)m include calculating the tripping
time (tr)m corresponding to the relay current estimated after taking the

KAT
m-th sample and the term -(t) . This requires considerable real-time com-·

. rm

putations.
. These can be avoided if the relay type, time dial setting, sam-

pling interval, AT, and the value of the target number, K are selected by
the operator in an off-line mode when the relay is first powered on.
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In the relay designed by the author, the microprocessor computes t,
corresponding to current multiples of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0,' 4.5, 5.0, 5.5,

'6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0 and

20.0 in an off-line mode. The processor uses Equation 4.1 and the ap

propriate coefficients (a's) listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and are stored in the
" KAT,

relay memory. The values of -t- at selected current multiples are' then
r

computed using the prespecified values of K and AT. The computed values

are stored in the form of a' look-up table for use' in the on-line mode.
,

KAT
Figure 4.2 shows the values of TtT computed for the Westinghouse CO-7

r ,

relay when K is 70,562,000, AT is' 1.0/1200.0' and a time-dial setting is 5.0.

The time-current characteristics of the relay is, also shown in the figure .for

comparison.

Now, the relay can use the look-up table to compute the values of

"
' KAT' ,

L.,.; (X)� without calculating ,- in real-time. For currents listed in the
,

r
,

, '

table, the values .of (X)m are read from the look-up table, and for other' cur- .:
, '

rents, linear interpolation is used. If (1)m is the relay current for which the

value of (X)m' is to be determined, in�erpolation is performed using the' equa- ,

-.

tion

(4.6)

where,

(lh and (Ih are currents in the look-up table that are lesser and greater
than the calculated current respectively and

(Xh and (Xh are the numbers in the, look-up table corresponding to the

currents (Ih and. (1)2 respectively.
'

Once the value of (X)m is known, the, criteria of Equation, 4.5 is used to

decide when a trip command should be issued.
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overcurrent relay.

4.4.2. Seleetion of the target number

KilT
Ott-line computations of -- require that an appropriate value of K be

t, .

selected and provided to the algorithm.. This value should be such that time

delays are accurate. Consider that a trip delay of t
r corresponds to the

KilT
relay current. Let -- corresponding to the relay current be

t, .
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K�T
-- = X+y
tr

(4.7)

where,

x is the integer part of the number and,

y is the decimal part of the number.

If the computed number, X+y, is used in the criterion of Equation 4.5 to

determine the trip time, it will be satisfied in N sampling intervals such that

N�T is equal to the trip time, tr. .A selected value of K, will provide ac

curate trip times if the computations are performed in floating point arith

metic. However, in most mieroprocessor-based relays, the calculations are

performed Using integer arithmetic. Therefore, the decimal part of the num

ber is truncated when the criterion of Equation 4.5 is applied. This intro

duces errors in the tripping times.
.

The errors can be limited to a maximum

of one sampling interval if the contribution of the decimal part, y towards

the criterion of Equation 4.5 in a period of. N sampling intervals is less than

the number, X. This can be mathematically expressed as

(N)fy) < X. (4.8)

In a worst case situation, the value of the decimal part, y can be

0.999 . . '. Considering it to be approximately 1.0 reduces the Inequality
4.8 to the following:

N<X (4.9)

It is possible to express N and X in terms of the relay operating time, t r'
the sampling interval, �T, and the target number, K as

K�T
X = INT(-) and

tr

tr
N = INT(�Tl

(4.10)

(4.11) .
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•

where,

[NT represents an integer value.

Substituting the values of N and X in Inequality 4.9 provides

(4.12)

Simplification of this expression provides the following criterion for the selec

. tion of the target number, K.

(4.13)

.

The selected value of the target number should satisfy this criterion for the

entire range of the relay characteristics. The largest value of the trip time

should, therefore, be used in the inequality. For example, the largest value

of the trip time for the Westinghouse. CO-7 relay is 7.0 s. If a sampling
rate of 1200 Hz is used, the value of the target number should be greater

than 70,560,000.

4.4.3. Reset characteristics

As soon as the currents in a protected circuit fall below the pick-Up
value, the inverse-time overcurrent relays used to protect the. c�uit reset.

Electromechanical relays reset gradually due to the influence of restraining

springs. Some solid state overcurrent relays also reset gradually while others

resetwithout any time delay. In digital overcurrent relays, a variety of reset

characteristics can be achieved. It is possible to match reset characteristics

of a relay with the cooling characteristics of the protected equipment. In

this work, the resetting of the relay was achieved by reducing the value of

L: (X)m in a prespecified manner. and testing .if the relay has reset. The

relay is assumed to have reset, when the value of the accumulated sum

reduces to zero; if the value becomes negative, it is reset to zero.
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Three types of reset characteristics were provided in the design. This

section describes the characteristics and presents the procedure used to ach

ieve the characteristics.

Linear reset characteristics

If this type of characteristics is selected, the relay resets linearly with time.

This is achieved by modifying E (X)m' using Equation 4.14.

lL (X)lm+l = [L (X)lm - L (4.14)

where,

L is an integer number used for resetting the relay.

The selected value �f L determines the rate at which the relay resets.

Figure 4.3 shows five of the possible linear reset characteristics that can

be obtained using Equation 4.14. In this figure, E (X)m and L have been

normalized. by using K. as the base : value. This has avoided the use of

specific numbers in the figure. Also, the time on the x-axis is shown as

number of sampling intervals because Equation 4.14 is executed at �T inter

vals in a digital relay.

Exponential reset characteristics

If this type of characteristics is selected, the relay resets exponentially
with time. This characteristics is achieved by using the equation

(4.15)

where,

E
z

is a fractional number.

Figure 4.4 shows five reset characteristics that can be achieved by the
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Figure' 4.3: Linear reset characteristics provided by Equation 4.14.

described procedure. This figure shows that the relay resetting rate is con

trolled by value of E%; In this figure also, E (X)m is normalised by using
the target number, K as the base value.

Instantaneous' reset characteristics

If this type of characteristics is selected, the relay resets without any time.
delay. The accumulated value of sum, E (X)m is reduced to zero as soon as

the relay current falls below the pick-up value.

4.4.4. Fundions of the
.

algorithm

.

The developed algorithm performs its functions in two parts. The

functions in the first part interact with the operator and perform computa

tions off-line. The remaining functions consist of on-line calculations.
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4.4.4.1. OtT-line computations

The algorithm interacts with an operator allowing him to select a relay
characteristic and relay settings. The· algorithm also performs some computa

tions in an off-line mode. The functions performed by the algorithm are as

follows.

1. When a relay is powered on, the algorithm displays the available.
relays. The operator is prompted to select the desired relay type.

2. After selecting the relay type, the operator is prompted to input
the desired time dial setting and the pick-up current.

3. The operator is then prompted to select the type of the desired
reset characteristics. If the linear reset characteristic' is chosen,
the operator is prompted to input the value of L. If either ex-'

ponential or instantaneous reset characteristics are selected, the

operator is prompted to enter the value of E�. For instantaneous
reset characteristics, the operator inputs a value of zero.
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4. The relay calculates the operating times, (t,.) , for selected values

of the time dial setting for current multiples of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0,
3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, 12.0, 13.0, 14.0;
15.0, 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0 and 20.0. The relay uses the stored
values of the coefficients, ao to a5' and Equation 4.1 to compute

Ktf,.T
the operating times. The relay then calculates the values of -t-

. .,.

at these current multiples and stores them in the form of a look

up table.

4.•.4.2. On-line operations

In the on-line mode, an input to the relay is a voltage representing a

relay current. This voltage is sampled at a specified rate. The sampled
data are processed to determine the � value of the fundamental frequency

component by using the least squares filters and the procedure described ear

lier in this chapter. Equation 4.5 is then used as a criterion for the relay

operation. The algorithm implements the criterion by specifically performing
the following functions.

1. Set a variable 'SUM' to zero.

2. Obtain a new sample representing the relay current.

3. Determine the rms value of the fundamental frequency component
of the current by using least squares filters and two region linear

approximation technique described earlier.

4. Compare the computed rms value with the pick-up current ..

5. H the rms value exceeds the pick-up current, proceed to step 6,
otherwise proceed to step 10.

·6. Obtain the number, (X)m corresponding to the computed value of
the current from the look-up table formed in the off-line mode.
For values of the current which are not in the table, use the in

terpolation procedure described by Equation 4.6.

7. Add the number from step 6 to the variable 'SUM'.

8. Check if the updated value of. 'SUM'
.

is larger than the target
number, K. If it is, issue a trip command.
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9. Wait until the intersampling time is expired; revert to step 2.

10. Determine the type of the selected reset characteristics. If it is
linear reset characteristics, proceed to step 11. For exponential or
instantaneous reset characteristics, proceed to step 12.

11. Modify the variable 'SUM' by subtracting from it the integer
number L. Check if the. resulting value of 'SUM' is equal to or

less than zero. If it is, reset. the variable 'SUM' to zero and
revert to step 9. Otherwise revert to step 9 without resetting
variable 'SUM' to zero.

12. Modify the variable 'SUM' by multiplying it with the number, E2:'

Check if the resulting value of 'SUM' is less than K/128 .. If it is,
reset the variable 'SUM' to zero and revert to step 9. Otherwise
revert to step 9 without resetting variable 'SUM' to zero.

4.5. Test Results

The proposed algorithm was tested off-line using a microVAX 3600

digital computer that is available at the University of Saskatchewan.

FORTRAN prograDis were written to simulate the off-line and on-line opera
. tions of the proposed algorithm.

The program for simulating the off-line operation of the algorithm used

a target number,. K, equal to 70,562,000. This number was selected con

sidering a sampling rate of 1200 Hz and the criteria described earlier in this

chapter. The program allows the user to select a time dial setting at which

the operation of the relay is to be studied. The program then computes the

operating times of the relay at a selected time dial setting for. current mul

tiples of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0,

12.0, 13.0, 14.0, 15.0, 16.0, 17.0, 18.0, 19.0 and 20.0. In the next step, the
K�T

program calculates the values of -- at these current multiples and stores
tr

them in a look-up table for use by the programs simulating on-line. functions

of the algorithm.

The simulations of the on-line mode of the algorithm were accomplished
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by using two FORTRAN programs. The first program allows the user to

input the value of a relay current in multiples of the pick-up value and syn

thesizes a sinusoidal voltage waveform of the fundamental frequency

representing the relay current. The program also discretizes the waveform at

intervals of 1/1200 s. The samples are presented to a second FORTRAN

program which performs steps 1 to 12 of the on-line functions of the

proposed algorithm and determines the operating time.

The programs were executed on the microVAX 3600 digital computer

and the relay operating times were computed for relay currents' of 2.75, 3.25,

3.75, 4.25, 4.75, 5.25, 5.75, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5, 12.5, 13.5, 14.5, 15.5,

16:5, 17.5, 18.5 and 19.5 times the pick-up value. . This was done for both

the Westinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 relays at time dial settings of 0.5, 1.0,

2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, and 10.0. The relay operating times ob

tained from the simulations were compared with the corresponding values

read from the published curves and their absolute differences were computed.
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 list these differences for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay.

Similarly, Tables 4.11 and 4.12 list the differences between the published
operating times and the times obtained from the simulation programs for the

Westinghouse CO-9 overcurrent relay. � analysis of Tables.4.9 to 4.12 in- .

dicate
.
that the operating times provided by the algorithm are within two

cycles of the corresponding value obtained from the published curves. This

indicates that the proposed algorithm accurately emulates the time current

curves of the selected relays.

4.6� Summary

This chapter. described a technique for computer modelling of overcur

rent relay characteristics. Characteristics of the Westinghouse CO-7 and

CO-9 overcurrent relays are modelled to demonstrate the suitability of the

proposed technique. Results showing the evaluation of the. proposed tech

nique are also presented. The results demonstrate that the proposed tech

nique accurately represents the selected time-current characteristics. The
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operating times provided by the 'modelling technique are within. two. cycles of

the corresponding times of the published curves. The proposed technique is

simple and accurate and can be easily used in microprocessor-based overcur

rent relays .

.

The proposed technique has been used for developing microprocessor
based overcurrent relays. A digital overcurrent relaying algorithm that per

forms most of the computations. in an off-line mode is described. The per

formance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated using simulation programs.

The results reported in this chapter show that the algorithm accurately emu

lates the selected relay characteristics.
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Table 4.0: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the operating
times of the simulated CO-7 overcurrent relay .and the

published times for time dial settings of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
4.0 and 5.0.

Current Differences at time dial settings of

multiple
0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

2.75 0.65 0.00 0.20 0.30 0.00 0.75
3.25 0.45 0.80 0.40 0.15 0.20 0.35
3.75 0.15 0.75 0.05 1.35 0.45 0.05

4.25 0.80 0.60 0.15 1.80 0.35 0.15
4.75 1.25 0.10 0.05 0.70 0.45 0.20
5.25 0.60 0.55 0.25 0.25 0.00 0.35
5.75 0.35 0.25 0.20 0.05 0.05 0.65
6.50 0.50 0.05 0.50 0.05 0.45 0.05
7.50 0.70 0.05 0.10 0.30 0.85 0.10
8.50 0.80 0.55 0.55 0.35 0.20 0.40
9.50 0.50 0.55 0.65 0.20 1.30 0.30
10�50 0.40 0.35 0.30 0.10 0.40 0.05
11.50 0.35 0.55 0.55 0.10 0.15 0.00
12.50 0.10 0.45 0.20 0.35 . 0.05 0.45
13.50 0.10 0.60 0.70 . 0.30 0.00 0.10
14.50 0.25 0.65 0.80 0.35 0.30 0.30
15.50 0.05 0.30 0.50 0.30 0.10 0.00
16.50. 0.02 0.30 0.35 0.45 0.10 0.45
17.50 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.40 0.30 .

18.50 0.07 0.25
.

0.15 0.15 0.30 0.00
19.50 0.07 0.05 0.20 0.60 0.25 0.00 .
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Table 4.10: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the operating
times of the simulated CO-7 overcurrent relay and the

published times for time dial settings of 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0,
10�0 and 11.0.

Current Differences at time dial settings of
multiple

6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0

2.75 OA5
..

1.35 ·.0.00 0.90 0.55 0.60

3.25 0.05 . 0.50 0.60 . 0.65 0.05 0.05
3.75 0.35 0.40 0.55 0.90 0.00 ·0.30
4.25 1.70 1.15 0.30 0.90 1.50 0.30
4.75 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.10 1.45 1.00

. 5.25 0.40 0.25 0.35 0.25 .. 0.90 . 0.40
5.75 1.00 0.30 0.30 0.30 1.10 0.10

. 6.50 ·0.00 . 0.20 .. 0�95 . 0.10 0.55 0.25
7.50

.
0.15 0.20 0.15

.

0.00 0.85 0.30
8.50 . 0.15

..

0.400.20 0.05 0.60. 0.40
9.50 0.10 0.10 0.50 0.20 0.50 0.70
10.50 0.60 0.05 0.20 0.25 0.85 1.30
11.50 0.35 0.30 0.65 ·0.05 1.00 1.00
12.50 0.45 0.05 0.45 0.25 0.40· 0.05
13.50 0.05 ·0.50 0.20 0.25 0.45 0.05
14.50 0.20 0.35 0.40· 0.35. 0.6() 0.50
15.50 0.55 0.00 0.10 0.35 1.75 0.00
16.50 0.50 0.40 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.05
17.50 0.00 0.05 0.25 0.25 0.65 0.05 .

18.50 0.15 0.45 0.15 .0.15 0.05 0.10
19.50 0.35 0.15 . 0.10 0.10 1.65 0.00

.

.
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Table 4.11: Differences (in cycles of 60 Hz) between the operating
times of the simulated CO-9 overcurrent relay and the
published times for time dial settings of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0,
4.0 and 5.0.

Current Differences at time dial settings . of

multiple
0.5 1.0 2.0 ·3.0 4.0 5.0

2.75 0.90 1.75 0.25 0.00 1.40. ·0.90
3.25 0.75 0.80 0.60 0.20 1.90 0.05
3.75 0.05 0.15 0.10 0.15 0.45 ·0.10
4.25 0.05 0.30 0.00 0.45 0.05 0.30
4.75 0.15 0.15 0.10 2.00 0.65 0.15
5.25 0.20 0.35 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.30
5.75 0.35 0.30 0.00 0.10 0.30 0.10
6.50 0.07 0.05 0.35 0.55 0.00 0.35
7.50 0.05 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.15
8.50 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.05
9.50 0.05 0.45 0.15 0.35 0.10 0.30

10.50 0.00 0.55 0.10 0.00 0.45 0.45

11.50 0.01 0.30 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.40
12.50 0.00 0.30 0.05 0.10 .0.60 0.15
13.50 0.00 0.20 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.05
14.50 0.00 0.12 0.20 ·0.00 0.30 0.30
15.50 0.03 0.21 0.20 0.20 0;30 0.15
16.50 0.02 0.20 0.02 0.15 0.55 0.20
17.50 0.01 0.14 0.04 0.20 0.55 0.45
18.50 0.01 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.30 0.45
19.50 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.20 0.40
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Table 4.12: Differences (in cycles. of 60 Hz) between the operating
times of the simulated CO-9 overcurrent relay and the

published times for time dial settings of. 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0,
10.0 and 11.0.

Current Differences at time dial settings of

multiple
6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0

2.75 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3.25 0.90 0.15 0.45 0.20 1.10 0.00
3.75 0.70 0.00 0.30 0.25 0.20 0.45
4.25 0.45 0.05 0.05 0.10 1.00 0.70
4.75 0�O5 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.85 0.20
5.25 0.45 0.05 0.25 0.10 0.50 0.05

.

5.75 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.40 0.15
6.50 0.15 0�05 . 0.25 0.05 0.60 0.25
7.50 1.20 0.10 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.45
8.50 0.25 0.55 0.45 0.35 0.40 1.05
9.50 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.05 1.70
10.50 0.05 0.55 0.10 .0.25 0.40 0.15

11.50 0.30 0.15 0.45 0.15 0.35 0.15

12.50 0.45 0.10 0.10 . 0.30 .0.20 0.25
13.50 0.10 1.10 0.20 0.01 0.25 0.35
14.50 0.50 0.20 0.20 0.35 0.35 0.20
15.50 0.30 0.20 0.15 0.10 0.30 0.15
16.50 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.00
17.50 0.05 0.00 0.40 0.35 0.25 0.05
18.50 0.10 0.30 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.00
19.50 0.05 0.25 0.30 '0.05 0.15 0.35
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5. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR
TRANSFORMER WINDING
PROTECTION - VERSION-I

5.1. Introduction

Previously proposed algorithms to detect transformer winding faults are

described in Chapter 3. Some of these algorithms use harmonic components

of differential currents to restrain trippings during magnetizing inrush con

ditions. The algorithms based on the harmonic-restraint principle can

restrain relay operation even for some internal faults. A previously

proposed algorithm [13) uses flux-restraint instead of harmonic-restraint. The

use of differential equation models of transformers have also been suggested

[14, 15, 16]. These algorithms use currents in the transformer phase wind

ings to make relaying decisions.

This chapter proposes algorithms that can detect winding faults in

single-phase and three-phase transformers [46, 47]. The algorithms for

protecting three-phase transformers are suitable for situations where it is pos

sible or not possible to measure winding currents; for example, in delta-wye
transformers in which the terminals of each phase of a delta winding are not

brought out of the tank separately. The non-linearity and hysteresis of the

transformer core are considered but do not explicitly become .part of the al

gorithms. B-H curve data of the transformer core are not required. A

number of cases similar to those encountered in practice were simulated on a

digital computer;· the data obtained from the simulations was used to test

the algorithms. Some results showing the performance. of the algorithms are

also included in this chapter.
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The proposed algorithms use the electro-magnetic equations of a trans

former for detecting winding faults. These differential equations express vol

tages as functions of currents and mutual flux linkages. The equations are

valid during magnetizing inrush, normal operation, and external faults.

However, they are not valid during internal faults. The proposed algorithms

exploit this feature to detect internal faults.

While describing the algorithms, it is assumed that the transformation

ratio is one. Also, currents and voltages at the power system level are used

in the equations. These considerations prevent the equations from becoming

unnecessarily complicated. In practice, the relays use voltages and currents

from potential and current transformer secondaries. Therefore, the turns

ratio of the transformer and instrument transformers were· taken into con

sideration while implementing the algorithms.

5.2. Deteeting Faults' in a Single-:-Phase Transformer

Consider a two-winding single-phase. transformer as shown in Figure
5.1. In this figure, voltages, currents and the parameters of the transformer

are as follows.

are the voltages of the primary and secondary windings
respectively,

are the currents in the primary and secondary windings
respectively,

are the resistances of the primary and secondary windings
respectively,

are the leakage inductances of the primary and secondary
windings respectively, and

are the mutual flux linkages.
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L- �

Figure 5.1: A circuit diagram of a two-winding single-phase trans

former.

The following differential equation expresses the primary voltage as a

function of the primary current and the mutual flux linkages.

(5.1)

Similarly, the following equation expresses the secondary voltage as a func

tion of the secondary current and the mutual flux linkages.

A rearrangement of this equation provides

This equation expresses the mutual flux linkages as a function of the secon

dary current and voltage. The term, d�m/dt, includes the effects· of the

non-linearity -and hysteresis of the �H curve. Eliminating d�m/dt from

Equation 5.1 by using Equation 5.3 provides

Integrating both sides of Equation 5.4 provides the following equation.

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)
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(5�5)

Applying the trapezoidal rule for performing the integrations in this equation

yields

(t2-tt)[Vl(tl)+Vt(t2)]/2 = rl(t2-tt)[it(tt)+il(t2)]/2 +

't[i1 (t2)-i1(t1)] + (t2-t1)[V2(t1)+V2(t2)]/2 +

r2(t2-tt)[i2(tl)+i2(t2)]/2 + '2[i2(t2)-i2(tt)]· (5.6)

Digital relays sample voltages and currents at a selected rate. The intersam

pling time, AT, is known. Consider that the proposed algorithm receives

samples of vI' v2, it and i2 at AT intervals. If n is an integer, tt and t2
can be replaced by (n-l)AT and nAT respectively. Making these substitu

tions in Equation 5.6 provides

AT{vt(nAT)+vt[(n-l)ATj}/2 = rtAT{it(nAX)'+it[(n-l)A7'1}/2 +

't{it (nAT)-it[(n-l)A7'1} + AT{v2(nAT)+v2[(n-l)A7'1}/2 +

r2AT{i2(nAT)+i2[(n-l)A7'1}/2 + '2{i2(nAT)-i2[(n-l)A7'1}. (5.7)

Dividing both sides of this equation by AT/2 and then rearranging yields

vt(nAT) = (rt+211/AT)i1{nAT) + ('t-21t/AT)i1[(n-l)ATj +

v2(nAT) + v2[(n-l)ATj + ('2+212/AT)i2(nAT) +

(r2-212/AT)i2[(n-l)ATj - vt[(n-l)ATj. (5.8)

This equation expresses the present sample of the primary voltage as a func

tion of the secondary voltage. the primary and secondary currents, and the
",.

previous sample of the primary voltage. If the parameters, '1' '2' 't· and '2
of the transformer are known, it becomes possible to calculate the. right hand
side of Equation 5.8 after taking the (n-l)th and n-th samples of the.

transformer voltages and currents. The computed value is the estimate of
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t/1(nAT) whereas the left hand side is measured value. The estimated and

measured values are equal during normal operation, overexcitation, magnetiz

ing inrush and external fault conditions. However, these values .are not

equal during internal faults.

7. Check if TRIP is greater than 8. prespecified threshold. If it is,

It is clear from Equation 5.8 that the samples of the transformer vol

tages and currents only are needed to estimate t/1(nAT). No data of the B

B or magnetizing curve are needed.

5.2.1. The algorithm

This section describes an algorithm that is suitable for microprocessor
based protection of single-phase transformers. The algorithm uses the tech

. nique described in the previous section. It also assumes that the primary
and secondary voltages, and primary and secondary currents are sampled at

a pre-specified rate. The algorithm performs the. following steps.

.

1. Initialize a trip index, TRIP, to zero.

2. Sample the voltages and currents of the primary and. secondary
windings.

3. Estimate the value of t/1(nAT) using the right hand side of Equa
tion 5.8 and samples of the primary and secondary currents and

secondary voltage taken at nAT and (n-l)AT s, and sample of
the primary voltage taken at (n-l)AT s.

4. Subtract the value of the primary voltage sampled at nAT s from
the value estimated in step 3. The absolute value of this dif
ference is referred as ERROR.

5. Check if the point, (IMeasured value of the primary voltage I ,
ERROR) lies in the fault region of the relay characteristic shown
in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip' index, TRIP; other
wise subtract one from TRIP.

6. Check if TRIP is negative. If it is, reset it to zero and revert to

step 2. Otherwise, proceed to step 7 -.
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the algorithm concludes that an internal fault exists and starts a

tripping procedure. Otherwise, the algorithm reverts to step 2.

BNDRV I Pnmary Voltage I

Error

THRES .,__--�
No-fault Region

Figure 5.2: The proposed error vs primary-volts characteristic of the
relay.

6.3. Detecting Faults in Three-Phase Transformers
.

Consider. a three-phase transformer whose primary windings are a, b,
and e and the secondary windings are A, B and C. Also consider that the

parameters of the transformer are as follows:

.are the resistances of the primary windings a.. band. c

respectively,

are the leakage inductances of the primary windings a, b

and c respectively,

rA' rB and rc are the resistances of the secondary windings A, B and C

respectively,

are the leakage inductances of the secondary windings A, B

and C respectively,
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are the mutual flux linkages of windings a and A,

are the mutual flux linkages of windings b and B,.and

are the mutual flux linkages of windings c and C.

.. i

(5�9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

The following sections develop the techniques for detecting winding faults in

three-phase wye-wye and delta-wye transformers. The digital algorithms
suitable for detecting winding faults in three-phase transformers are then

described.

5.3.1. Wye-wye tranformers

Figure 5.3 shows the primary and secondary windings of a three-phase

wye-wye connected transformer. The following differential equations express

the phase-voltages of the primary windings as functions of the primary cur

rents and the mutual flux linkages.

Vo = ,oio + 'a(ditJ/dt) + (d�oA/dt)

v" = '"ib + ',,(dib/dt) + (d�bB/dt)

ve = 'cic + 'c(die/dt) + (d�eC/dt)

where:

are voltages of the a, b and e-phase windings respectively,
and

are currents in the a, b and e-phase windings respectively.

. Similary, the following equations express the voltages of the secondary wind

ings as functions of the secondary currents and the mutual flux linkages.

VA = -:-'AiA - IA(diA/dt) + (d�tJA/dt)

VB = -'BiB - 'B(diB/dt) + (d�"B/dt)

vc = -rcic - lc(dic/dt) + (d�cc/dt)

where:

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)
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vA' vB and vo are the voltages of the' A, B and C-phase windings
respectively, and

iA' iB and iC
.

are the currents in the A,' B and C-phase windings respec

tively.

Figure 5.3: A circuit diagr
transformer;

of a two-winding three-phase wye-wye

Processing Equations 5.9 and 5.12 using the technique described in Sec

tion 5.2 provides Equation 5.15. The procedure involves eliminating the.

term, d>"oAldt, from Equation 5.9 by using Equation 5.12, applying rectan

gular rule to integrate both sides of the resulting equation and then rear

ranging it. A similar procedure p vides Equations 5.16 and 5.17.

vo(nAT) = (r,;+2101AT)io(nA + (r (J -21,,1AT)io[(n-1)A71 +

vA(nAT) + vA[(n-1)�71 + (r +21AIAT)iA(nAT) +

(rA-2IAIAT)iA[(n-l)A71 - v [(n-l)A71 (5.15)
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",,(n�T) = (,,,+2/6/�T)i,,(n�T) + (,,,-2/6/�T)ib[(n-l)�71 +

"B(n�T) + "B[(n-l)�71 + (rB+2lB/�T)iB(n�T) +

('B-2lB/�71iB[(n-l)�71 - ",,[(n-l)�71 (5.16)

"c(n�T) = (rc+2Ic/�T)ic(naT) + (rc-21c/�1?ic[(n-l)�71 +

"c(n�T) + "d(n-l)�71 + (rC+21C/�T)ic(n�1? +

(rC-21C/�T)id(n-l)�71 - "c[(n-l)�71 (5.17)

If the parameters of the transformer are known, it becomes possible to cal

culate the right hand sides of Equations 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 after taking two

consecutive samples of voltages and currents. The right hand side of Equa
tion 5.15 provides an estimate of "ca(n�T) whereas the left hand side of the

equation is the measured value. Similarly, the right hand sides of Equations
5.16 and 5.17 provide the estimated values of ",,(n�T) and "c(n�T) respec

tively. The left hand sides· of these equations are their measured· values. As

in the case of single-phase transformers, the estimated and measured values

are equal during normal operation, overexcitation, magnetizing inrush and ex-
.

.

ternal fault conditions. However, for internal transformer faults, these values

are not equal.

5.3.1.1. The algorithm
.

The algorithm for the protection of three-phase wye-wye conntected

transformers uses the technique described in Section 5.3.1 and performs the

following steps.
'.

1. Initialize the three trip indices, TRIPA, TRlPB and TRIPe to
zero.

.

...

2. Samples the' primary and secondary voltages, and line currents.

3. Compute the estimated values of vca(nAT), "6(n�T) and "c(n�1?
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by using the voltage and. current samples and the .right hand sides
of Equations 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 respectively.

4. Subtract the measured value of "o{nAT) from its estimated value.

Let the absolute difference be ERRORA.

5. Subtract the measured value of ",{nAT} from its estimated value.
Let the absolute difference be ERRORB.

6. Subtract the measured value of "e{nAT} from its estimated value.
Let the absolute difference be ERRORC.

7. Check if the point, (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of
phase Ai, ERRORA) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5,2. If it does; add two to the trip in

dex, TRIPAj otherwise subtact one from TRIPA.

8. Check if TRIPA is negative. If it is, reset it to zero and proceed
. to step 9. Otherwise proceed to step 9 without modifying
TRIPA.

9. Check if .the point, (IMeasUred value of the primary voltage of
phase BI, ERRORB) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does; add two to the trip in

dex, TRIPB; otherwise subtact one from TRIPB.

10. Check if TRIPB is negative. If it is, reset it to zero and proceed
to step 11. Otherwise proceed to step 11 without modifying
TRIPB.

11. Check if the point, (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of
phase C], ERRORC) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does; add two to the trip in
dex, TRIPCj otherwise subta.ct one from TRIPC .

.

12� Check if TRIPC is negative. If it is, reset it to zero and proceed
to step 13. Otherwise proceed to step 13 without modifying
TRIPC ..

13. Test the criteria of Table 5.1 to determine the condition of the
transformer. Issue a trip command if the trip indices satisfy one

of the conditions listed in the table. Otherwise, the algorithm
reverts to step 2.
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Table 5.1: Values of the trip indices during internal faults in a wye-
wye transformer.

Value of the trip index

Condit- TRIPA TRIPB TRIPC Diagnosis
ion no.

1. TRIPA >T TRlPB <T TRIPC <T Internal fault
in phase A

2. TRIPA <T TRIPB >T TRIPC <T Internal fault
.in phase B

3. TRIPA <T TRIPB <T TRIPe >T Internal fault
in phase C

4. 'TRlPA >T TRIPB >T TRIPC <T Internal fault
in phases
A and B

5. TRIPA >T TRIPB <T .TRlPe >T Internal fault
in phases
A and C

6. TRIPA <T TRIPB >T TRIPe >T Internal fault
in phases
B and C

7. TRIPA >T TRIPB >T TRIPe >T Internal fault
in' phases

A, B and C

T = Threshold

5.a.2. Delta-wye transformers

Figure 5.4 shows the winding connections of a three-phase delta-wye
connected transformer. The following equations express the voltages of the

delta connected windings as functions of the primary currents and' the

mutual flux linkages.
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Va = ra[ia+i,,] + la[d(ia+i,,)/dt] + (d>'aA/dt)

vb = rb[ib+i,,] + Ib.[d(ib+ip,)/dt] + (d>.bBldt)

Vc = 'c[ic+i"l + lc[d(ic+i,,)/dt] + (d>'cC/dt).

where:

(5.18)•

(5.19)

(5.20)

are voltages of the a, b and e-phase windings respectively,

is the current in the winding. of phase a,

is the current in the winding of phase b,

is the current in the winding of phase c and

is the curent that circulates in the delta. connected winding.

i
C»

z.
"

iLb
'"0

iC

Figure 5.4: A circuit diagram of a two-winding three-phase delta-wye
transforD)er .

Similarly, the following equations express the voltages of .the· secondary wind

ings as functions of the secondary currents and mutual flux linkages.
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VA = -rAiA - IA(diAldt) + (d>'aAldt)

VB = -rBiB - 'B(diB/dt) + (d>'6B/dt)

vc = -rOiO - Ic(dioldt) + (d>'coldt)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

where:

VA' vB and V0" are voltages of the A, B and C-phase windings respectively
and

iA' iB and iO are currents in the A, B and G-phase windings respectively.

Applying the procedure used in the previous sections, Equations 5.24, 5.25

and 5.26 are obtained.

va(nAT) = (r0+21alAT)ia(nAT) + (ra-2/01AT)ia[(n-1)A� +

(ra+2Ia/AT)ipp(nAT) +. (ra-2Ia/AT)ipp[(n-1)A� +

VA(nAT) + VA[(n-l)A� + (rA+21AIAT)iA(nAT) +

(rA-21AIAT)iA{(n-l)A� - va{(n-1)A� (5.24)

v6(nAT) = (r6+2/61AT)i6(nAT) + (r6-2/61AT)i6[(n-1)A� +

(r6+2/61AT)ipp(nAT) + (r6-2/61AT)ipp[(n-l)A� +

vS(nAT) + vS[(n-l)A� + (rs+2IS/AT)iB(nAT) +

(rB-21B/AT)iB[(n-l)A71 - v6[(n-l)A71 (5.25)

vc(nAT) = (rc+21e/AT)ic{nAT) + (rc-2IelAT)ie[(n-1)A� +

(re+2lelAT)ipp(nAT) + (rc-21clAT)ipp[(n-l)A71 +

vc(nAT) + vc[(n-l)A� + (ro+210IAT)ic(nAT) +

(rO-2101AT)"ic[(n-l)A71 - vc[(n-l)A71 (5.26)
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The right hand sides of Equations 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 can not be computed
because the currents ia, ib' ie and ipp are not known. Since, the currents,

ia, ib and ie' are the non-circulating components of the winding 'currents,

their sum must be zero. Equation 5.27 expresses this situation as a math

ematical equation. Also, Equation 5.28 defines the current circulating in the

delta winding.

(5.27)

(5.28).

The following equations express the line currents as functions of the currents

in the delta windings.

iLa - '0
- ie

'Lb - '6 'a

iLe - Ie iii

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)

Subtracting Equation 5.30 from Equation 5.29, replacing ilj+ie with
..
-ia and

rearranging gives Equation 5.32. A similar procedure provides Equations
5.33 and 5.34.

i = (iLa - iLb)/3 (5.32)0

ib = (iLb iLe)/3 (5.33)

i = (iLe iLa)/3 (5.34)e

The circulating current, ipp' has two components. One component is the

zero sequence current to balance the flow of zero sequence currents in the

wye connected windings. The second component is the in-phase component

of the magnetizing current flowing in the delta connected windings.. If the

value of ipp' is known, the right hand sides of Equations 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26

can be computed.

Option 1
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One J)ossibl� alternative is to use Equation 5.24
.

to estimate the . terms .

containing ihe circulating current and use Equations 5.25· and 5.26 for detect

ing faults. • For this purpose, Equation 5.24 can be rearranged as

(ro+21,1/AT)ipp(nAT) +. (r0-210/AT)ipp[(n-1)A71 .

vo(nAT) + vo[(n-1)A11 - (r0+210/AT)io(nAT) �

(r 0 -21�/AT)io[(n-1)A71 - vA(nAT) - vA[(n-l)A71 -

(rA+2Ik/AT)iA(nAT) - (rA"';'21A/AT)iA[(n-l)A71· (5.35)

Multiplying, both sides of this equation with [(r6+216/AT)/(r0+2101AT)]
provides

[(r6+21&1AT)/(r0+210/A7)](r0+210/AT)ipp(nAT) +

[(r6+21,JAT)/(r0+210/AT)](r0-210/AT)ipp[(n-l)A71 =

[(r6+2161AT)/(r0+210/AT)](R.H.S 0/ Equation 5.35). (5.36)

Since the f.-/R ratios of the three phases of a transformer are approximately

equal and large, and AT is small, the following is a valid aproximation: .

.

[(r6+216/AT)/(r0+210/AT)] �

[(r6-2'6/AT)/(r0 -210/AT)]

Substituting this expression into the second term of the left hand side of

Equation 5,.36 provides

. (r6+2I,JAT)ipp(nAT) + (r6-216/A7Fpp[(n-l)A71 =

[(r6+2161AT)/(r0+210/AT)](R.H.S. 0/ Equation 5.35). (5.37)

A similar. procedure provides

(rc+21�1AT)ipp(nAT) + (rc-2Ic/AT)ipp[(n-l)A71 =

[(rc+21c/AT)/(r0+210/AT)](R.H.S. 0/ Equation 5�35). (5.38)

It is possible to compute the right hand sides of Equations 5.37 and 5.38

immediately after taking the latest samples of voltages and currents. These·
,
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values are the estimates of the terms containing the circulating current which

can be used' in Equations 5.25 and 5.26 to compute their right hand sides.

A� stated. earlier, the right hand sides provide the estimates of v6(n�7j and

vc(n�T) respectively.. The left hand sides are the measurements. The es-.

timated and'measured values are equal for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation,
external faults and normal operating conditions. However, they are not

equal for. faults in the transformer protection zone.

In the' above procedure, Equation 5.35 estimates the terms involving the

circulating current from the measurements of voltages and currents of wind

ings a and: A. The measurements from the remaining windings provide

enough information to decide whether an internal fault exists or not.
1

Option 2

It is also possible to use the measurements from windings b and B to

estimate the circulating current terms. For this purpose, Equation 5.25 is

rearranged as

(r6+2/61�T)ipp(n�T) + (r6-2/61�T)ipp[(n-l)�71 -

v6(n�T;) + v6[(n-l)�71 - (r6+2/61�T)i6(n�T) -

(r6-2/6/�T)i6[(n-l)�71 - vB(n�T) - vB[(n-l)�71

(rB+2IBI�T)iB(n�7j - (rB-21B/�T)iB[(n-l)�71· (5.39)

It is possible to calculate the right-hand side of Equation 5.39 immediately
after. taking samples of voltages and currents. By following a procedure
similar to that used in Option 1, the following equations can be obtained ..

(ra+2/ia/A7jipp(n�T) + (ra-2lal�71ipp[(n-l)�71 =

[(ra+2�a/�T)/(r6+2/6/AT)J(R.H.S. 0/ Equation 5.39) (5.40)
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(rc+2Ic/AT}ipp(nAT) + (rc-2/c/A'T)ipp[(n-l)Al1 -

[(rc+2/c/AT)/(r6+2/6/AT)](R.H.S. 01 Equation 5.39) (5.41)

It is possible to compute the values of the right hand sides of Equations
5.40 and 5.41. These values are the estimates of the terms containing the

circulating current which can be used in Equations 5.24 and 5.26 to compute

their right hand sides which provide estimates of vCJ(nAT) and vc(nAT)
respectively. The left hand sides are the measured values. The estimated

and measured values are equal for magnetizing inrush, overexeitation, exter

nal faults and normal' operating conditions. However, they are not equal for

faults in the transformer protection zone.

Option 3

The measurements from windings c and C can also be used to estimate

the circulating current. For this purpose, Equation 5.26 is rearranged as

(rc+2/c/AT)ipp(nAT) + (rc-2/c/AT)ipp[(n-l)Al1 =

vc(nAT) + vc[(n-l)ATJ - (rc+2/c/AT)ic(nA7) �

(rc-2/c/AT}ic[(n-l)Al1 - vc(nAT) .; vd(n-l)Al1

(r0+210/AT)iO(nAT) - (r0-2/0/AT)id(n�l)All. (5.42)

The right hand side of Equation 5.42 can be calculated immediately after

taking samples of voltages and currents. It is possible to obtain the follow

ing equations by using a procedure similar to that used in Option 1.

(rCJ+2/CJ/AT)ipp(nAT) + (ra-2/CJ/AT)ipp[(n-l)A71 =

[(ra+2/CJ/AT)/(rc+21c/AT)](R.H.S. 0/ Equation 5.42) (5.43)

(r6+2/6/AT)ipp(nAT) + ('6-2/6/AT)ipp[(n-l)Al1 =

[(r6+2//,/AT)/(,e+2/c/AT)](R.H.S. 0/ Equation 5.42) (5.44)
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The values of the right hand sides of these equations can be computed,
These values provide the estimates of the terms containing. the circulating
current which can be used in Equations 5.24 and 5.25 to compute their right
hand sides which are the estimated. values of �G(nAT)· and "6(nA� respec

tively. The left hand sides are the measured values. As stated earlier in

this section, the estimated and measured values are equal for magnetizing in

rush, overexcitation, extemal faults and normal operating conditions.

However, they are not equal for faults in the transformer protection zone.

The phase whose measurements are used to estimate the terms. contain

ing the circulating current is classified as the "Reference Phase" in this

work.

5.3.2.1. The algorithm

The algorithm for the protection of a delta-wye transformer uses the

technique described in Section 5.3.2. It consists of four modules; the first,

second, and third modules estimate the primary voltages. and the fourth

.

module is a decision-making module.

The first computing module uses phase A as the "Reference Phase"

and performs the following steps .

. 1. Initialise the trip indices, TRIPBI, TRIPCI, TRIPA2, TRIPC2,
TRIPA3 and TRIPB3 to zero.

2. Sample the primary and secondary voltages and line currents.

3. Compute the value of the non-circulating currents,. io' i6 and ie'
by using Equations 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34 respectively.

4. Calculate the value of the right hand side of Equation 5.35.

5. Estimate . the values

(r6-216/AT) i,,[(n:"'"I)A71
(re -2Ie/AT)i,,[(n-1)A71
tively.

of (rb+216/AT)i,,(nAT) +

and (rc+2Ic/AT)i,,(nAT) +

by. using Equations 5.37 and 5.38 respec-
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6. Estimate the values of vb(n�T) and ve(nAT) by using the right'
hand sides,of Equations 5.25 and 5.26 respectively.

7. Subtract the measured value of vb(nAT) from its estimated value.

Let the absolute difference be ERRORBl.

8.' Subtract the measured value of ve(nAT) from, its estimated value.

Let 'the absolute diffemce be ERRORC!.

9. Check if the point (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of

phase BI, ERRORBI) lies in the fault region of the relay eharac
'teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip in

dex, TRIPBI; otherwise subtract one from TRIPB1.

10. Check if the trip index, TRIPB1, is negative. If it is, reset it to

zero and proceed to step 11. Otherwise,' proceed to step 11 with
out modifying TRIPBl.

11. Check if the point (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of
phase C], ERRORCI) lies in the fault region of the relay eharac-.
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two' to the trip in

dex, TRIPC1; otherwise subtract one from TRIPCl.

12. Check if the trip index, TRIPCI, is negative. If, it is, reset it to
zero and proceed to step I of the second computing module.
Otherwise, proceed to step I of the second computing module
without modifying TRIPCI.

The second computing module uses phase B as the "Reference Phase" and'

performs the following steps.

1. Calculate the value of the right hand side of Equation 5.39.

2. Estimate the values of (r0+2/0/A7F,,(nAT) +

(ro-2/0/AT)i,,[(n-l)A71 and (re+2/e/AT)i,,(nAT) +

(re--:2/elAT)i,,[(n-I)A71 by using Equations 5.40 and 5041 respec

tively.

3. Estimate the values of Va (nAT)' and ve(nAT) by using the right
hand sides of Equations 5.24 and 5.26 respectively.

4. Subtract the measured value of va(nAT) from its estimated value.
,

Let the absolute difference be ERRORA2.

5. Subtract the measured value 'of ve(nAT) from its estimated value.
Let the absolute difference be ERRORC2.
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6. Check if the point (IMeasured val�e of the primary voltage of

phase AI, ERRORA2) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip in
dex, TRIPA2j otherwise subtract one from TRIPA2.

7. Check if the trip index, TRIPA2, is. negative. If it is, reset it to
zero and proceed to step 8. Otherwise, proceed to step 8. without
modifying TRIPA2.

8. Check if the point (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of

phase C], ERRORC2) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip in

dex, TRIPC2; otherwise subtract one from TRIPC2.

9. Check if the trip index, TRIPC2, is negative. If it is, reset it to
zero and proceed to step 1 of the third computing module.
Otherwise, proceed to step 1 of the third computing module with-
out modifying TRIPC2.

.

.
.

.

The third computing module uses phase C as the "Reference Phase" and

performs the following steps.

1. Calculate the value of the right hand: side of Equation 5.42.

2. Estimate the values of
.

(ra+2Ia/a7F,,(na7j +
(ra-2Ia/a7ji,,[(n-l)a71 and (r6+2/6/a7ji,,(naT) +

(r6-216/a7ji,,[(n-l)a71 by. using Equations 5.43 and 5.44 respec

tively.

7. Check if the trip index, TRIPA3, is negative. If it is, reset it to
zero and proceed to step 8. Otherwise, proceed to step 8 without

modifying TRIPA3.

.
.

.

3. Estimate the values of va(na7j and v6(na7j by using the right
hand sides of Equations 5.24 and 5.25 respectively.

4. Subtract the measured value of va(nA7j from its estimated value.

Let the absolute difference be ERRORA3.

5. Subtract the measured value of v6(nA7j from its estimated value.
Let the absolute difference be ERRORB3 ..

6. Check if the point (IMeasured value of the primary voltage of

phase AI, ERRORA3) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip in

dex, TRIPA3; otherwise. subtract one from TRIPA3.
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8. Check if the point (IMeasured .value of the primary voltage of
phase BI, ERRORB3) lies in the fault region of the relay charac
teristic shown in Figure 5.2. If it does, add two to the trip in
dex, TRIPB3; otherwise subtract one from TRIPB3.

9. Check if the trip index, TRIPB3, is negative. If it is, reset it to
zero and proceed to· step. 1 of the decision-logic module. Other
wise, proceed to step 1 of the decison-logic module without
modifying TRIPB3.

The decision-logic module uses the trip indices generated by the three com

puting modules ·to determine the condition of the transformer. It performs
the following steps to accomplish this task.

1. Obtain the trip indices, TRIPB1, TRIPC1; TRIPA2, TRIPC2,
TRIPA3 and TRIPB3 generated by the three computing modules.

2 .. Test the criteria of Table 5.2 to determine the condition' of the
transformer. Issue a trip command if the trip indices generated
by any two of the three computing modules satisfy one of the
conditions listed in Table 5.2. Otherwise, revert to step 2 of the
f11'8t computing module.

5.4. Testing or Algorithms

The proposed algorithms were tested using a microVAX 3600 digital
:

computer that is available at the University of Saskatchewan. The voltages
and currents needed for evaluating the performance of the algorithms were

generated using the Electro-Magnetic Transient Program (EMTP) [48].
.

The

EMTP was directed to provide discrete values of voltages and currents at a

sampling rate of 24000 Hz. Raw data were processed by digital equivalents
of low-pass filters. The outputs of these filters were converted to data at

1200 Hz. The discrete data were then presented to FORTRAN programs

that simulated the proposed algorithms. The algorithms used a relay charac

teristic similar to that or Figure 5.2. THRES and BNDRY were set at 7.5%

and 20% of the rated primary voltage of the transformer. SLOPE was set

at 0.03 and the threshold for the trip indices was set at 20. The selection

of these values require a compromise between speed, sensitivity and security
of the algorithm and were arrived at by analysing the response of the algo-
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Table 5.2: Criteria used by the decision-logic module for detecting in-
ternal faults.

Trip indices computed by

Condit- 1st comput- 2nd comput-· 3rd comput- Diagnosis
ion no. ing module ing module ing module

1. TRIPBl >T TRIPA2 >T TRIPA3·>T Internal fault
TRIPCl >T T�IPC2 <T TRIPB3 <T in phase A.

2. TRIPBl >T TRIPA2 >T TRIPA3 <T Internal fault
TRIPCl <T TRIPC2 >T TRlPB3 >T in phase B

3. TRIPBl <T TRIPA2 <T TRIPA3 >T Internal fault
TRIPC! >T TRIPC2 >T TRIPB3 >T in phase C

4. TRIPBl >T TRIPA2 >T TRIPA3 >T Two or three
TRIPCl >T TRIPC2 >T TRIPB3 >T phase internal

fault

T = Threshold

rithm to different operating conditions of the transformer. A threshold of 20

means that the. algorithm has to wait for a minimum of one half cycle (of
60 Hz) after the inception ·of a fault before a decision is made by the relay.
This makes the algorithm secure by not allowing trippings on transients.

Using the settings and thresholds specified in the previous paragraph,
the algorithms were tested for several operating conditions of the trans

formers. This section discusses the results obtained from those tests. Before

presenting the results, the procedures for generating signals and simulating

low-pass filters are described.
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5.4.1. Generating input signals

Input signals needed for evaluating the performance of the algorithms
were generated using the EMTP and models of a single-phase and a three

phase transformer. The voltage and current waveforms sampled at 24000 Hz

were obtained from the EMTP for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation and ex

ternal and internal faults. The. sampled values· of the waveforms
.

were

recorded in data files. The procedures used to simulate the . transformers are:

given in Appendix C. The parameters of the transformers are also listed.

5.4.2. Simulating low-pass filters

Low-pass filters are used in digital relays to band-limit the inputs.
The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filters should be less than one half the

sampling frequency to minimize the effects of aliasing. Fourth-order Bessel,

low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of 200 Hz were selected for this ap

plication because they provide a constant time delay for the .pass-band fre

quencies. This is necessary because the proposed algorithms are based. on

the relationship between instantaneous· voltages and currents of transfomers

instead of their single-frequency phasors. Appendix D reviews the procedure
for converting the transfer function of a fourth-order analog low-pass Bessel

filter to an equivalent digital filter [49]. The procedure provided the follow

ing transfer function.

Y(z)(1 - 3.7554z-1 + 5.2929z-2 - 3.3180z-3 +

0.7806z-4) = 2.1862xlO-6(1 + 4z-1

. + 6z-2 + 4z-3 + z-4)X(z). (5.46)

2.1862x 10-6(1+4z-1+6z-2+4z-3+z-4)
H(z) - ----------------..,...--

1-3.7554z-1+5.2929z-2-3.3180z-3+0. 7806z-4 (5.45)

Since H(z) is Y(z)/X(z), Equation 5.45 can be rearranged as

This equation rewritten in terms of the time delay of n sampling intervals

and rearranged is
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y(n) = 2.1862XIO-6[z(n) + 4z(n-l) + 6z(n-2)

+ 4z(n-3) + z(n-4)] + 3.7554y(n-l) -:- 5.2929y(n-2)

+ 3.3180y(n-3) - 0.7806y(n-4). (5.47)

This equation was implemented on the microVAX 3600 digital computer to

simulate low-pass filters. The magnitude and phase responses of these filters

are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.

1.S

0.5

O+-�������������������
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Figure 5.5: Magnitude response of the low-pass filter.
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Figure 5.6: Phase response of the low-pass filter.

Figure 5.7 shows the instantaneous values of the primary and secondary

voltages, and the primary current for a magnetizing inrush condition. Figure
5.S shows the performance of the algorithm for this case. The figure depicts
the value of ERROR and the trip index, TRIP. The trip index does not

exceed the threshold and, therefore, the algorithm did not issue a trip com

mand.

5.4.3; Test results - a single-phase transformer

The algorithm for protecting single phase transformers was tested using
simulated data. The conditions simulated included one magnetizing inrush,
an external fault, and two internal faults. The program simulating the

..

proposed algorithm computed the value ·of ERROR and TRIP.
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Figure 5.9 shows the performance of the algorithm for an external fault.

The figure depicts the error and the trip index and shows that the trip in

dex remains well below the threshold value and, therefore, no trip command

is issued.

Figure 5.10 shows the performance of the algorithm for a ground fault

on the primary winding of the transformer. This figure shows the values of

ERROR as a function of the primary voltage and TRIP as a function of

time. The 'figure also shows that the trip index exceeds the threshold in

about 8 ms when the algorithm issues a trip signal.

Figure 5.11 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm for a .

fault that short circuits 20% of the secondary winding. The value of TRIP

does not increase as rapidly as in the case of a high level fault (e.g. Figure

5.10). However, the algorithm issues a trip command in 12 ms. This case

demonstrates that the algorithm can detect ·low-Ievel internal faults.

5.4.4. Test results - three-phase transformers

The proposed algorithms for protecting three-phase transformers were

tested using simulated data. The conditions simulated include magnetizing

inrush, overexcitation and, external and internal faults including ground
faults and inter-tum short circuits. Table 5.3 lists the simulated conditions.

The results of the tests are preSented in this. section.

5.4.4.1. A wye-wye transformer

The algorithm for protecting a wye-wye transformer computed one trip
index for each phase and issued a trip command if the trip indices satisfy

any of the conditions listed in Table 5.1. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 summarize the

results showing the performance of the algorithm for different conditions.
. . .

Table 5.4 shows the maximum values of the trip indices for magnetizing in-

rush and external fault conditions. Table 5.5 shows the time taken by the

trip indices to exceed the threshold for internal faults and provide the time
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Table 5.3: List of transformer conditions used to test the performance
of the proposed algorithms.

Case Description
No.

1. Magnetizing inrush - 1.
2. Magnetizing inrush - n.
3. External' fault involving phase A and ground.
4. Externai fault involving phase. B and C.
5. Three phase external fault.
6. Overexcitation.
7. Internal fault on sec. side that short-circuits 20% of

winding of phase B.
8. Internal fault on sec. side that short-circuits 50% of

windings of phase A.
9. Transformer switched-on with an internal fault that

involves sec. winding of phase C and the ground.
10. Internal fault on pri. side that short circuits winding

phases A and C.
11. Transformer switched-on with an internal fault that

short-circuits 20% of secondary windings of phases B and C.
12. Transformer switched on with an internal fault that

involves primary winding of phase B and ground.

Table 5.4: Maximum values of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush,
overexcitation and external fault conditions in the wye-wye
transformer.

Case Maximum value of
No.

TRIPA TRIPB TRIPC

1. 0 0 0
2. 0 0 0

3. 8 0 0

4. 0 8 8

5. 6 8 8
6. 0 0 0
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was connected to the supply at time 0.0 s.
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Figure 5.0: Errors and values of the trip index for an external fault
condition in the single phase transformer. The fault was

applied at time 0.0 s.

taken to issue a trip command. An examination of these tables indicates

that the trip indices remain well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush,
overexcitation and external faults. However, for internal faults, some trip in

dices exceed . the threshold in relatively short times. It is also observed that

the trip time varies from about 8 ms to 15 ms depending on the type and

severity of the fault.
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Figure 5.15 shows the performance of the algorithm for a phase A to

ground external fault. Figures 5.15(a), 5·.15(b) and 5.15(c) depict the errors

and the trip indices for phases A, B and C respectively. .These figures in-

Figure 5.12 shows the instantaneous values of the primary currents for

a magnetizing inrush condition. Figure 5.13 shows the instantaneous values

of the primary and secondary voltages and Figure 5.14 shows the perfor
mance of the algorithm for this condition. Figure 5.14(a) shows the values

of ERRORA as a function of primary voltage of phase A and TRIPA as a

function of time. Figures 5.14{b) and 5.14(c) show the values of ERRORB
.

and TRIPB, and ERRORC and TRIPC respectively. These indices do not

exceed the threshold indicating that the algorithm blocked tripping during

magnetizing inrush.
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dicate that the trip indices remain well below the threshold value and, there

fore, no trip command is issued.

Figure 5.16 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm when the

transformer is switched-on and an internal fault short circuiting twenty per

cent of the secondary windings of phases B and C exists. Figures 5.16(a),
5.16(b) and 5.16(c) depict the errors and the trip indices for phases A, B

and C respectively. The trip indices TRIPB and TRIPe exceeded the

threshold and the algorithm issued a trip command in about 15 ms after the

inception of the fault as shown in Figure 5.16{d).
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Table 5.5: Time required by the trip indices to exceed the threshold
for internal fauJt conditions in a wye-wye transformer.

Case Time required by the trip index
No. Trip

TRIPA TRIPB TRIPC time

(s) (8) (s) (s)

7. ****** 0.0108 ****** 0.0108
8. 0.0092 ****** 0.0083 0.0083
9. ****** ****** 0.0108 0.0108
10. 0.0075 ****** 0.0075 0.0015

11. ****** 0.0142 0.015 0.0142
12. ****** 0.0075 ****** 0.0015

****** signifies that the trip index remains below the threshold.
.

.

5.4.4.2. A delta-wye transformer

.

The algorithm for protecting a delta-wye transformer computed two trip
indices for each phase used as reference. The decision-logic module received

these indices and made trip/no-trip decisions using the criteria of Table 5.2.

Tables 5.6 and 5.7 summarize the performance of the algorithm for different

conditions. Table 5.6 shows the maximum value of the trip indices for.mag

netizing inrush and external fault conditions. Table 5.7 shows the time

taken by each trip index to exceed threshold for internal faults and the time

taken to issue a trip command. An examination of these tables indicates

that the trip indices remain well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush,
overexcitation and external faults.

.

However, for internal faults, some trip in

dices exceed the threshold in relatively short times. The trip· time varies

from about 8 ms to 14 ms depending on the type and severity of the fault.
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Table 0.6: Maximum values of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush, '

overexcitation and external fault conditions in the delta-wye
transformer.

Case Maximum value of
No.

TRIPBl
'

TRIPCl TRIPA2 TRIPC2 TRIPA3 TRIPB3

1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. 0 0 0 0 0 0
3. 4 6 4 0 6 0
4. 8 8 8 10 8 10
5. 8 6 8 10 6 8
6. 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 0.'1: Time required by the trip indices to exceed the threshold
for internal fault conditions in the delta-wye transformer.

Case Time required by the trip index
No. Trip

TRIPBl TRIPCl TRIPA2 TRIPC2 TRIPA3 TRIPB3 time

(s). (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)

7. 0.0083 ****** 0.0083 0.0083 ****** 0.0083 0.0083

8. 0.0100 0.0083 0.0100 0.0108 0.0083 0.0108 0.0100
9. ****** 0.0083 ****** 0.0083 0.0083 0.0083 0.0083

10. 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075
'

11. 0.0133 0.0150 0.0150 0.0133 0.0158 0.0142 0.0133

12. 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075

* * * * * * signifies that the trip index remains below the threshold.
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Figure 5.17 shows the instantaneous values of the primary currents for

a magnetizing inrush condition. Figure. 5.18 shows the instantaneous values

.� of the primary and secondary voltages and Figure 5.19 shows the perfor-
II
.l mance of the algorithm for this condition. Figure 5.l9{a) shows the values

of ERRORBl, ERRORCl, TRIPB1 and TRIPCl when phase A is the
. "Reference Phase". Figures 5.19{b) and 5.l9{c) show the values of

ERRORA2, TRIPA2, ERRORC2 and TRIPC2, and ERRORA3, TRIPA3,

ERRORB3 and TRIPB3. These indices do not exceed the threshold and,

therefore, no trip command was issued as the transformer experienced mag

netizing inrush,

Figure 5.20 shows the performance of the algorithm for a phase B to C

external fault. Figures 5.20(a), 5.20{b) and 5.20(c) depict the errors and cor

responding trip indices when phase A, B or C is used as the "Reference

Phase". These figures indicate that trip indices remain well below the

threshold and, therefore, no trip command is issued.

Figure 5.21 demonstrates the performance of the algorithm for a phase
A and C to ground fault on the primary winding of the transformer. Figure

5.21{a) shows the values of ERRORBl, ERRORC1, TRIPBl and TRIPC1

when phase A is the "Refereence Phase". Figures 5.21{b) and 5.2J{c) show

the values of ERRORA2, TRIPA2, ·ERRORC2 and TRIPC2, and ERRORA3,
TRIPA3, ERRORB3 and TRIPB3. The decision-logic module correctly' iden
tified it as an internal fault and issued a trip command in about 8 ms.

Figure 5.21{d) shows the trip signal generated by the decisicn-logic module.

5.5. Summary

Digital algorithms that can detect winding faults in single-phase and

three-phase transformers are presented in this chapter. The algorithms are

based on non-linear models of transformers instead of using the harmonic

components of differential currents to avoid trippings during magnetizing in

rush conditions. The non-linearity and hysteresis of the transformer core are
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taken into account but they do not explicitly become part of an algorithm..

The algorithms can protect three-phase delta-wye transformerS even if the

winding currents can not be measured.

The algorithms were tested for a variety of operating conditions that

were simulated using the EMTP on a digital computer. The test results are

presented in this chapter. The results indicate that the algorithms do not

issue trip commands during magnetizing inrush, overexcitation and external

fault conditions. However, the algorithms issue trip commands for internal

faults .. The trip times are from about 8 ms to 15 ms depending on the type

and severity of the fault.

.'
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•

6. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS F'OR
TRANSFORMER WINDING
PROTECTION - VERSION-II

6.1. Introduction

Version-I of the. digital relaying algorithms that can detect winding
faults. in single-phase and three-phase transformers are described. in Chapter
5. Those algorithms use the trapezoidal rule to perform numerical integra
tions and do not neglect the etTect of the resistances of the windings. The

resistances of the transformer windings are small compared to their leakage
reactances and, therefore, can be neglected. Also, numerical integrations can

be performed using the rectangular rule. Version-IT of the algorithms. incor

porate these features [47, SO].

While describing the algorithms the transformation ratio is assumed to

be one. Also, currents and voltages at the . power system level are used.

These considerations prevent the equations from becoming unnecessarily com-·

plicated. Protective relays use voltages and currents from potential and cur

rent transformer secondaries. . Therefore, the turns ratio of the transformer

and instrument transformers were taken into consideration while implement

ing the algorithms.

This chapter describes the development of Version-IT of the digital al

gorithms for protecting single-phase and three-phase transformers. Some test

results demonstrating the performance of the algorithms are also presented.
The algorithms were tested by using the signals used to test Version-I of the

algorithms. This provides a direct comparison of the two versions of the al-
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gorithms. The results from the comparisons are also included in this chap
ter.

6.2. Detecting Faults in a Singbe-Phase Transformer

Consider a two-winding single-phase. transformer shown in Figure 5.1.

The effects of the resistances of the windings on the transformer operation
are neglegible compared to the effects of the inductances. The primary and

secondary voltages expressed as functions of 'the primary and secondary cur

rents and mutual flux linkages are

tJ1 = 'l(di1/dt) + (dAm/dt) ar&d

tJ2 = -'2(di2/dt) + (dAm/dt).

(6.1)

(6.2)

Eliminating dAm/dt from Equation 6.1 by using Equation 6.2 provides

(6.3) .

Integrating both sides of this equation from time tl to t2 provides

('2 tJ1dt· 'l{i1(t2)-i1(t1)} + ('2 tJ2dt + '2[i2(t2)-i2(t1)].1tl . 1tl .

Applying the rectangular rule for performing integrations yields

(6.4)

�T{tJl[(n-O.5)�71} = 'l{il(n�7)-il[(n-l)�71} +

�T{ tJ2[(n-O.5)�71} + '2{i2(n�7)-i2(n-l)�71}. (6.6)

(t2-tlHtJl{(tl+t2)/2}j = '1[i1(t2)-i1(t1)]
+ (t2-t1HtJ·2[(t1 +t2)/2]) + '2[i2(t2)-i2(t1)]·. (6.5)

Digital relays sample voltages and currents at time intervals, say �T

seconds. If n is an integer, t1, t2 and [t1+t2]/2 can
:

be replaced by

(n-l)�T, n�T and . (n-O.5)�T respectively. Making these substitutions in

Equation 6.5 provides

Dividing both sides of this equation by �T provides
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vl[(n-O.5)�71 = (ll/�1Fl(n�� - (ll/��il[(n-l)�71 +

(12/��i2(n�� - (12/��i2[(n-l)�71 + v2[(n-O.5)�71·

...

(6.7)

This equation expresses the primary voltage as a function of the secondary

voltage and the primary and secondary currents. Consider that the leakage

inductances, 11 and 12 are known. It is possible to calculate the right hand

side of Equation 6.7 after taking samples of currents at (n-l)�T and n�T

seconds and the samples of the voltages .at (n-O.5)�T seconds. The value

.
of the right hand side of the equation is the estimate of vl[(n-O.5)�71. The

left hand. side is the measured value of vl[(n-O.5)�71. The estimated and

measured values are equal during normal operation, overexcitation, magnetiz

ing inrush and external fault conditions. However, they are not equal during
internal faults.

6.2.1. The algorithm

.

The algorithm for microprocessor-based protection of single-phase trans

formers uses the technique described in Section 6.2. It assumes that the

primary and secondary voltages, and primary and secondary currents are

sampled at a pre-specified rate. The algorithm requires that the sampling
instants of voltages and currents be offset by one half. of an intersampling
time. The algorithm performs the functions similar to those of Version-! of

the algorithm described in Section 5.2.1 but uses the. equations decribed in

Section 6.2.

Consider a three-phase transformer whose primary windings are a, b,

and e and the secondary windings are A, B and C whose parameters are

described in Section 5.3. The following sections develop the techniques. for

detecting winding faults in three-phase transformers when their primary and

secondary windings are either wye or delta connected. The digital algorithms
for detecting transformer winding faults are then described.

6.3. Deteeting Faults in Three-Phase Transformers
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6.3.1. Wye-wye tranformers

Figure 5.3 shows the circuit diagram of a wye-wye connected three

phase transformer.. If the winding resistances are neglected, the following dif

ferential equations expressing the primary and secondary voltages as functions

of the primary and secondary currents and the mutual flux linkages can be

written.

Va = la(dia/dt) + (d>'aAldt)

Vb = 'b(dib/dt) + (d>'bBldt)

Vc = Ic(dicldt) + (d>'ccldt)

vA = -IA(diA/dt) + (d>'aA/dt)

VB = -IB(diBldt) + (d>'bBldt)

vc = -Ic(die/dt) + (d>'celdt)

(6.8)

(6.9)

(6.10) .

(6.11) .

(6.12)

(6.13)

Applying the procedure described in Section 6.2 to Equations 6.8 and

6.11 provides Equation 6.14. A similar approach provides Equations 6.15

and 6.16.

va[(n-0.5)�11 = (/.1�T)ia(n�7) - (lal�7)ia[(n-1)�71 +
•

VA[(n�O.5)�71 + (IAI�7)iAfn�TJ - (IAI�TJiA[(n-1)�71 (6.14)

tlc[(n-0.5)a71 = (lcl aTJic(naTJ - (lcl�7)ic[(n-1)a71 +

vd(n-0.5)�71 + (leI�TJic(naT) - (leIaT)id(n-l)�71 (6.16)

vb[(n-0.5)�71 = (/61 aTJib(n�TJ - (/61aT)i6[(n-1)a71 +

vB[(n-0.5)a71 + (lB/�T)iB(n�T) - (lBlaT)iB[(n-1)�71 (6.15)

·If the leakage inductances of the transformer windings are known, the right
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hand sides of Equations 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 can be calculated after taking
two samples of voltages and·currents. The right hand side of Equation 6.14·

.

is the estimate of va[(n-O.S)A71 whereas the left hand side is the measured.
value. As in the case of single-phase transformers, the estimated and

measured values are equal during normal operation, overexcitation, magnetiz

ing inrush and external faults. However, for internal faults involving winding
a or A, these values are not equal. Similarly, the right hand side of Equa
tion 6.1S provides the estimated value of vb[(n-O.S)A71 whereas the left

hand side is the measured value. The estimated and measured values are

equal except when winding b or B is faulted. Similarly, the values of the

left and right hand sides of the Equation. 6.16
.

can be compared to detect in

ternal faults in windings c or C.

6.3.1.1. The algorithm

The algorithm for the protection of three-phase wye-wye conntected

transformers uses the technique described in Section. 6.3.1.· It performs the

functions similar to those of Version-I of the algorithm described in Section

S.3.1.1 but uses the equations decribed in Section 6.3.1.

Va = ItJ[d(ia+ipp}/dt] + (dlaA/dt) (6.17)

Vb = Ib[d(ib+ipp)/dt] + (dlbB/dt) (6.18)

v, :: lc[d(ic:+ipp)/dt] + (dlc:c/dt) (6.19)

VA = -IA(diA/dt) + (dlaA/dt) (6.20)

VB = ;_IB(diB/dt) + '(dlbB/dt) (6.21)

6.3.2. Delta-�e transformers

Figure S.4 shows the winding connections of a delta-wye transformer.

The following equations express the voltages of the transformer windings as

functions of currents. and the mutual flux linkages if the winding resistances

are neglected.
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(6.22)

Applying the procedure described in the previous sections to these equations

provides Equations 6.23, 6.24 and 6.25.

vo[(n-O.5)a11 = (lalATFa(naT) - (iolaT)ia[(n-l)a11. +

(lolaT)ipp(nA7j - (iola7jipp[(n�1)a11 + vA[(n-O.5)a� +.

(IAla7jiA(na7j -:- (lA/A7jiA[(n-l)a11 (6.23)

vb[(n-O.5)A11 = (I,)A7jib(nA7j - (IblA7ji,,[(n-l)A11 +

(IblA7jipp(na7j - (lbla7jipp[(n-l)A11 + vB[(n-O.5)a11 +

(Isla7jiB(na7j - (IBIa7jiBl(n-1)a11 (6.24)

ve[(n-O.5)A11 = (leIA7jie(nA7j - (leIa7jic[(n-l)a11 +

(leIA7jipp(nA7j ., (leIA7jipp[(n-1)A11 + vc[(n-O.5)a11 +

(lola7jio(na7j - (101a7jic[(n-l)a11 (6.25)

The currents to' ib and ie' are the. non-circulating components' of the winding
currents and i

pp
is the current circulating in the delta winding. The non

circulating components can be computed by using Equations 5.32, 5.33 and

5.34 respectively but the circulating current is not known. As in Version-I

of the algorithms, it is possible to use Equation 6.23 to estimate the terms

containing the circulating current and use Equations 6.24. and 6.25 for detect

ing faults. For this purpose, Equation 6.23 is rearranged as follows.

(lolAT)ipp(nA7j - (lolA7jipp[(n-l)A11 =

vo[(n-O.5)a11 - (101A7jio(na7j + (IalA7jio[(n-l)a11 -

vA[(n-O.5)a11 - (IAIa7jiA(na7j + (IAIa7jiA[(n,-1)A11. (6.26)

It is possible to evaluate its right hand side immediately after taking the
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latest samples of the voltages and currents. The value of (lblA°T)ipp(nAT)
(lblAT)ipp[(n-l)A71 is required to compute the right hand side of Equation

6.24. This value can be estimated by multiplying Equation 6.26 with (1,/1a) .

which provides

(lbllaHR.H.S. of Equation 6.26). (6.27)

Similarly multiplying Equation 6.26 with (leIla) provides

(leiAT)ipp(nAT) - (leiAT)ipp[(n-l)A71 -

(lellaHR.H.S. of Equation 6.26). (6.28)

It is possible to compute the. right hand sides of Equations 6.27 and 6.28

which are the estimates of the terms containing the circulating current in

Equations 6.24 and 6.25. Now, it becomes possible to compute the right
hand sides of Equations 6.24 and 6.25. which provide the estimated values

of tlb[(n-O.5)A71 and tle[(n-O.5)A71 respectively. The left hand sides are the

measurements. The estimated and measured values are equal for magnetizing

inrush, overexcitation, external faults and normal operating conditions.

However, they are not equal for faults in the transformer protection zone.

(lblAT)ipp(nAT) - (lblAT)ipp[(n-l)A71 =

tlb[(n-O.5)A71 - (lblAT)ib(nAT) + (lblAT)ib[(n-l)A71

vB[(t:t-O.5)A71 - (IB/AT)iB(nAT) + (IBIAT)iB[(n-l)A71· (6.29)

In the above procedure, Equation 6.26 estimates the terms involving the

circulating current from the measurements of voltages and currents of wind-
.

ings a and A. The measurement from the remaining windings provide enough
information to decide whether an internal fault exists or not.·

It is also possible to use the measurements from windings b and B to

estimate the circulating current terms. For this purpose, Equation 6.24 is

rearranged as follows:
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.

It is possible to evaluate the right-hand side of Equation 6.29 immediately
after taking the samples of voltages and currents. The following equations
can be obtained by multiplying Equation 6.29 with (l4116) and (lell,) respec- .

tively.

(14/�T)ipp(n�T) - (14/�T)ipp[(n-1)�11 -

(lall,,)(R.H.S. 0/ Equation 6.29) (6.30)

(leI�T)ipp(n�T) - (leI�T)ipp[(n-l)�11 -

(lell,)(R.H.S. 0/ Equation 6.29) (6.31)

It is possible to compute. the values of the right hand sides of these equa

tions which are the estimates of the terms containing the circulating current

in Equations 6.23 and 6.25 respectively. After calculating these values, it be-
.

comes possible to compute the right hand sides of Equations 6.23 and 6.25

which are the estimated values of t1a[(n-0.5)�11 and t1e[(n-O.5)�11 respec

tively. The left hand sides are the measurements. The estimated and

measured values are equal for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation, external

faults and normal operating conditions. However, they are not equal for

faults in the trensformer protection zone.

The measurements from windings c and C can also be used to estimate

the circulating current. For this purpose, Equation 6.25 is rearranged as fol

lows:

.

(leI�T)ipp(n�T) - (leI�T)ipp[(n-1)�11 =

ve[(n-0.5)�11 - (leI�T)ie{n�T) + (leI�T)it[(n-l)�11

t1d(n-0.5)�11 - (leI�T)ic(n�T) + (leI�T)id(n-l)�11· (6.32)

The right hand side of Equation 6.32 can be evaluated immediately after

taking samples of voltages and currents. It is possible to obtain Equations
6.33 and 6.34 by multiplying Equation 6.32 with (lalle) and (Ibllc) respec

tively.
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(Ial�T)ipp(n�T) - (Ial�T)ipp[(n:-1)�71 -

(lal1c)(R.H.S. 0/ Equation 6.32) (6.33)

(Ibl�T)ipp(n�T) - (Ibl�T)ipp[(n-1)�71 -

(lbl1c)(R.H.S. 0/ Equation 6.32) (6.34)

The right hand sides of these equations provide the estimates of the terms

containing the circulating current which can be computed. The computed
values can be used in Equations 6.24 and 6.25 respectively.. Now,.it becomes

.

possible to estimate. the values of the right hand sides of Equations 6.24 and

6.25 which are the estimated values of tJa[(n:.....O.5)�71 and tJb[(n-O.5)�71
.

respectively. The left hand sides are the measurements. As previously, the

estimated and measured values are equal for magnetizing inrush, overexcita

tion, external faults and normal operating conditions. However, they are not

equal for faults in the transformer protection zone.

The phase whose measurements are used to estimate the circulating
current is classified as the "Reference Phase".

�.3.2·.1. The algorithm

The algorithm for the protection of a delta-wye transformer uses the

technique described in Section 6.3.2. It consists of four modules; the first,

second, and third computing modules and a decision-logic module. The

modules perform functions similar to the modules of Version-I of the algo
rithm as· described in Section .5.3.2.1. However; they use the equations
described in the Section 6.3.2.
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6.4. Testing the Algorithms

The algorithms were tested using a microVAX 3600 digital computer

which is available at the University of Saskatchewan. The signals needed for

evaluating the performance of the algorithms were generated by the Electro

Magnetic .Transient Program (EMTP) [48] and were the same as used to test

Version-I of the algorithms. Raw data were processed by digital filters

described in Section 5.4.2. The outputs of the filters were converted to data

of 1200 Hz sampling rate. A sampling skew of 1/2400 s was introduced be

tween the voltage and current samples. The discrete datilo were then

presented to FORTRAN programs that simulated the proposed algorithms
which used a relay characteristics similar to that of Figure 5.2. The values

ofTHRES and BNDRY were set at 7.5% and 20% of the rated primary

voltage of the transformer. SLOPE was set at 0.03 and the trip index

threshold was set at 20. This section discusses the results obtained from the

simulated tests.

6.4.1. Test results - a single-phase transformer

. The algorithm for protecting single phase transformers was tested using
the simulated data for magnetizing inrush, � external fault and internal

faults including ground faults and inter-turn short circuits. The program

computed the values of ERROR and TRIP for these conditions.

Figure 6.2 shows the performance of the algorithm for an external fault.

The figure shows that the trip index remains well below the threshold and

no trip command is issued.

Figure 6.1 shows the performance of the algorithm for a magnetizing
inrush condition. The figure depicts the values of ERROR as a function of

primary. voltage and TRIP as a function of time. The trip index does not

exceed the. threshold indicating that the algorithm does not issue a trip com

mand during magnetizing inrush.
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Figure 6.1: Errors and values .of the trip index for a magnetizing in-
rush condition in the single-phase transformer. The
transformer was connected to the supply at time 0.0 s.
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Figure 6.3 shows the performance of. the algorithm for a ground fault

on' the primary winding of the transformer. This figure shows that the trip
index exceeds the threshold in about 8 ms when the algorithm issues a trip
command.

Figure 6.4 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm for a. fault

that short circuits 20% of the secondary winding. The trip index does not

. increase as rapidly as it did in the case of a high level fault reported in

Figure 6.3. However, the algorithm issues a trip command in about 20 ms

as shown in Figure 6.4. This case demonstrates that the algorithm can

detect low-level internal faults.

.. ..
•

..

•••
.. ....

O�--------�--------�
o tZOOOO aeoooo

PrImary Voltage (V)

! :I----��--------�-------I iii
0.00 0.02 0.0-4 0.06

Time (Seconds)

Figure 6.3: Errors, values of the trip index and the trip command for
a ground fault in the primary windings of the single-phase
transformer. The fault was applied at time 0.0 s.
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Figure 6.4: Errors, values of the trip index and the trip command for
a low-level fault on the secondary windings of the single
phase transformer. The fault was applied at time 0.0 s.

6.4.2. Test results - three-phase transformers

The algorithm for protecting a wye-wye transformer computed one trip
index for each phase and issues a trip command if the trip indices satisfy
one of the conditions listed in Table 5.1. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 list the results

showing the performance of the algorithm for different conditions. Table 6.1

The proposed algorithms for protecting three-phase transformers were

tested using the simulated data. The .conditions simulated included mag

netizing inrush, overexcitation and, external and internal faults including

ground faults and inter-turn short circuits. Table. 5.3 lists. the conditions for

which the performance of the. algorithms was tested. The results of these
.

tests are presented. in this section.

6.4.2.1. A wye-wye transformer
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shows the maximum value of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush and ex

ternal fault conditions. Table 6.2 shows the time taken by the trip indices

to exceed the threshold for internal faults and the time taken to issue trip
commands. An examination of the tables indicates that all trip indices

remain well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation and

external. faults. However, for internal faults, some trip indices exceed the

threshold value in relatively short times.' The trip time varies from about 8 .

ms . to 23 ms depending on the severity of the fault.

Table 6.1: Maximum values of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush,
overexcitation and external fault conditions in the wye-wye
transformer.

ease Maximum value of
No.

. TRIPA TRIPB TRIPe

1. 0 0 0
2. 0 0 0

3. 8 0 0
4. 0 8 8
5. 0 8 8
6. 0 0 0

Figure 6.6 shows the performance of the algorithm for a phase A to

Figure 6.5 shows the performance of the algorithm for. a magnetizing
inrush condition. Figure 6.5(a) shows the values of ERRORA as a function

of the primary voltage of phase A and TRIPA as a function of time.

Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(c) show the values of ERRORB and TRIPB, and ER

RORe and TRIPe respectively. The indices do not exceed the threshold

and the algorithm does not issue a trip command.
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Table 6.2: Time required by the trip indices to exceed the threshold
for internal fault conditions in the wye-wye transformer.

Case Time required by the trip index
No. . Trip

TRIPA TRIPB TRIPC time

(s) (s) (s) (s)

7. ****** 0.0133 ****** 0.0133
8. 0.0125 ****** 0.0083 0.0083
9. ****** ****** 0.0108 0.0108

.

10. 0.0075 ****** 0.0075 0.0075·
11. ****** 0.0225 0.025 0.0225
12. ****** 0.0075 .

****** 0.0075

****** signifies that the trip index remains below the threshold.

ground external fault. Figures 6.6(80), 6.6(b). and 6.6(c) depict the errors and

the trip indices for phases A, B and C respectively. These figures indicate

that all trip indices remain well below the threshold value and no. trip com

mand is issued.

Figure 6.7 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm for a con

dition when the transformer is switched on with an internal fault that short

circuits 20% of the secondary windings of phases B and C. Figures 6.7(80),
6.7{b) and 6.7(c) depict the errors and .trip indices for phases A, B and C

respectively. The trip indices TRIPB and TRIPC exceeded the threshold

and the algorithm issued a trip command in 23 ms as shown in Figure

6.7(d).
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Figure 6.6: Errors and values of the trip indices for (a) phase A, (b)
phase B and (c) phase C during a magnetizing inrush

condition in the wye-wye transformer. The transformer
was connected to the supply at time 0.0 s.
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6.4.2.2. A delta-wye transformer

The algorithm for protecting a delta-wye transformer computed two. trip
indices by using each phase as a reference phase. The decision-logic module

received these indices and made trip/no-trip decisions using the criteria of

Table 5.2. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarize the results showing the perfor
mance of the algorithm for different conditions. Table 6.3 shows the max

imum value of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush and external fault con

ditions. Table 6.4 shows the time taken by each trip index to exceed the

threshold for internal faults and the time taken to issue a trip command.

An examination of Tables 6.3 and 6.4 indicates that all trip indices remain

well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation and external

faults. However, for internal faults, some trip indices exceed the threshold in

relatively short times. The trip time varies from about 8 ms to 23 ms

depending on the type and severity of the fault.

I

Table 6.3: Maximum values of the trip indices for magnetizing inrush,
overexcitation and external fault conditions in the' delta-wye
transformer.

Case Maximum value of
No.

TRIPBl TRIPei TRIPA2 TRIPC2 TRIPA3 TRIPB3

1. 0 0 0 0 0 0
2. '0 0 0 0 0 0
3. 0 2 0 0 0 0
4. 8 8 8 8 '8 8
5. 8 4 8 8 4 8
6. 0 0 0 0 0 0
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•

Table 6.4: Time required by the trip indices to exceed the threshold
for internal fault conditions in the delta-wye transformer.

Case Time required by the trip index
No. Trip

TRIPB1 TRIPC1 TRIPA2 TRIPC2 TRIPA3 TRIPB3 time

(s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s) (s)

7. 0.OOS3 ****** 0.0083 ·0.OOS3 ****** 0.0083 0.OOS3
S. 0.0100 0.010S 0.010S 0.010S 0.0092 0.0150 0.010S
9. ****** 0.010S ****** 0.010S 0.010S 0.010S 0.010S
10. 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 .

11. 0.0242 0.0267 0.0234 0.0150 0.025S 0.0167 0.0234·
12. 0.0075 ·0;0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 ·0.0075 0.0075

****** signifies that the trip index remains below the threshold.

Figure 6.S shows the performance of the algorithm for a magnetizing

inrush condition. Figure 6.S(a) shows the values of ERRORBl, ERRORC1,
TRIPBI and TRIPCI when phase A is the "Reference Phase". Figures

6.S(b) and 6.S(c) show the values of ERRORA2, TRIPA2, ERRORC2 and

TRIPC2, and ERRORA3, TRIPA3, ERRORB3 and TRIPB3.
.

The indices

do not exceed the threshold and, therefore, no trip command is issued.

Figure 6.10 shows the performance of the algorithm for a .phase A and

C to ground fault on the primary side of the transformer. Figure 6.10{a)
shows the values of ERRORBI, ERRORC1, TRIPBl and TRIPCI when·

phase A is the "Reference Phase". Figures 6.10(b) and 6�10(c) show the

values of :

ERRORA2, TRIPA2, ERRORC2 and TRIPC2, and ERRORA3,.

Figure 6.9 shows the performance of the algorithm for a phase B to C

external fault. Figures 6.9(a), 6.9(b) and 6.9{c) depict the 'errors and the

corresponding trip indices when the phase A, B
.

or C is used as the

"Reference Phase". These figures show that all trip indices. remain well

below the threshold value. and, therefore, no trip command is issued.
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TRIPA3, ERRORB3 and TRIPB3 .. The decision-logic module correctly iden

tified it as an internal fault and issued a trip command in about 8 ms as

shown in Figure 6.10(d).

6.5. Comparison of Version-I and Version-IT

Version-I and Version-Il of the algorithms were compared for two

aspects, the performance of the algorithms and the computations required for

implementing the algorithms oil a microprocessor..

Both versions of the algorithms were tested using the same test data.'

Also, the relay settings while testing the algorithms were the same. There

fore, it is reasonable to compare the results and draw conclusions.

The test results from Version-I and Versien-Il of the algorithms for a

single-phase transformer are presented in Sections 5.4.3 and 6.4.1 respectively.
The results show that in both versions, the trip indices remain well below

the threshold for magnetizing inrush and external fault eonditions. For in

ternal faults, Version-I issued a trip command in about 8 ms to ·14 ms

whereas Version-Il took about 8 ms to 21 ms.

The test results from Version-I· and Version-Il of the algorithms for a

three-phase wye-wye transformer are summarized in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, and

6.1 and 6.2 respectively. These tables show that in both versions, all trip
indices remain well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation

and external faults. For internal faults, Version-I issued a trip command in

about 8 ms to 15 ms whereas Version-Il took about 8 ms to 23 ms.

The test results from Version-I and Version-II of the algorithms for a

three-phase delta-wye transformer are summarized in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, 'and

6.3 and 6.4. respectively. These tables indicate that for both versions, all

trip indices remain well below the threshold for magnetizing inrush, over

excitation and external faults. For internal faults, Version-l issued a trip
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command in about 8 ms to 14 ms whereas Version-II took about 8 ms to 2.4

ms.

The performance of both versions is comparable for magnetizing inrush,

overexcitation, external fault and heavy internal faults. For low-level inteenal "

faults, Version-Il of the algorithms took more time than Version-L.

The .number of additions/subtractions and multiplications required to

implement Version-I and Version-II of the algorithms are listed in Table 6.5.

This does not include the· number of arithmetic operations required to form

the trip index/indices and the computations required by the decision-logic
module which are identical in both versions. Table 6.5 shows that Version-II .

.

requires fewer computations compared to Version-I for protecting single-phase
and three-phase transformers. However, if the algorithms are implemented
on a faster microprocesor, such as TMS32025, the larger number of

additions/subtractions and multiplications in Version-I of the algorithms will

not significantly increase the computation time compared to. the time which

the computations will take if Version-II is. implemented.

6.6. Summary

The algorithms were tested using the data used to test Version-I, The

test results are presented in the chapter. The results show that the al

gorithms do not issue trip commands during magnetizing inrush, overexcita

tion and external faults. However, the algorithms. issue trip commands for

internal faults in about 8 ms to 23 ms depending on the type and severity
of the fault.

This chapter presents Version-II of the algorithms that· can detect wind

ing faults in single-phase and three-phase transformers� These algorithms are

conceptually similar to those of Version-I except that the resistances of the

transformer windings are neglected while developing these algorithms. Also,
the rectangular rule is used to perform numerical integrations.
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Table 6.5: Number of arithmetic operations required to implement
Version-I and Version-Il of the algorithms.

Algorithm for No. of add/subtract No. of multiply
protection of operations for operations for

Version-I Version-II Version-I Version-II

Single-phase. 7 5 8 6

transformer

Three-phase
wye-wye 21 15 24 18
transformer

Three-phase
delta-wye 42 30 48 36
transformer

A comparison of Version-I and Verslon-Il of the algorithms shows that

their performances are comparable for magnetizing inrush, overexeitation, ex

ternal- faults and heavy internal faults. However, for low-level faults Version

II . takes more time than Version-I. The computation requirements of

Version-I are more than the requirements of Version-no . However, if the al

gorithms are implemented on a faster microprocessor, the computation time

requirements of both versions will be approximately equal,
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7. DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND
TESTIN.G OF THE' PROTECTION
AND MONITORING SYSTEM

Microprocessor relays for protecting transformers previously reported in

the literature are briefly described in Chapter 3. . A digital overcurrent relay

ing algorithm [42, 43} is 'proposed in Chapter 4. It is demonstrated that the

algorithm correctly emulates the time-current characteristics of inverse-time

overcurrent relays. Digital algorithms for protecting windings of transformers

[46, 47, 50] are proposed in Chapters 5 and 6.

In this work, the proposed algorithms were· implemented on a.

microprocessor-based system for protecting transformers. This chapter
describes the' design, implementation and testing of the microprocessor-based

.
. .

system for protecting and monitoring single-phase and three-phase trans-

formers [51, 52, 53]. The system includes facilities for detecting winding
faults in power transformers and emulates overeurrent relays to protect the

transformer in cases of sustained external faults. The system also has spare

input channels that can be used to monitor transformer parameters. The

performance of the system was tested in the' laboratory. Some test
.

results

are included in this chapter.

The design requirements of the proposed system are flfSt identified.

The design .of the hardware and software that meets the specified require
ments is then presented. This is followed by a. description of implemen
tation and testing procedures.
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'1.1. Design ·Requirements

The following design requirements for the system were identified.

1. The system should be suitable for protecting single-phase as well
as three-phase transformers without major hardware modification.

2. The hardware should be suitable for implementing "the selected al

gorithms for overcurrent and winding" protection of single-phase
and three-phase transformers.

3. The system should include a man-machine interface (MMI) for
modifying the software and for changing relay settings.

4. The system hardware should be" isolated and protected from power

system transients.

5. The hardware should be modular permitting replacement of a

faulty module in the event" of a failure.

'1.�. Design or the System Hardware

The system hardware was designed keeping in mind the requirements
outlined in the previous section. Figure 7.1" shows the block diagram of the

proposed hardware. It consists of the following three functional blocks.

• Isolation and analog sealing block

• Data acquisition block

• Microcomputer

The isolation and analog sealing block consists of six identical modules for

processing voltages and six identical modules for processing currents. A

module for processing voltage accepts a signal from an analog type potential
transducer. It electrically isolates the system from the power system and

seales down the voltage to a level suitable for use in the data acquisition
block. A module for processing current accepts a signal from an analog type

current transducer. It electrically isolates the system from the power system

and scales down the current signal. These modules also convert currents to
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equivalent voltages of levels suitable for use in the data acquisition block be

cause this block accepts voltage inputs only.

The data acquisition block of the system consists of hardware that

samples and quantizes signals at a specified rate. This block consists of four

identical modules. Each module samples and digitizes four signals; two

representing voltages and two representing currents. For three phase trans

formers, the system is required -to sample and digitize six voltages and six

currents; therefore, three data acquisition modules are used. The fourth

module is spare and, 'if needed, can be used to monitor. transformer

parameters, such as, zero sequence current, tap settings,. oil level, oil tempra
ture etc.

The. microcomputer block of the system consists of a microprocessor

board, MS-DOS personal computer, an input/output port and a .clock. The

input/output port in association with a clock is used to control the data ac

quisition process. . The microprocessor board implements the digital algorithm

.by processing the acquired signals to determine the condition of the protected
transformer. The microprocessor board is interfaced to an MS-DOS personal :

computer which provides the user interface facility.

This section describes the design of the isolation and analog scaling,
data acquisition and microcomputer blocks of the system.

'1.2.1. Isolation and analog sealing

Figure 1.2 shows the schematic diagram of a voltage module of the

isolation and analog scaling block (I &AS). The hardware includes an

auxiliary transformer which performs two functions; it reduces the level of

the voltage signal provided by the potential transformer and electrically iso

lates the hardware from the high voltage power system. The auxiliary trans

former used is manufactured by Hammond [54] and can be mounted on a

printed circuit board. The transformer can be used for connecting the
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primary windings to either 115V or 230V. The output of the transformer is

12.6V. This voltage is further reduced by a potentiometer which is adjusted
to provide 3V rms when the input is equal to the rated voltage. A metal

oxide varistor (MOV) , provided at the input of the auxiliary transformer

protects the system hardware from transients in the, voltage signals., The

MOV (product no. SIOV-S20K250) used in this design is manufactured by
Siemens [55]. The varistor has a maximum allowable operating voltage of

250V and a cut-off voltage of 390V. These ratings are compatible with the

ratings of the auxiliary transformer.

Auxiliary PT

Voltage
Signal

Potentiometer

To Data Acquisition
System

-
-
-

Figure 1.2: The isolation and analog scaling circuit for an' input volt
age signal.

Figure 7.3 shows the circuit diagram of a module used for processing a

current signal. During abnormal operating conditions; a current' transformer'

(et) can experience primary currents up to 40 times the nominal rating. For'

SA ct's, the secondary current could be 200A which corresponds to a peak
value of SOOA including a 'full dc offset. Auxiliary ct's with a ratio 100/1
are used. The' maximum output of the auxiliary ct is, therefore, SA. The

secondary winding of the auxiliary ct is connected to a one ohm resistor that

converts the current signal to an equivalent voltage. A metal oxide varistor

connected across' the resistor prevents high energy transients from entering
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the data acquisition system. The MOV (product no. SIOV-S07K14) used in

this design is also manufactured by Siemens [55] and has a maximum allow

able operating voltage of 14 volts and a cut-off voltage of. 22 volts. These

ratings are suitable for protecting the data acquisition system which can

withstand up to 15V.

Auxiliary' CT

Current
Signal.

MOV To Qata Acquisition
System

Resistor

-
-
-

Figure '1.3: The isolation, analog seallng and conversion circuit for an,

input current signal.

'1.2.2. Data acquisition system

The data acquisition system (DAS) is designed as four identical

modules. Each module has four input channels for sampling analog signals
and. converting them to equivalent numbers. The functional blocks of a

module of the data acquisition system are shown in Figure 7.4. It consists

of four identical channels; each channel has a buffer, an analog filter and a

sample and hold amplifier, a multiplexer, another buffer and an analog
.

to

digital converter. The four buffers match the impedances of the isolation

and analog scaling, and data acquisition blocks. The analog filters attenuate

the high frequency components in the inputs. The sample and hold (SIB)
amplifiers simultaneously sample the signals. The multiplexer selects under

program control the output from one channel at a time and routes it to the
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analog to digital (AID) converter for quantization. The module uses com

mereially available integrated circuits. This section describes the components
used in a module. The control signals required to control the functioning of

the data acquisition system are also identified.

The buffer (product no. HA 5033) used in the design is a unity gain
buffer manufactured by Harris Corporation [56]. It has an input resistance

of 1.5 MO and an output resistance of only 5.0 o. The filters. are National

Semiconductor's switched capacitor type (product No. MFIO) [57}. These fil

ters
.

do not require external capacitors and inductors. Also, it is possible to

select the type of filter (i.e. Butterworth, Bessel, Chevychev etc.) by changing
the values of the external resistors. The cut-off frequency of the filters can .

be set with an accuracy of: 3% by changing the frequency of an external

clock. Mounts are provided on the board to change the external resistors.

The sample and hold unit (S/H) (product No. HA 5320) used in the design
is manufactured by Harris Corporation [56]. The unit has a maximum drift

rate of 0.5 p,VIp,s and a maximum acquisition time of 1.5 p,s. The drift

rate is important because the signals must be held for the maximum time

required to sequentially convert several signals. A short acquisition time and

drift rate is selected to ensure that a signal does not change appreciably

during acquisition.

The selected analog. multiplexer (product NO. HI 508L) is also manufac

tured by Harris Corporation [56]. The multiplexer can be controlled to route

a selected input to the AID converter. A unity gain buffer (HA5033) is
.

placed. between the output of the multiplexer and the input of the. AID con

verter. This matches the impedances and, thus, avoids the output of the

S IH amplifier from collapsing. The AjD converter is of the successive .ap

proximation type (product No. HI 774A) manufactured by the Harris Cor

poration [56]. It provides 12-bit resolution and has a maximum conversion

time of 6 p,s. It also has the capability of latching the converter output un

til it is read. This feature is important because the outputs ·of a number of

AID converters are read into the microcomputer through a single input port.
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The components described above were connected together to form a.

module of the data acquisition system. A circuit diagram showing the con

nections of the. components in a channel of the module are shown in Figure
7.5. The connections of the multiplexer and the AID converter of a module

of the data acquisition system are shown in Figure 7.6.

The components used in the data acquisition system are controlled by

sending signals from an output port of the microprocessor. Also, the status

of the AID converter of each module and the digitized output can be read

via an- input port. The signals for controlling a module of" the data acquisi
tion system are indicated in Figure 7.4. The operation of the SIB amplifiers
of a module is controlled by one bit of the output port. This makes sure

that all the signals of the module are sampled simultaneously. The mul

tiplexer of a module routes one of the four. input signals to the AID con-
.

verter, therefore, two bits of the output port are required to select the

desired input. The control of the selected AID converter also requires two

bits of the output port; one for starting the analog to digital conversion and

the other for enabling the transfer of the quantized data to the input port.

The data acquisition system has four modules and, therefore, sixteen

SIB amplifiers, foUr multiplexers and four AID converters are to be con

trolled. All the SIB amplifiers are controlled by one bit of the output port .

. This makes sure that all the signals are sampled :simultaneously. Two bits

of the output port are used to control the four multiplexers.. The control of

AID converters requires eight bits of the output port, two bits for each AID
converter. This was necessary so that the outputs of the AID converters

can be read sequentially via the input port. Twelve lines of the input port
are required to read the digitized data into the microprocessor memory. One

line is required to monitor the status of an AID converter. Since there are

four AID converters in the data acquisition system, four lines of the input

port are needed to monitor the AID converters. The 1/0 signals .require
ments of the data acquisition system are summarized in Table 7.1. These
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requirements indicate that it is possible to control the data acquisition sys

tem using a 16-bit input/output port.

Table '1.1: A list of the Input/Output signals for the data acquisition
system.

Control signal Component Number of bits

Signals S /H Amplifiers 1
from the Multiplexers 2

output port ' A/D converters 2x4

Signals A/D converter output ,12
to the A/D converter status lx4

input port

'1.2.3. Microcomputer

A DSP-16 microcomputer board [58] based on .the Texas Instruments

digital signal processor, TMS32025, [59] was selected for, use in this design.
In addition to its' digital signal processing capabilities, the DSP-16 provides
the following' facilities.

• A program development system

• 16 K-words of zero wait state program/data memory

• A 16-bit programmable timer

Also" the control and data buses of the DSP-16 are accessible for interfacing
other peripherals to the board. In this work, a piggy back input/output,
(I/O) board was designed for interfacing the DSP-16 board with the data ac

quisition system and the power system. Appendix E gives a circuit diagram
of the I/O board and details of its interconnection with the DSP-16 board
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.

and .the data acquisition system. The output port of the110 board controls
•

the operation of the data acquisition system and outputs the trip signal

generated by the relay. The input port is used to bring the AID converter

outputs into the memory of the DSP-16 board. A 16-bit programmable
timer provided in the DSP-16 is used to control the sampling of the input

signals. The DSP-16 board is interfaced to the expansion port of an MS

DOS personal. computer. This provides

1. control of the operation of the DSP-16 board from the personal
computer,

2. access to the program development system of the DSP-16 board
through the personal computer and

3. a man-machine interface to the system for modifying the software,
providing relay settings and uploading the relay signals for further
analysis.

1.3. The System Software

The software used in the system is divided into two parts, namely the

user-interface software and the relaying software. The user interface software

is written in the Lattice-C programming language. It runs on an MS-DOS

personal computer to which the DSP-16 board is interfaced. The user

interface

1. controls the operation of the DSP-16 board by placing appropriate
signals on the expansion port of the personal computer.

2. downloads the relaying software and relay settings. into the

memory of the DSP-16 microcomputer and

3. uploads data (results of the computations by the relaying
software) from the memory of the DSP-16 board to the memory
of the personal computer for further analysis.

The" relaying software is written in the assembly language of .the TMS32025

digital signal processor. This software is divided into two parts; data ac

quisition software and application software. This section describes the func

tions performed by the data acquisition and application software.
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'1.3.1. Data acquisition software

The data acquisition. software controls the operation of the data acquisi-.
tion system which samples and quantizes voltage and current signals at

.

a

prespecified rate. When the system is used to .protect a single-phase trans

former, the data acquisition system acquires only· four signals; two voltages
and two currents. However, for. three-phase transformers, it acquires twelve

signals; six voltages and six currents. The data acquisition software is· in

two packages. The first package is used to acquire signals when Version-I of

the algorithms is used for winding protection of transformers. The second

package is used if Version-II of the algorithms is used. The first package

performs the following functions.

1. Enable the software interrupt capability of the TMS32025 timer,

2. Load the timer with a number to produce interrupts at specified
intervals of time.

3. Wait for the timer to generate an interrupt. Proceed to step 4
on the generation of an interrupt.

4. Send a signal to the S IH amplifiers to hold their input signals. .'
.

5. Wait for about 5 "'S to allow settling of the. charge on the
capacitors of the SIH amplifiers.

6. Send a control signal to the multiplexerS to select the flfSt chan
nel for providing inputs to the AID converters.

7. Start AID conversion by sending a start pulse to the AID con
verters.

8. Poll the AID converters to which start pulse was given to deter

.

mine if they have completed the conversions.

9. If they have, proceed to step 10, otherwise revert to step 8.

10. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the flfSt module.
Read and store the digital output in the memory of the DSP-16
board. Proceed to step 11.

11. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the second and third
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modules respectively. Read the digital outputs and store the
numbers in the memory of the DSP-16 board.

12. Select the second channel of the multiplexers for input to the

AID converters and repeat steps 7 to 11.

13. Perform the operations listed in step 12 using the third and then
the fourth channel of the multiplexers.

14. Send a signal to the S/H amplifiers to track their input signals.

15. Revert to step 3.

In this manner, the data acquisition software acquires signals at a specified
rate and stores them in specified memory locations of the DSP-16 board for

use by the application software.

Version-ll of the algorithms requires that the voltages and currents

should be sampled in such a way that their sampling instants are offset from

each other. by one half sampling interval. The second package of the data

acquisition software performs the following functions to achieve this.

1. Enable the software interrupt capability of the TMS32025 timer.

2. Load the timer with a number to .get interrupts at intervals equal
to one half of intersampling time.

3. Set the value of a variable, FLAG to one.

8. Send a control signal to the multiplexers to select the first chan
nel for providing inputs to the AID converters.

4. Wait for the timer to generate an interrupt. Proceed to step 5
on the generation of an interrupt .

. 5. Send a signal to the SIH amplifiers to hold their input. signals.

6. Wait for about 5 ps to allow the signals held by SIH amplifiers
to settle.

7. Check if FLAG is one; if it is, proceed to step 8, otherwise

proceed to step 17.
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9. Start AID conversion .by sending a start pulse to the AID con

verters.

10. Poll the AID converters to determine if' they have completed the
conversions.

11. If they have, proceed to step 12, otherwise revert ·to step 10.

12. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the first module.
Read and store the digital output in the memory of 'the DSP-16
board. Proceed to step 13.

.

13 .. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the second and third.
modules respectively. Read the digital outputs and store the
numbers in the memory of the DSP-16. board.

14. Select the third channel of the multiplexers for input to the AID.
converters and repeat steps 9 to 13.

15. Send a signal to the S IH amplifiers to track their input signals.

16. Reset the variable, FLAG to zero and revert to step 4.

17. Send a control signal to. the multiplexers to select the second
channel for providing inputs to the AID converters.

1.8. Start AID conversion by sending a start pulse to the AID con

verters.

19. Poll the AID converters to determine if' they have completed' the
conversions.

24. Send a' signel to the SIH' amplifierS to track their inp�t signals.

20. If they have, proceed to step 21, otherwise revert to step 19.

21. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the f11':8t module.
Read and store the digital output in the memory of the DSP-16
board. Proceed to step 22.

22. Enable the outputs of the AID converter of the second and third
modules respectively. Read the digital outputs and store the
numbers in the memory of the DSP-16 board.

23. Select the fourth channel of the multiplexers for input to the.AID
converters and repeat steps 18 to 22.
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25. Set the variable, FLAG to one and revert to step 4.

In this manner, the data acquisition software acquires signals at -a

specified rate and stores them in specified memory locations of the DSP-16

board for use by the application software.

7.3.2. Application software

The application software includes two packages. The first package is
.

the overcurrent relaying software that implements the overcurrent relay algo
rithm of Chapter 4 and protects the transformer in cases of external faults.

The second is the transformer winding protection software that implements
the digital algorithms described in Chapters. 5 and 6 for detecting winding
faults in power transformers. The software uses quantized samples of vol

tages and currents acquired by the data acquisition system. The description
and functions performed by the overcurrent relaying software and the trans

former winding protection software are given in this section.

7.3.2.1. Overcurrent relaying software

This software implements the overcurrent relaying algorithm· described

in Chapter' 4. The software consists of two programs. The fll"St program

performs off-line functions listed in Section 4.4.4.1 and the second program

performs on-line functions listed in Section 4.4.4.2.

The program that performs off-line functions calculates the operating·

time, t; of the selected relay at a specified time dial setting and different

current multiples by using Equation 4.1 and the information stored in the

microprocessor memory. The stored information includes the modelling coef

ficients of the selected relay and the time dial settings. The modelling coef

ficients and time dial setting are stored as equivalent integers by multiplying

ao by 1024, a1 by 4096, a2 by 32768, as by 262144, a4 by 1048576, a5 by
2097152 and time dial setting by 2. Therefore, Equation 4.1 was imple
mented by modifying it to
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tr = aO+(1/8)TDS{a1+(1/16)TDS(a2+(1/16)TDS{aS
+(1/8)TDS[a4+(1/4)TDS(aS)]}))· (7.1)

The program calculates the operating time by evaluating Equation 4.1

backwards. This means that value of a5xTDS. is first computed and the

result is divided by 4. The resultant value is added to a4• This procedure
is continued until the operating time is obtained. The procedure avoids the

division by large numbers. After calculations of the operating time, the

program computes the values of KAT/tr and stores them in a look-up table

for use by the program that performs on-line computations. The values of.

K and AT used in this work were 70,562,000 and 1/1200 s respectively.

The program that performs on-line computations has two packages.
The fll'St package is used for protection of single-phase transformers. It uses

the look-up table of KAT/tr values, the user-specified value of the pick-up
current and the quantized samples of the primary current. It performs steps

1 to 12 described in Section 4.4.4.2. The second package is applicable for

protection of three-phase transformers. It contains three modules. The first

module uses the look-up table of KAT/tr values' and the quantized samples
of the primary current of· phase A. It performs steps 1 to 12 described in

Section 4.4.4.2. The second and third modules use line currents of phases B

and C and perform functions similar to those performed by the fll'St comput

ing module.

'1.3�2.2. Winding protection software

This software implements the proposed digital algorithms for protecting

power transformers. The details of the algorithms are provided in Chapters
5 and 6.

.

The software uses quantized samples of voltages and currents ac-.

quired by the data acquisition system. The software contains three packages,
one each for protecting single-phase, three-phase wye-wye and three-phase

delta-wye transformers.
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The software for the protection of a single-phase transformer performs
the steps listed in Section 5.2.1. The software for protecting a three-phase
wye-wye connected transformer performs the steps listed in Section 5.3.l.1.

The organisation of the software for protecting a three-phase delta-wye trans-
.

former is shown in Figure 7.7. It consists of four modules, the first, second

and third computing modules and a decision-logic module. Each module per-
.

forms the steps described in ·Section 5.3.2.1.

First

Computing
Modu1e

"A" Reference

Second
Computing
Module

"B" Reference

61 �/ 'V TRIPCl TRIPA2,/'\/ TRIPC2 �/ ,/TRIP TRIPA3 TRIPB3

Decision Logic

.. -l-
Trip Signa1

Figure T.T: Organization of the application software.

'1.4:. Testing the Protection System

Third
Computing
Module

"C" Reference

The proposed microprocessor-based system was implemented and tested

in the laboratory. The isolation and analog. sealing and dataacquisition sys

tem were implemented on printed circuit boards. Isolation and analog scal

ing and data acquisition blocks, and the
. microcomputer were connected

together to form the system. The isolation and analog scaling block and the

data acquisition block of the relay were calibrated and their transformation

ratios were determined. For a voltage channel, a voltage signal of known
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magnitude was applied to the voltage processing module of the isolation and

analog scaling block and its output was measured to verify that the voltage

processing module functions properly. This output signal was applied to. the

corresponding channel of the data acquisition system and a test program con

verted it to an equivalent digital number and recorded it. This procedure
was repeated to calibrate all voltage channels of the relay.

For a current channel, a current signal of 100A obtained from F1 Test

System manufactured by the Doble Engineering Company [60] was injected
into the current processing module of. the isolation and analog.' scaling block

and its output was measured to verify that the current processing module

functions properly. .. This output signal was then applied to the corresponding
channel of. the data acquisition system and a test program converted it to an

equivalent digital number and recorded it.

calibrate all current channels of the. relay.

This procedure was repeated to

Table 7.2 lists the calibration .

results for the voltage and current channels of the relay.

In the software, the digital numbers representing voltages and currents .

are brought to a common level by using the primary voltage.of phase A as

the base value, the information from Table 7.2 and the turns ratio of the

protected transformer. The resulting numbers are also multiplied by 100 to .

reduce the effect of truncation errors. This means that 1V is represented by
1048 in the software. The functioning of the hardware and software, and

their coordination was checked by using the program development system of

the DSP-16 board.

The microprocessor-based system was tested in the laboratory. The

performance of the system for providing overcurrent and winding protection
was checked. The test procedure and results are described in the following
sections.
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Table '1.2: Calibration of the isolation and analog sealing, and data
acquisition blocks.

Channel Value of Output .of . Output of
description input signal I & AS block DAS block

PHASE A:
Pri. Voltage 120.2V 3.07V 1258

Current l00.0A 0.239V 98
Sec. Voltage 242.0V 3.04V 1245.

Current l00.0A O.990V 405

PHASE B:
Pri. Voltage 119.8V· 3.00V 1229

Current 100.0A 0.245V 100
Sec. Voltage 241.0V 3.08V 1261

Current l00.0A 0.961V 394

PHASE C:
Pri. Voltage 120.0V 3.05V 1�49

Current l00.0A 0.245V 100
Sec. Voltage 241.0V 3.01V· 1232

Current l0040A 0.941V 385

'1.4.1. Testing overeurrent relays

The ability of the system to correctly emulate the characteristics of the

Westinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 relays was tested in the laboratory. The test

ing involved determining the operating times provided by the system and

comparing them with the published times. The operating times were deter

mined for six current multiples and different time dial settings. The current

multiples were selected to cover the entire range of the relay characteristics.

In this work, Fl Test System manufactured by the Doble Engineering
Company [60] was used. This system can. provide a maximum of 160A rms
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current. The maximum current. for which the characteristic of a Westin

ghouse CO-7 or CO-9 relay is specified is 20 times the pick-up current. The

pick-up current was, therefore, set at 8A. The module designated to input
the secondary current of phase A was used for applying current to the relay.
The output of the DAS was 33 for the current equal to the pick-up value.

This number was further multiplied by 32 to reduce the· effects of trun

cations in the relay software.

The relay type, time dial setting and value of· the target number; K

were input through the user-interface. In the fll'St test, CO-7 relay type, 0.5

time dial setting and a target number 70562000 were selected. A 20A rms

current (2.5 times the pick-up value) was applied to the system. The data.

acquisition software quantized the input at 1200 Hz. The software program

used this information to perform on-line functions of the algorithm." The

program emulated the selected relay characteristics and issued a trip com

mand after a d�lay of several sampling intervals after the application of the

current. This program recorded the number of sampling intervals which was

converted to time by dividing by 1200. The procedure was repeated to
.

determine the operating times for currents of 4.0, 7.0, 10.0, 15.0 and 20.0

times the pick-up value. The operating times were also determined for time

dial settings of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0 and 11.0. The

entire procedure was repeated for the Westinghouse CO-9 relay.

The relay operating times obtained from the tests were compared with
.

.

the corresponding values read from the published curves and their absolute

differences were computed.. Tables 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 list the published operat

ing time, the operating time of the microprocessor-based system, their ab

solute differences in cycles of 60 Hz and differences as a percentage of the

published operating times for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay. Similarly,
Tables 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 list the the published operating time, the operating
time of the microprocessor-based system, their absolute differences in cycles
of 60 Hz and the differences as a percentage of the published operating time
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for the Westinghouse CO-9 overcurrent relay. An analysis of Tables 7.3 to

7.8 indicates that the operating times provided by the designed system are.

either within two cycles of 60 Hz or within five percent of the corresponding
.

time read from the published curves. This· demonstrates that the

microprocessor-based overcurrent relays correctly emulate the selected time

current curves.

'1.4.2. Testing the transformer proteetion scheme

The performance of. the transformer protection scheme was tested in the

laboratory by using a 15 kVA, delta-wye connected 240/480V three-phase
transformer. The system used the software developed for protecting three

phase delta-wye transformers. The values of resistances and inductances of

the transformer windings were determined experimentally. The procedure
and the values are given in Appendix F. The winding resistances are com-

.

parable to their inductive reactances and, therefore, can not be neglected. It

was, therefore, decided to use the software that implements Version-I of the

algorithm for protecting a delta-wye. transformer. Also, the analog filters of

the data acquisition system were.by-passed because it was observed that vol

tages and currents do not contain significant amounts of high frequency com

ponents. However, in actual. practice, analog filters will be used to avoid

problems due to aliasing.

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the primary line currents, and primary and

The designed system sampled the primary and secondary . currents and

voltages at 4800 Hz. This was done for twenty-three operating conditions

that included magnetizing inrush, external fault, internal fault
'

and simul

taneous magnetizing inrush and internal fault conditions. Table 7.9 lists the

description of each case. The acquired data were converted to data at 1200

Hz by taking every fourth sample. This data was processed by the software.

The values of TBRES, SLOPE and BNDRY were set at 18340, 0.03 and

52400 respectively. The threshold for the trip indices was set at 20.
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'Table '1.3: The published operating times, emulated operating times
and their differences for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay'
when the relay current is 2.5 and 4.0 times the pick-up
value.

Time Operating times and differences Operating times and differences
dial for a current multiple of 2.5 for a current multiple of 4.0

setting
PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.300 0.310 0.60 3.33 0.200 0.211 0.66 �.50
1.0 0.590 0.592 0.12 0.34 0.395 0.386 0.54 2.28
2.0 1.100 1.152 3.12 4.73 0.750 0.753 0.18 0.40
3.0 1.625 1�676 3.06

.
3.14 1.095 1�138 .2.58 3.93

4.0 2.180
.

2.212 1.92 1.47 '1.500 1.527 1.62 1.80
5.0

.

2.720 2.765 2.70 1.65 1.875 1.888 0.78 0.69
6.0 3.260 3.340 4.80 2.45 2.250 2.267 1.02 0.76
7.0 3.850 3.941 5.46 2.36 2.630 2.654 1.44 0.91
8.0 4.510 4.574 3.84 1.42 3.020 3.060 2.40 1.32
9.0 5.100 . 5.236 8.16 2.67 3.430 3.500 4.20 2.04
10.0 5.815 5.929 6.84 1.96 3.950 3.968 1.08 0.46
11.0

.

6.500 6.646 8.76 2.25 4.450 4.552 6.12 2.29

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds.

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUB.T and EMUT in cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT.



Time Operating times and differences Operating times and differences
dial for a current multiple of 7.0 for a current multiple of 10.0

setting
PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.165 0.162 0.18 1.82 0.145 0.144 0.06 0.69 .

1.0 0.300 . 0.312 0.72 4.00 0.260 0.268 0.48 . 3.08

2.0 0.580 0.574 0.36 1.03 0.490 0.483 0.42 1.43
3.0 ·0.825 0.832 0.42 0.85 0.700 . 0.703 0.18 0.43
4.0 1.070 1.103 1.98 3.08 0.900 0.931 1.86 3.44
5.0 1.370 1.373 0.18 0.22 1.180 1.177 0.18 0.25
6.0 1.670 1.690 1.20 1.20 1.430 1.442 0.72 0.84
7.0 1.950 1.956 0.36 0.31 1.695 1.697 0.12 0.12
8.0 2.250 ·2.241 0.54 0.40 1.920 1.933 0.78 0.68
9.0 2.530 2.529 0.06 0.04 2.180 2.175 0.30 0.23
10.0 2.850 2.833 1.02 0.59 2.460 2.440 1.20 0.81
11.0 3.225 3.202 1.38 0.71 2.800 2.774 1.56 ·0.93
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Table 1.4: The published operating times, emulated operating times
and their differences for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay
when the relay current is 7.0 and 10.0 times the pick-up
value.

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds.

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT ·in cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT.
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Table '1.5: The published operating times, emulated operating times
and their differenees for the Westinghouse CO-7 relay
when the relay current is 15.0 and 20.0 times the pick-up
value.

Time Operating times and differences Operating times .and differences
dial for a current multiple of i5.0 . for a current multiple of 20.0

setting
PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFp· PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.110 o.no 0.00 0.00 0.100 0.105 0.30 5.00
1.0 0.200 0.205 ·0.30 2.50 0.200 0.205 0.30 2.50
2.0 0.400 0.403 0.18 0.75 0.395 0.393 0.12 ·0.51
3.0 0.595 ·0.598 0.18 0.50 .0.560 0.579 1.14 - 3.39
4.0 0.790 0.803 0.78 1.65 0.746 0.776 1.80 4.02
5.0 1.000 1.027 1.62 2.70 0.950 0.983 . 1.98 3.47
6.0 1.250 1.236 0.84 1.12 1.120

.

1.172. 3.12 4.64
7.0 1�430 1.432 0.12 0.21 1.285- 1.333 2.88 .3.74
8.0 1.650 1.668 1.08 1.09 1.495 1.503 0.50 0.56
9.0 1.875 1.853 1.32 1.17 1.680 1.778 4.88 4.17

..

10.0 2.120 2.090 1.80 1.42 1.925 1.983 3.48. 3.01
11.0 2.425 2.382

.

2.58 1.77 2.175 2.271 5.76 4.41·

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds.

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT.
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Table '1.6: The published operating times, emulated operating. times
and their differences. for the Westinghouse· CO.;9 relay
when the relay current is 2.5 and 4.0 times the pick-up
value.

Time Operating times and ditTerenees c Operating timei and differences
dial for a curre�t multiple" of 2.5" for a current multiple of 4.0

setting
PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.370 0.333 2.22 10.0 0.165 ·0.193 1.68 16.9
1.0 0.840 0.883 . 2.58 5.15 0.330 0.317 0.78 3.94
2.0 1.600 1.610 0.60 0.63 0.660 0.664 0.24 0�61
3.0 2.400 . 2.382 1.08 0.75 1.000 1.014 " 0.84 1.40
4.0 3.300 3.221 4.75 2.39 1.360 1.377 1.00 1.23
5.0 4.200 4.109 5.46 2.17 1.710 . 1.750 2.40 2.34 .

6.0 5.150 .5.168 1.05 0.35 2.100 2.098 0.12 0.09
7.0 6.150 6.183 2.00 0.54 2.490 2.483 0.45. .0.30
8.0 7.000 7.124 7.44 1.77 2.850 2.897 2.80 1.64
9.0 ***** ***** **** **** 3.300 3.349 2.94 1.48
10.0 ***** ***** **** **** 3.800 3.823 1.35 0.59
11.0 ***** ***** **** **** 4.250 4.323 4.35 1.71

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds.

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in. cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP _; Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT.
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'table '1.'1: The published operating times, emulated operating times
and their differences for the Westinghouse CO-9 relay
when the relay current is 7.0 and 10.0 times the pick-up
value.

Time Operating times and differences· Operating times and differences
dial for a current multiple of 7.0· for a current multiple of 10.0

setting
PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.090
.

0.102 0.72 13.3 0.056 0.058 0.12 3.57
1.0 0.180

.

0.218 2.25 20.8 0.120. 0.116 0.24 3.33
2.0 0.340 0�345 0.30 1.47 0.250 0.244 0.36 1.67
3.0 0.500 0.513 0.80 2.60 0.400 0.396 0.24 1.00
4.0 0.690 0.6g7 0.42 1.01 0.550 0.551 0.06 0.18
5.0 0.880 0.892 0.72 1.36 0.710 0.702 0.48 1.27
6.0 1.075 1.092 1.02 1.58 0.860 0.851 0.54 1.05
7.0 1.·290 1.313 1.38 1.78 1.010 1.016 0.36 0.59
8.0 1.500 1.519 1.14 1.27 1.160 1.183 1.38 1.98
9.0 1.750 1.746 0.24· 0.23 1.350 1.354 0.24 0.29
10.0 1.950 1.928 1.32 1.13 1.530 1.578 2.88 3.14
11.0 2.200 2.131 4.14 3.14 1.725 1.773 2.88 2.78

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds. .

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT ..
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Table 1.8: The published operating times, emulated operating times
and their differences for the Westinghouse CO-9 relay
when the relay current is 15.0 and 20.0 times the pick-up
value.

Time Operating times and differences Operating. times and differences
dial for a current multiple of 15.0 for a current mUltiple of 20.0

setting .

PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP PUBT EMUT DIFFC DIFFP

0.5 0.049 0.058 0�54 18.4 0.048 0.050 0.12 4.17
1.0 0.091 0.092 0.30 5.15 0.094 0.091 0.18 3.19
2.0 0.210 0.203 0.42· 3.33 0.196 0.198 0.12 1.02
3.0 0.330 0.333 0.18 0.91 0.300 0.319 1.14 6.33
4.0 OA10 0.467 0.18 0.64 0.430 0.445 0.90 3.49
5.0 0�600 0.596 0.24 0.67 0.540 0.572 1.92 5.93
6.0 0.720 0.718 0.12 0.28 0.650 0.693 2.58 6.62
7.0 0.850 0.844 0.36 0.11 0.770 0.818 2.88 6.23
8.0 0.975 0.976 0.06 0.10 0.900 0.942 2.52 4.67
.9.0 . 1.100 1.117 1.02 1.55 1.000 1.048 2.85 4.75
10.0 1.270 1.264 0.36 0.47 1.150 1.167· 1.02 1.48
11.0 1.400 1.437 2.22 .2.64 1.290 1.302 0.72 0.93

PUBT - Published operating time in seconds.

EMUT - Emulated operating time in seconds.

DIFFC - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in cycles of 60 Hz.

DIFFP - Absolute difference between PUBT and EMUT in %age of PUBT.
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Table 1.9: A list of conditions used to test the performance of trans
former winding protection system.

•

Case Description Test Result
No. (Figure No.)

1-6 Magnetizing inrush.
·

7.10,0.1-0.5
7. Internal fault on sec, side·that short-chcui1s phases

A andC through a resistance ofapprox. 1.2 ohms.
·

7.14
8. Internal fault on sec. side that short-circuits phase

B throup a resistance of approx. 1.2 ohms. 7.18
9. Intcmal fault on sec. side that short-circuits phases' .

.

A, B and C through a IesistaDce of approx. 1.2 ohms. 0.6
10. Transformer switched on with an internal fault on

. sec. side that short-cimJits phase A and B. through a
resistaDce of approx. 1.2 ohms. 0.7

11. Transformer switched on with an internal faulton
. sec. side that short-circuits phase C through a
resistance of approx. 1.2 ohms.

· 7.17
12. Transformer switched onwith an internal fault on

sec. side that short-circuits phases A, B and C
through a resistance of approx. 1.2 ohms. 0.8

13. Intcmal fault onpi. side that short-circuits
.. phaseA tbrough a resistallCe of approx. 1.2 ohms. 0.9

14. Intcmal fault onpi. side that short-circuits
phaseA and C through a resistanee of approx. 1.2 ohms. 0.10

. IS. Transformer switched on with an intemal fault .

onpi. side that short-circuits phasesA andB
through a l'eSistance of appIox. 1.2 ohms. 0.11

16. Internal fault onpi. side that short-circuits
phases A andB through a resistance of app. 1.2 ohms. 0.12

17. Intcmal fault on sec. side that short-circuits
phases B and C through a· resistance of app. 1.2 ohms. 0.13

18. Intcmal fault on sec. side that short-circuits
phase A through a resistance ofapprox. 1.2 ohmS. 0.14

19. Extemal fault that involves phases A and C. 7.11
20. Bxtemal fault that involves phaseA and ground. O.IS
21. Three phase external fault. 0.16
22- Transformer switched on with an external fault that

involves phases A and B. 0.17
23. Transformer switched on with an external fault that

invo1ves phase C and gt'OUDd. 0.18

....
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secondary voltages recorded by the system during a magnetizing inrush con

dition. Figure 7.10 shows the performance of the system for this condition.

Figures 7.10(a), 7.10(b) and 7.10(c) show the errors and the corresponding

trip indices when phase A, B or C is used as the "Reference Phase" respec

tively. The trip indices do not exceed the threshold and, therefore, the relay
does not issue a trip command.

Figure 7.11 demonstrates the performance of the relay for an external

fault involving phases A and C. Figures 7.11(a), 7.11(b) and 7.11(c) show

the errors and trip indices when phase A, B or C is used as the "Reference

Phase" respectively. All trip indices remain less than the threshold- value

and, therefore, no trip command is issued.

Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show the primary and secondary voltages, and

primary line currents for an internal fault on the secondary side- that short

circuits phases A and C through a resistance of 1.2 ohms. An examination

of the figures show that the secondary
- voltages of phases A and C drop as

soon as the fault is applied.. Figure 7.14 shows the performance of the relay
for this operating condition. Figures 7.14(a), 7.14(b) and 7.14(c) show the

errors and the corresponding trip indices when phase A, B or
_

C is used as

the "Reference Phase". The decision-logic module of the relay issued a trip
command in about 12 ms after the inception of the fault as shown in Figure

7.14(d).

Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the primary and secondary voltages, and

primary line currents respectively when the transformer is switched on with

an internal fault on the secondary side that short-circuits phase C through a_

resistance of 1.2 ohms. These figures show that primary currents of phases
A and C include the fault and magnetizing inrush currents. However, the

primary current of phase B has magnetizing inrush current only. Figure
7.17 shows the performance of the relay for this operating condition. Figures

7.17(a), 7.17(b) and 7.17(c) show: the errors and the corresponding trip in-
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dices when phase A, B or C· is used as the "Reference Phase". The

decision-logic module of the relay issued a trip command in about 20 ms

after the occurrence of the fault as shown in FigUre 7.17(d). This case

demonstrates that the system is able to issue trip commands when the trans

former is switched Oil and an internal fault exists.

Figtire 7.18 shows the performance of the relay. for an internal fault

that short circuits the secondary winding of phase B· through a resistance of

approximately 1.2 ohms. Figures 7.18(a), 7.18(b) and 7.18(c) show the errors

and the corresponding trip indices when phase A, B or C is used ... as the

"Reference Phase". The decision-logic module of the relay issued a trip
command in about 20 ms after the occurrence of the fault as shown in

:Figure 7.18(d).

The figures showing the errors, the trip indices and the trip commands

for the remaining eases of Table 7.9 are included in Appendix G. An

. analysis of these figures indicates that
. all trip indices remain less than the

threshold value for magnetizing inrush and external faults. However, for. in

ternal faults, some trip Indices exceed the threshold value and the software

issues trip commands in all cases. The results also demonstrate that the

.microprocessor-based system also detects faults correctly when internal faults

. and magnetizing inrush. are experienced
.

simultaneously. The average trip
time for internal faulte varies from about 10 ms to 20 ms depending on the

type and severity of the fault.

7.5. Summary

This chapter describes the design, implementation and testing of a

microprocessor-based system that detects winding faults in power transformers

and emulates overcurrent relays for protecting a transformer from external

faults. The transformer winding protection scheme uses digital algorithms
.

that are based on non-linear models of the transformer.
.

It provides fast and

accurate detection of" internal transformer faults and is suitable for situations·
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in which it is not possible to measure phase currents in delta connected

windings.

Some results obtained from the laboratory testing of the proposed sys

tem are presented in this chapter. The results obtained from the. testing of

the overeurrent protection scheme indicate that the system correctly emulates

the Westinghouse CO-7 and CO-9 relays. The winding protection scheme

successfully blocks tripping during'magnetizing inrush and external faults. It,

however, issues a trip command on· the occurrence of. an internal fault. The

trip time for an internal fault varies from 10 to 20 ms depending on the

severity and type of the fault.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Summary and Conclusions

A power system occasionally experiences faults and abnormal operating
conditions. This can cause extensive damage to the equipment in a power.

system and can result in system instability resulting in major outages to CUS�

tomers.. To minimize these effects, the equipment of a. power system must

be monitored and protected adequately. The fll'St chapter of the thesis has

described power system protection concepts and developments leading up· to

and including the use of microprocessors for monitoring and protection of

power system elements. The developments in the area of transformer

monitoring and protection using microprocessors has . been discussed. Major
. objectives of the work reported in this thesis were to design, implement and

test a microprocessor-baeed system for the protection. of single-phase and

three-phase transformers.

Faults affecting transformers are reviewed in Chapter 2. Relays used

to detect these faults have also been described.
.

The phenomenon of magnetiz

ing inrush is also described to. illustrate the significance of including a

restraint feature in a transformer protection relay to avoid tripp�gs during

magnetizing inrush conditions. The instruments generally used for measuring
and monitoring transformer parameters have also been described in Chapter
2. The present practice of the utilities is to use differential, overcurrent and

ground fault relays for protecting transformers. These relays are of either

the electro-mechanical or solid-state type. For monitoring transformer

parameters, the utilities use electro-mechanical type instruments.
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Researchers and designers have made progress in applying microproces-·
sors for protecting and monitoring transformers. A number of digital al

gorithms for differential, overcurrent and ground fault protection of trans

formers have been suggested in the past. These algorithms and their limita

tions are reviewed 'in Chapter 3.' Three microprocessor-based relays for

protecting transformers and a recent development in the application of

microprocessors for monitoring transformer parameters have also been

reviewed in that chapter.
.1

The. initial designs of digital algorithms for differential... protection. of

transformers were conceptually similar to that of conventional relays. They
used the harmonic components of ·differential currents to block trippings

during . magnetizing inrush. The operating voltages of power systems and

lengths of transmission lines have increased during the last thirty' years. Be

cause of these factors, the differential. currents can contain large harmonic

components even during internal faults. Therefore, algorithms Using har

monic restraint may, in some cases, block trippings during internal faults.
.

Also, if a. transformer is energised with an internal fault, the fault currents

and magnetizing. inrush currents are experienced simultaneously. The har

monic components of the inrush currents can prevent trippings until the in

rush currents decay sufficiently. This reduces the speed of the relay in these

situations. Major concerns regarding the performance of these algorithms

are, therefore, their security and .speed.

Recently, some algorithms have. been presented that do not rely on the

presence of harmonic components. in the differential currents to avoid trip

pings during magnetizing inrush conditions. However, their use requires that

the winding currents be known. These currents can .not be measured. in

some situations, for example, in delta connected windings of a three phase
transformer where the terminals' of the phase windings are not brought out

of the tank. Also, some of these algorithms use data. of the' B-H curve .

which, generally, are not available and, therefore, must . be determined ex

perimentally.
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Three algorithms for overcurrent protection have 'been described in

Chapter 3. These algorithms are conceptually similar to each other,

however, they' use different techniques to, model the relay characteristics and

to determine the rms value of the fundamental frequency component of the

relay current. The implementation of these algorithms on a microprocessor

requires considerable on-line computations.

'An improved technique for modelling of overcurrent relay characteristics

has been proposed and described in Chapter 4. The technique is simple and

requires only' a modest amount of computer memory. The proposed, tech":"

nique was evaluated. It is demonstrated that the technique accurately
models .the relay characteristics and is suitable for use in a digital algorithm.
The proposed technique has been used to develop an overcurrent digital

relaying algorithm which has also been described' in Chapter 4. The perfor
mance of the proposed algorithm,was evaluated using simulations. Some

results have been reported in this thesis. The results show that' the

proposed algorithm accurately emulates' the selected relay ehareeteristies,

The rlfth chapter of the thesis has described digital algorithms that can

detect winding faults in single-phese and three-phase transformers�' These al

gorithms use a non-linear model of a transformer, instead of using the har

monic components of the differential currents, to avoid trippings during'mag
netizing inrush conditions. The algorithms take the non-linearity and hys
teresis of the transformer into account but they do not become part of the

algorithms. The algorithms are also suitable for protecting transformers

whose winding currents can not be measured from their terminals. The per-'
formance of the algorithms were studied for a variety of operating conditions.

These were simulated on a digital computer Using the EMTP. Some test

results have been presented in Chapter 5. The studies presented in that

chapter show that the proposed algorithms block trippings during magnetiz

ing inrush conditions and do not issue trip commands for overexcitation and'

'extemal faults. The algorithms detect intemal faults and issue trip com-
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mands, The trip times. vary from about 8 ms to 15 ms depending on' the

type and the severity of the fault.

Version-II of the digital algorithms for detecting winding faults in trans

formers has been. presented in the sixth chapter. These .algorithms are con

ceptually similar to those of Chapter 5 except that the resistances of the

transformer windings are neglected and integrations are performed using' the

rectangular rule, The algorithms. were tested using the data used for testing
Version-I of the algorithms. Test results have also been reported in this

chapter. The results indicate that the proposed algorithms do not issue trip
commands for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation and external faults.

However, trip commands are issued for internal faults. The trip times vary

from about 8 ms to 23 ms depending on. the type and severity of the fault.

The performance of Version-I and Version-Il of the algorithms has been

compared in Chapter 6. The comparison shows that the performance of

both versions is similar for magnetizing inrush, overexcitation, external faults

and heavy internal faults. However, for low-level internal faulta; Version-Il

of the algorithms takes more time to issue a trip command as compared to

Version-I of the algorithms ..

Chapter 7 has described the design, . implementation and testing of a

microprocessor-based system for protecting power transformers. The system

implements the digital algorithms of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 'to protect the

transformers from external and internal faults respectively. The system in-·

dudes a man-machine interface for' changing relay settings and relay
software. The system also has spare input channels that can be used for.

monitoring transformer parameters. The hardware and software of the sys

tem has been described in Chapter 7. The implementation and testing

procedures have also been described in that chapter. The performance of the.

system was checked in the laboratory' and some results have been presented.
The tests show that the winding protection scheme of the' system successfully
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. blocks tripping during magnetizing inrush conditions and external faults.

However, for internal faults, the system issues trip commands; the trip times

vary from 10 ms to 20 ms depending on the severity and the type of the

fault. It has also been demonstrated that the system issued trip commands

without delay for the situations where. the transformer was switched on with

an internal fault. The overcurrent protection scheme of the system was also

tested in the laboratory. The test results indicate that the system correctly
emulates the characteristics of the selected relays.

The studies reporied in this thesis have demonstrated that

1. the proposed technique for modelling of overeurrent relay charac
teristics can accurately represent the characteristics in a computer.
The technique can be used to develop a digital algorithm that

performs most of the computations in an off-line mode and, there
fore, requires very few on-line computations.

2. the. proposed digital algorithms for detecting winding faults in

single phase and three phase transformers can block trippings
during magnetizing inrush conditions without relying. on the har
monics of the differential currents. The algorithms can provide
tripping on the occurrence of winding faults in the transformers in
about 8 ms to 20 ms depending on the type and severity of the
fault.

3. the microprOcessor-based system described in the thesis can be

successfully used for protecting and monitoring single phase and
three phase transformers.

8.2. Suggestions tor Future Work

It has been demonstrated in this thesis that the proposed

microprocessor-based system is capable of protecting and monitoring. single

phase and three phase transformers. The laboratory testing· .of the system

has provided satisfadory results. Future work would be to check the perfor
mance of the system for a utility transformer. Faults in utility transformers

occur infrequently. Therefore, the system software should include facilities to

record data and other relevant information in the event of a fault. This
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would f8.filitate the analysis of the response of the microprocessor-based sys

tem .during faults ..

Also, utility transformers are often equipped with tap changers. The

proposed system can be modified to monitor tap positions using one of its

spare input channels. This information can then be used to dynamically ad

just the turns ratio of the transformer in the system. software.. ThiS will

avoid errors due to ratio mismatch if a tap position changes.
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A. DETERMINATION OF MODELLING
COEFFICIENTS

This appendix describes a procedure to compute the coefficients of the
.

polynomial described by Equation 4.1. The procedure uses the data read

from the published time-current characteristics of an overcurrent relay. The

procedure is illustrated by calculating the modelling coefficients of the Wes-··

tinghouse CO-1 relay at a current multiple of 5.0. The operating time of

the CO-7 relay for different time dial settings at a current multiple of 5.0 is

as follows:

Time Dial Setting Relay Operating Tiine

(TDS) . (in seconds)
0.5 0.180

1.0 0.345

·2.0 0.650

3.0 0.960

4.0 1.300 .

5.0 1.630

6.0 1.960

7.0 2.300

8.0 2.650

9.0 3.020

10.0 3.425

11.0 3.850

If the relay eharacteristica is modelled in the form of Equation 4.1, the fll'St

time dial setting and operating time relationship provides
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Completing the arithmetic provides

ao + 0.5al + 0.25a2 + 0.125as + 0.0625a4 + 0.03125as = 0.18. (A.2)

Similarly, the second time dial setting and operating time relationship
provides

(A.3)

Continuing the procedure, the following equations are obtained.

1.0 0.50 ·0.250 0.1250 0.06250 0.031250 ao 0.180

1.0 1.00 1.000 1.0000 i.ooeoo r.ooeooo al 0.345

1.0 2.00· 4.000 8.0000 16.0000
.
32.00000 � 0.650

1.0 3.00 9.000 27.000 81.0000 243.0000 as - 0.960

1.0 4.00 16.00 64.000 256.000 1024.000 a4 1.300

1.0 5.00 25.00 125.00 625.000 3125.000 as 1.630

1.0 6.00 36.00 216.00 1296.00 7776.000 1.960

1.0 7.00 49.00 343.00 2.401.00 16807.00 2.300

1.0 8.00 64.00 512.00 4096.00
.

32768.00 2.650

1.0 9.00 81.00 729.00 6561.00 59049.00 3.020

1.0 10.0 100.0 1000.0 10000.0 100000.0 3,425

1.0 11.0 121.0 1331.0 14641.0 161051.0 3.850

which can be written as

[A][X1 = [6J (A.4)

It is possible to find the values of the coefficients, [X), by using least squares

curve fitting techniques [61) as follows.

[X) = [[A]T[A]J-l[A]T(b) (A.5)

Applying the above procedure on Equation A.4 provides the value of [X].
given as
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8.0 0.03879516

a1 0.28733138

[X] - � 0.01192646

as -0.00174806

a4 0.00012020

as -0.00000139
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•

B. E TIMATION OF THE RMS VALUE

The value' of the fundamental frequency component of a relay cur

computed from its real and imaginary parts. This process re-rent

quires two squaring functions and one square root function to be performed,
These func ions are computatlonally inefficient to implement on microproces
sors. H()w er, these ealculations can be replaced by a piecewise linear ap

proximatlo [45]. This approximetion requires only additlons and multiplica
tions by c tants and is more efficient than the general purpose multiplica

The error in the estimate can be made. arbitrarily
method ()f estimation is described in this appendix.

Then, (a,b is a point in the fll'St octant at a distance, P, from the origin.
As a first pproximation, let

(B.3)

B.2. Ma hematieal Background

Consi er that I; and Ii are the real and imaginary components of a

phasor ha g magnitude, P. These components represent a point in a com

plex plane. The amplitude' of the phasor is the distance from the origln to

that point The amplitude is unaffected by the signs of 1, and 1,. and
points (1" 1,) and (Ii' 1,) are equidistant from the origin. Let

a = az(II,I,IIil) and

b = in(II,I,IIil).

. (B.l)

(B.2)

p=

where:



In Equation B.3, x and y are coefficients or the multipliers and their value

can be est' ated by minimizing the error (P-P).
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is the estimated peak value.

This the case when only one approximation region is considered.

Additional ccuracy can be obtained by subdividing the first octant into

multiple re
.

ons and using different approximations in each region. However,

processing 'me increases as the number of regions is increased. In general,
for n there will be a set· oi . values of x

.

and y,

(zI'YI)' (Z2' 2) •.. (zn'Yn)' Each set of coefficients x and y.is valid for a

particular r ge of ratios of b/a. The values of each set of coefficients can

be calculat

for which
using. least error squares fit of the data (of a particular region

lues of x and y are being evaluated) to a linear equation of the

If· m is the number of data points used to fit the

data from e n-th region, then in matrix from it can be written as

[P] = znHa] + [yJ[b}

(mxI) (rxr) (mxl) (Ixl) (mxl)

. (B.4)

..= (B.S)

Values of nknowns Z and" can be calculated using Equation B.S.
n ¥n

Yn {P(P]- a[al.!llP}}/(l-PJaJa [b)).

where:

0: :t:: [{a)T[ )-l[a)Tand

{j = [(61T[b] -l[b]T

Reference [ S] lists the coefficients that were calculated considering one, two,

three, four five, six, eight, ten and sixteen regions of approximation. The

coefficients in Equation B.3 provides the estimated peak value of
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the fund enta.l frequency component. However, it is possible to pre-
•

multiply th e coefficients by v2 for estima.ting the rms "values.



C. IMULATION OF TRANSFORMER
CONDITIONS
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The lectro-Magnetie Transient Program (EMTP) [48] was developed at

the Bonne ille Power Administration, Portland, Oregon. The EMTP

provides p e-programmed models of the power system elements. In this
- work, the odel of an N-winding single-phase transformer, shown in Figure

C.l, was ed. The important features of the model are as follows:

1. N-l s - gle-phase two-winding ideal transformers are involved that
e - the correct transformation ratio of windings 2, - 3, . . . N

espect to winding 1.

winding has an associated leakage-impedence -branch, involv

ing r sistance and inductance.

3. 8.atur tion and magnetizing current effects are confined to a single
non-li ear reactor in the winding 1 circuit.

4. osses are confined to a constant linear resistance which is in
I with the saturation

-

branch.

-

For the three-phase 'traasformer, three single-phase trans-

e connected in the desired configuration. Faults on the terminals
-

formers and external faults were simulated by closing the

switches p ovided at the desired fault points. For simulating the magnetiz-

ing inrush conditions, the non-linear reactor in winding-I circuit was replaced
with a t e-96 hysteresis element. A partial winding fault in - the trans

by replacing the short-circuit winding with a

of two windings. For example, consider a winding that has a

resistance f R2, an inductance of L2 and a transformation ratio of N2 with
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WINDINGl WINDING 2

IDEAL

WINDING N

IDEAL

Figure C.I: Model of an N-winding single-phase transformer.

respect to winding 1. AlsO, consider that x% of this winding is short

circuited. his winding can be replaced by a combination of two windings
as shown' Figure C.2.

present work the EMTP was used to simulate various. conditions

in , ISS/IS.SkV single-phase and three-phase transformers. The

of the simulated transformers are shown
.

in Table C.l. The

current-fl characteristics of the model transformers are shown in Figure
C.S. core losses of modern transformers are very small and, therefore,
were negl ted in the simulations. Th� data obtained from simulations were

used for t ting winding protection algorithms. Test results were reported in

Chapters 5 and 6.
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C.2: A combination of windings equivalent to a partly short
circuited winding in the transformer model.

Table C.1: Winding resistance and leakage inductance of a

phase transformer model.
single-

Parameter Primary
winding

Secondary
winding

Resistance (Ohms)
Inductance (mH)

0.095
12.63

0.00095
0.1263
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D. DESIGN OF THE LOW-PASS
DIGITAL FILTER

(D.l)

The transfer function, H(,), of a fourth order low-pass Bessel. type

analog filter having a cut;..otT frequency of we rad/s is defined by the follow

ing equation [62].

4
5.255we

.

H(s) -
-------------

(,2+2.74we,+2.045W!) (s2+1.99wes+2.57w!)
The designed digital filter should have a cut-otT frequency of 200 hz. The

inter-sampling time used for the design. of low pass filter is (1/24000) s.

Due to warping effect, the cut-otT frequency of a digital filter is some what

ditTerent than the cut-off frequency of its corresponding analog filter. The

cut-off frequency of the equivalent analog filter can be obtained as [49J

We = 2x24000xtan(2002l"/24000) = 1257 rad/s (D.2)

Substituting the value of we in Equation D.1 provides the following transfer

function of the analog filter that has a cut-off frequency of 1257 rad/s.

1.3119x lOtS
H(s) = .

(82+3444.28+3231200.2) ( 82+2501.48+4060725.9) .

(D.3)

In this equation, the Laplace operator can be replaced by operator z using

Equation D.4 .:

Substituting (1/24000) for liT, the following equation can be obtained.

(D.4)
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(D.5)

Substitution of Equation D.5 in Equation D.3 provides the following equa

tion.

2.1862Xl0-6(1+4z-1+6z-2+4z-3+Z-4)
H(z) -
-------------

1-3.7554z-1+5.2929z-2-3.3180z-3+0.7806z-4
(D.6)

The above equation provides· the transfer function of a digital filter equiv
alent of a low-pass fourth-order Bessel-type analog filter having a cut-off' fre

quency of 200 Hz.
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E. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF I/O BOARD

.

The circuit diagram of the piggy-back I/O. board is shown in Figure
E.!. The design uses two latches (74L8374), two buffers (74L8244), an ad- .

dress decoder (748138) and an inverter (74L804). The diagram also
:

iden- ..

tifies the interconnection of the I/O board to the D8P-16 board. The inter

face details of the input and output ports of the piggy-back board to the

data acquisition system are provided in Tables E.1 and E.2 respectively.
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Table E.l: Description of the interconnections between. the output port
and data acquisition system.

Output port
(Bit no.)

Data acquisition system

o
1

.2
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

S/H of all modules
AO of all modules
Al of all modules
C IE· of module 1
C IE of module 2
C IE of module 3

CIE of module 4

RIC of module 1

RIC of module 2

RIC of module 3

RIC of module 4

o to 11
12
13
14
15

DO to Dll of all modules
STS of module 1
STS of module 2
STS of module 3
STS of module 4

Table E.2: Description of the interconnections between the input port
and data acquisition system.

Input port
(Bit no.)

Data acquisition system
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F. DETERMINATION OF TRANSFORMER
WINDING PARAMETERS

,

The implementation �f the winding protection scheme requires that the

resistances and inductances of the transformer' windings. be known. These

values can be calculated from the transformer design data and, therefore,' are

known to the transformer manufacturers. However, in this work, these

values were determined experimentally. The procedure. and the results' are

described in this appendix.

F .1. Procedure and Results

The secondary windings. of the delta.-star transformer were shorted eir-'

cuited . through a resistance of approximately 1.2 ohms,' The rated voltage
was

.

applied to the primary windings and the transformer voltages and cur

rents
.
were sampled, digitized and recorded at .4800" H� by using

microprocessor-based system. The recorded data from the short-circuit test

were transferred to the MicroVAX 3600 digital computer. A .FORTRAN

program was written to convert the digital samples to the equivalent voltages
and currents at the transformer terminals. Also, this program converted the

data to a sampling rate of 1200 Hz by taking every. fourth. sample. of the
data. The resulting samples ·were provided to another FORTRAN program

that implements the least square filter whose coefficients are listed in Table

4.7. The least error square filter processed the samples and estimated the

steady-state value of phasors representing the transformer winding voltages
and currents. Table F.O lists the calculated values of steady-state voltages
and currents. All the values in Table F.O are referred to the primary side

of the transformer. These steady-state phasors were used to estimate the
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value of winding resistances. and inductive reactances. Equation F.l provided
the value of the combined resistance, RA' of the. primary and secondary

windings of phase A.

(F.I)

where:

is the combined resistance of the primary and secondary
windings of phase A,

. (F.2)

is the voltage of primary winding of phase A,

is the voltage of secondary winding of phase A,

is the current in the secondary winding of phase A and

Be represents the real part.

Similarly, Equation F.2 provided the value of the combined inductive reac

tance, XA' of the primary and secondary windings. of phase. A.

where:

is the combined inductive reactance of. the primary .and

secondary windings of phase A and

1m indicates the imaginary part.

The above equations provided the values of the combined resistance and .

inductive reactance of the windings of phase A .. However, the implementation
of the algorithm requires the resistances and inductances of the primary and

secondary windings. These were obtained by assuming that resistances and

inductive reactances of the primary and secondary windings are equal.

Therefore, the total resistance and inductive reactance obtained from Equa-.
tions F.I and F.2 respectively were divided by two to obtain the values for
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the primary .and secondary windings of phase A. A similar procedure was

followed to obtain the value of resistances and inductances of windings of

phases B and C. Table F.l lists the calculated values of resistances and in

ductances of the primary and secondary windings of the transformer.

Table F .1: Transformer voltage and current phasors during the short
Circuit test.

. Phasor

description
Value of .

the phasor

PHASE A:
Pri. Voltage (V)
Sec. Voltage (V)

Current (A)

28.8-j245.1
-28.2-j177.0
69.O-j281.5

PHASE B:
Pri. Voltage (V)
Sec. Voltage (V)

Current (A)

189.0+j172.3
122.5+j116.0
264.3+j81.4

PHASE C:
Pri. Voltage (V)
Sec. Voltage (V)

Current (A)

-217.9+j72.9
.. -94.4+j54.37

-344.17+j193.8
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Table F.2: Resistance and inductance of the primary and secondary
windings of the test transformer �

Winding Resistance

(Ohms)
Inductance

(H)

PHASE A:'
Pri. winding
Sec. winding

0.140
0.140

0.00017 .

0.00017

PHASE B:
Pri. winding
Sec. winding

0.144
0.144

0.00016
0.00016

PHASE C:
Pri. winding
Sec. winding

0.144
0.144

0.00015
0.00015
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G. RESULTS FROM'TESTING OF
THE WINDING' PROTECTION SCHEME

The test results illustrating the performance of the winding
.

protection
scheme for some transformer operating conditions were presented in Chapter
7. This appendix provides the test results demonstrating the performance of

the winding protection scheme for the remaining transformer conditions listed

in Table 7.9. Figures G.1 to G.S show the errors and the trip indices for

magnetizing inrush conditions. Figures G.6 to G.14 show the errors and trip
indices for internal, fault conditions. These figures also show the trip com

mands issued by the system. Figures G.15 to G.18 show the errors' and trip
indices for external faults.
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Figure G.15: Errors and values of the trip indices for an external
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when the transformer is switched on with an exter-

nal fault involving phase C and ground and when

(a)phase A, (b)phase B or (c)phase C is used-as the

"Reference phase". The transformer was connected

to the supply at 0.0167 s.
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